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OBSERVATIONS

ON THE

STRUCTURE OF THE BRAIN.

J HE interest I necessarily feel in the advance-

nient of anatomical science, made it impossible

for me to hear with indifference, that certain dis-

coveries had been made, some years ago, in the

anatomy of the brain, by two German Physi-

cians, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim. But though
the matter did not escape iny notice, I had no
opportunity of considering it with the attention

Its importance required, till I was occupied in pre-
paring a description of the nervous system, for the
first volume of my System of Anatomy. It then
became necessary for me to examine, with all care,
the writings of these gentlemen on the same sub-

B



2 ON THE STRUCTURE

ject, to repeat their dissections frequently, and to

compare their descriptions and engiavings strict-

ly with nature. I will not pretend that this in-

quiry left me very doubtful concerning the accu-

racy of their observations. To a certain degree,

however, I did suspend my judgment ; as it was

just possible that the appearances and structure

which they claim the merit of having first dis-

played, had been invisible to me in consequence

of some mistake in the method of dissection, or a

want of expertness in the manipulations peculiar

to these anatomists. It was with considerable sa-

tisfaction, therefore, that I learned Dr. Spurz-

heim’s intention, after his arrival in this place,

to give a demonstration of the brain. I have

twice seen his dissections of this organ ;
but I

am sorry to say, that, by these opportunities,

the unfavourable estimate I had formed of his,

and Dr. Gall’s labours, has been not removed,

but confirmed. I cannot but believe that their

pretensions,'while they carry with them a charge

of neglect and ignorance against every preceding

inquirer, in contempt of much well-earned repu-

tation, are. yet as unfounded as they have been

confidently advanced ; and are, both in their re-
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suits and in their principles, calculated to retard

the progress of real knowledge.

This opinion has been adopted after long and

painful research
; and I own it neither surprises

me, nor (if I may be pardoned for so speaking) di-

minishes my confidence, that others, whose names

are not unknown to the medical world, have ex-

pressed different sentiments. An intimate ac-

quaintance with the structure of the brain is ex-

ceedingly difficult of acquisition
; the organ is pe-

culiarly delicate, and its parts are intricate and

numerous. Fully proportioned, however, as the

importance of this knowledge may be to the ob-

stacles in the way of attaining it, in a physiolo-

gical point of view, it is fortunately not of essen-

tial consequence in the practice of medicine. Dis-

eases may be distinguished from each other, and
the proper remedies applied to them, without it

;

and hence it happens, that a study at once ardu-

ous, and in a great measure unnecessary, is easily

relinquished
; and that skilful and eminent prac -

titioners are satisfied, and justly so, with a gene-
ral view of the structure ’of this organ. The in-

formation, too, demanded by the profession, can-
not fail to influence the learning and the lessons

2



4 ON THE STRUCTURE

of its instructors ;
who have little inducement to

possess, as they have none to impart, more know-

ledge than they are required or expected to con-

vey. It is neither unaccountable nor unreason-

able, therefore, that the anatomy of the bram

should be imperfectly known to many, who are

distinguished in teaching and practising the va~

rious branches of the medical art.

These circumstances are undoubtedly favoura'

ble to the progress of any hypothesis respecting

the structure of this part of the human frame.

Provided its author have the prudence to found

it on some established truths, and the dexterity

to represent it as the means of explaining certain

phenomena hitherto inexplicable, he may often

venture, with great prospect of success, to bring

to its support facts not observable in nature, and

not the parents, but the offspring of his theory.

The persons he addresses, whose early studies

(never, perhaps, in this department complete)

have much faded from their recollection, and

whom the duties of an active and toilsome pro-

fession prevent from yielding the attention lequi-

site for mature judgment on such a subject, are

apt to acquiesce in any statements having an air
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of plausibility, and asserted with confidence.

Without time or opportunity for experiment or

observation, they are willing to compromise ;
and

to receive that as correct, which looks as if it

might be so.

In some such way as this alone, can I account

for the support, with which the alleged discove-

ries of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim are said, in

several places, to have been honoured. For I am

quite persuaded that no one can consult the his-

tory of the science, and afterwards appeal to na-

ture, without being convinced, that snch of their

statements as are peculiar to them, owe all their

plausibility to inaccuracy, to the neglect of some

appearances, and to the imagining of others ; and

that the descriptions which they have derived from

the writings of other anatomists, and which they

have sometimes modified but never improved in

the transference, make up the whole portion of

truth which this new system comprehends.

Entertaining this opinion,—satisfied that it

must be sanctioned by all attentive inquirers,

—

and anxious to check, as far as I may, errors of

such magnitude in anatomy, I have been encou-

raged to lay the following pages before the pro-

fession and the public. Little, perhaps, can be

3



6 ON THE STRUCTURE

said that would not readily occur to those, who

attempt to verify, by dissection, the descriptions

'of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim. But as this test

is not always convenient, and as the works of

other anatomists, whose labours must not be for-

gotten in estimating the merits of their successors

of this day, are not always accessible or easy of

reference, it was represented to me, that the re-

sult of my inquiries would not be unacceptable to

those who, with smaller opportunity or occasion

of study, wished to have some materials for fomi-

ing their opinion on a scientific question of such

interest.

On a subject of this kind it is not easy, with-

out demonstration, to be always quite intelligi-

ble. The force of mere authorities is likely to be

sometimes overlooked by the reader ;
and it is

natural to expect, that in the end a good deal may

still appear as disputed assertion. But notwith-

standing these difficulties, the late claims to dis-

covery will stilb I trust, be sufficiently refuted.

They will always be found more groundless the

more narrowly they are inspected
;
and my pains

cannot be altogether without reward, if they prove

effectual in promoting investigation. I have only
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to add, that nothing could have engaged me to

publish the present remarks, but a strong anxiety

for the progress of medical knowledge, and a deep

concern for the reputation of a Medical School

which was indebted to anatomy for its first cele-

brity throughout Europe.

\

The most complete summary of the doctrines

which it is my object to examine, is to be found

ill the article Cerveau^ in the 4th volume of the

Dictionaire des Sciences Medicales, published at

Paris in the year J813. It is written by Drs.

Gall and Spurzheim themselves, and bears their

signature
; and as it is the latest dissertation whicli

they have composed on the subject, it may be pre-

sumed to contain the expression of their most

matured opinions. This essay I have inserted

verbatim in the Appendix
; and it is my inten-

tion to refer to it constantly, in the following

pages. Two advantages will result from thisk

In the first place, it will enable my readers to

perceive whether or not I have, on all occasions,

correctly interpreted the meaning of the descrip-

tions which are the object of my criticism
; and

secondly, it will afford those who have no other

means of knowledge, an opportunity of acquiring
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a perfect idea of the claims which Drs. Gall

and SruRZHEiM have brought forward. In this

last respect I cannot refrain from remarking that

I believe the Appendix to be particularly neces-

sary ; for I am firmly persuaded, that the number

of persons is exceedingly small, in this country

at least, who have any conception either of the

nature or the extent of the discoveries alleged to

have been made by the authors of this new sys-

tem. Their work in quarto^, of which the first

volume was published at Paris in 1810, is too ex-

pensive for extensive circulation, and much too

tedious for general perusal, even were it more

accessible ; while the abstract of their anatomy

of the brain prefixed by Dr. Spurzheim to his

English book on Physiognomy f, is in several es-

sential points imperfect.

In the year 1808 , the Institute of France ap-

pointed a Committee of its members t, to exa-

mine and report on a Memoir which had been pre-

* Anatomie et Physiologic du Systeme Neiveux en Gene-

ral, et du Cerveau en particulier, &c. Prem. Vol. 4to. Paris

;

avec 17 planches folio.

+ The Physiognomical System of Dhs. Gall and Spurz-

heim, &c. by J. G. Spurzheim, M. D. 8vo. 2d edit. Lond. 1815,

I The Committee consisted of Tenon, Portal, Sabatier,

PiNEL, and Cuvier.
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sented to it by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, con-

taining an account of their anatomical researches

and alleged discoveries. So little satisfied, how-

ever, were these anatomists with the Report *

which was returned, and with the small measure

of praise granted to them by the»Commissioners,

that in the following year they published a quar-

to volume consisting of 274 pages f, wholly occu-

pied with a criticism on the decision of the Com-
mittee

; and in tvhich, with the exception of a

single article, the sentiments of the Commission-
ers imptying partial approbation, as well as those

expressing direct dissent, are alike impugned and
protested against. To this work, also, I shall

sometimes have occasion to refer, in the course of
the following pages

In the three first paragraphs of the Appendix.
it will be seen, that Drs. Gall and Spurzheim,

* There is a translation of this Report in Edin. Med. andourg. Journ. for January, I8O9.

t This volume is entitled « Recherchcs sur le Systeme

Pa^n’r'llop
Cerveau en particulier.”

X It IS amusing, notwithstanding the existence of this workto hear the Committee of the French Institute occasionali;
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after stating various objections to the methods oi

investigating and describing the brain which have

hitherto prevailed, claim to themselves the merit

of having discovered a new mode of dissecting this

organ, viz. of commencing the examination of

each part from its first origin, and of following

the course and direction of its fibres hy scraping

(en raclant). I propose, however, to reserwe the

particular examination of these criticisms, and of

the claim which follows them, till the conclusion

of the present pamphlet.

I have, therefore, in the first place, to direct
|

the attention of my reader to the opinions of Drs.
j

Gall and Spurzheim, respecting the structure
|

of the White and Grey Substance of the brain in

general. I shall then consider the two Sys-

tems of Fibres which they profess to have dis-

covered in this organ. And lastly, I propose to

offer a few remarks on the Engravings of the

brain which accompany then large work.
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I. OF THE WHITE AND GREY SUBSTANCE OF THE
BRAIN IN GENERAL.

The White Substance .—In paragraphs 6, 7, 8, and
9 of the Appendix, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim
explicitly maintain, that the white substance of the
brain h fbrous in its structure; they describe
the circumstances in which its fibres may be dis-

tinctly seen
; and affirm that this fact w^as known

to few anatomists. In the passages, however,
which I have subjoined in a note, they acknow-
ledge, that since the time of Vieussens, it has
been known to many that this substance is fibrous
m general; but no one, according to them, has
ventured to pronounce that it is fibrous every-
where

; and this, therefore, is an important disco-
very, for which anatomy is indebted to them alone
On this first article in their claims, the follow-

ing remarks will suffice.

Every anatomist, who has enjoyed frequent on-
por unities of examining the recent brain, iiiiist
have observed, that there are particular portions
of the v,l»te s,cbstancc which tear much more rea-
d'ly m one particular direction than in any oti.er
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and that the surfaces of the lacerated parts in

the former case, but never in the latter, put on

an appearance similar to that exhibited by a piece

of muscle or any other fibrous texture, when torn

in the direction of its fibres. When the surfaces,

however, are closely examined with the naked eye

or with a microscope, there are perceived on them

only very fine striae and ridges, placed paral-

lel to each other ; no intervening substance, like

cellular substance, can be discovered, separating

fibre from fibre, or embracing fasciculi of fibres,

as in the case of a muscle. In the white matter

of some parts of the brain, numerous capillary

bloodvessels uniformly appear, on the torn sur-

faces, running exactly in the direction of the la-

ceration ; in other parts, the vessels seem rather

to pursue an opposite course ;
and in others,

scarcely any vessels appear at all. If we attempt

to raise any of the ridges on such surfaces, in

the form of a single filament, we uniformly fail

;

the substance is so tender, that it immediately

gives way.

The fibrous appearance just now described, is

much more distinct, if the white substance pre

viously to being lacerated, be plunged for a few
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minutes into boiling oil, or steeped for a few

days in alcohol, dilute muriatic or nitric acids,

mixtures of alcohol and acids, or a solution of cor-

rosive sublimate. These agents increase its con-

sistence greatly
; the laceration, consequently,

can be pursued to a greater extent
; and it is pos-

sible, with the point of a pin, to raise fibrils finer

than a bristle, from the surfaces of the torn por-

tions. Such filaments, however, can seldom be

separated from the rest of the mass, for a greater

length than an inch.

From these facts, I confess, I am rather inclin-

ed to think, that such portions of the w/wVe sub-

stance are actually composed of veiy slender fibres

of nervous matter, surrounded and separated from
each other by some delicate texture, similar to

the neurilema of nerves, or the cellular substance
of muscle

; but too tender to bear dissection, and
too fine to be perceptible to the naked eye. This,
however, is merely matter of opinion, and may or
niay not be coirect

; I do not mean to affirm that
It is a point of structure susceptible of demonstra-
tion *.

• See System of Human Anatomy, Vol. I. p. 133.
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This inference is, I believe, applicable to the

gi'eater part of the white suhstance of the brain

;

but whether or not it ought to be extended to the

whole, I cannot vei;ture, from my own observa-

tions at least, to pronounce. There are several

portions of it, in which, hitherto, I have failed to

produce the fibrous laceration, either in the re-

cent or the indurated state. Other anatomists,

however, such as Professor Reil, appear to have

been more successful.

Now although no method has yet been disco-

vered by which the actual length of these Jibres,

(supposing them to be such) can be ascertained,

yet it is obviously practicable to, trace their gene-

ral direction in different parts of the cerebral mass

;

and an accurate series of observations on this sub-

ject, would unquestionably constitute a very inte-

resting. accession to our anatomical knowledge.

Raymond Vieussens, whom Morgagni has just-

ly styled, “ Monspeliensis Acadenii(K decus et lu-

men” and whose admirable work entitled, Neu-

rographia Universalis, was published as early as

the year 1684*, seems to have been the first who

occupied himself particularly with this investiga-

tion. He appears sometimes to have employed
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tlie indurated brain in his dissections but it is

obvious, that his favourite method of tracing the

fibres of the white substance, was by scraping its

surface in the recent state. No one seems to have

prosecuted this inquiry after Vieussens, until it

was resumed by Professor Reil about twenty
years ago. The first results obtained by this in-

genious and indefatigable anatomist, in whose re-

cent death the science has sustained a serious loss,

were published in Gren’s Journal* for 1795.
His subsequent discoveries form the subject of
no fewer than ten separate dissertations, which
will be found in the volumes from 1807 to 1812
inclusive, of the periodical work entitled Archives

of Physiology edited by himself and Authen-
Rieth at Halle. The brains which he subject-
ed to his operations, were previously hardened
and rendered more elastic, by immersion in alco-
hol, alkalis, acids, &c. Without this previous pre-
paration, Reil was fully aware, from experience,

* See Lib. I. Cap. XI. p. 73.

l^*^Neues Journal der Physik, Erst. Band. Svo. Leipsig.

+ Archiv fiir die Physiologic.
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that it was in vain to attempt tracing the fibioiis

arrangement at all in some parts, or with peifect

accuracy in any. I have repeated most of his

dissections ; and obtained results which induce

me to put great confidence in the correctness of

the whole. From the language in which they are

written, and the scarcity of the work in which

they are inserted, Reil’s essays are less familiar

to British anatomists than their merits entitle

them to be. I shall endeavour, therefore, as soon

as other avocations permit, to make them more

extensively known in this country, through the

medium of an English translation or abridgement.

For the present, I have only to assure my readers,

that the descriptions which they contain, are such

as to put entirely to shame the inaccurate and

imaginary anatomy, to which Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim, have, in the meanAvhile, succeeded, in

securing so much more of the public attention.

The apparent fibrousness of the white substance,

both in tlie recent state, and after coagulation

with boiling oil, alcohol, acids, &c., has been long

known ;
and no opinion has been more prevalent,

than that this substance is really fibrous.
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The following passage, which seems to me in

several respects a curious one, is extracted from

the celebrated Malpighi’s Exercitatio Epistolica

de Cerebro, dated 1664<*.

i

“ The medulla of the Brain, or the Corpus Callosum, has

been said to be more solid than the cortex, and to be surround-

ed with veins and arteries which fill up the intervening

spaces; this, however, is incorrect, as I have been able to

observe distinctly in the brains of fishes, and less so with

the microscope in the more perfect animals.’ For it is quite

evident, that the whole of this white part of the brain is di-

vided into fibrils of a flattish round shape, not unlike those
white bodies or intestinuli which compose the substance of the
testes. These are so evident in the brains of fishes, that if

they are examined between the eye and the light, they look
hke an ivory comb, or the common pipe-organ of a church ;

and they are the more plainly distinct from each other, that
the blood-vessels springing from the margins of the cortex in

The passage in the original is this.
“ De Cerebri medulla, seu caUoso corpora illud exaratum extat cortice sobdius esse, veins, & arteriis circumafFumli, ad replenda scilicet intercepta spatia, quod tamen, prout evidenter In pisc^

“
l«.»c Ctebri .Ibam po. lio

corpotibus, ouTuTt.T'T'”’’...
, .

’ ‘l^>eus testlcidorum moles conflatur.n p«,„m crebn venlricub,

ob»erve,itur, eburneum pectinem, vel vulimbn,,, i„ p. ,

c
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the ventrides traverse the spaces between the fibres. I have

remarked the same fil rous structure, in the brain, both recent

and boiled, of sheep, oxen, and other such animals ; but it is

particularly evident in the posterior part of that portion of the

spinal marrow which is contained within the cranium ; More-

over, as I have above observed, one may see these white

fibres of the brain, at the sides of this commencement of the

spinal marrow, prolonged through the middle of the mass of

adjoining cortex. This structure too may be remarked in the

extreme appendages of the corpus callosum ;
for the fibrous

bodies which form the roof of the ventricles, at last terminate

in laminated fimbriae, or convoluted productions, which are

immersed like the numerous roots of a plant, m the cortex,

V’hich seems as a soil or earth to them^. What progress those

fibrous bodies have, of which the medullary mass of the brain

is composed, it is not so easy to assign ;
for it is difficult to

bring them under the cognizance of the senses, on account of

rum distinctio, in ventriculis circa extrema affusi corticis sanguinea vasa

enata inter fibras spatia subintrant. Eandem fibres nam naturam, in pe-

cudis bovis, & similium, turn crudo, turn elixato Cerebro obsen^avi : sed

evidentior pne cieteris emergit in parte postica spinalis medullse intra

cranium contents, quin &, ul superiils innui, ad latei-a ejusdem princi-

pii spinalis medullm albas hasce fibras Cerebri protractas per medium

affusi copiosi corticis videbis : eandem etiam structurain in extrenus ap-

pendicibus callosi corporis observabis ;
nam fibrosa corpora, quibusventn-

culorum testudo contexitur, tandem desinunt veluti lancmatis fimbrus,

seu productionibus in gyrum ductis, quae immerguntur, & implantan-

tur, non secusac copioste plantarum radices, in cortice, quisoli, seu teme

vicem gerere videtur. Quern progressmn babeant hrec fibrosa coniora,

quibus meduUaris Cerebri moles conflatur, non est ita facile assi^^,

quia ob ventriculorum tortuosas cavitates, & corticis imphcitam substau-
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the tortuous cavities of the ventricles, the complicated stratum

of the cortex in the more perfect animals, and their own deli-

cacy, multiplicity, and brittleness. In fishes, indeed, it is in

some respects more evident, but in others, on account of their

minuteness, more obscure. From a comparison of both, how-

ever, the following may perhaps be conceived to be their course.

From the trunk of the spinal marrow contained within

the cranium (medulla oblongata), as from a remarkable col-

lection of fibres, the whole fibres dispersed through the brain

and the cerebellum seem to take their origin ; for they ramify

from four reflected crura of this medulla in all directions, until

they end by their branched extremities in the cortex. Their
progress in the cerebellum is more evident; it consists of

fibres extended in the form of a tree, on the extreme branches
or leaves, as it were, of which, the cortex is elegantly laid, but
so unconnected with the adjacent parts, that the leaves appear
free. In the brain, however, the arch or roof of the ventricles

consists of fibres which are inclined towards the sides, and
rmed into a vault

; as may be seen in the engraving of the

t.am in san^meis perfectioribus, accedente propria exilitate, multiplid-A fnabihuite, non it^ fadU sub sonsum cadunt ; & in piscibus qui-

tame^flT f Ob exiguitatem obscuriora : ex utrisque

nalis meduU®
censen potest probabilis, progressus : A spi-

collectioneenr
contento, vcluti insigni fibrarum

OuST"'"
ramific-intm-

^ ^ medullte reflexis ci-uribus bine inde^dicantui
. donee rainosis tennlnatlonibus in corticem desinant : Huius

Lf TV evidentior est; fit enim ex fibris in arbons fL
cortex '"Tl "T' affunditur eleganter

Cerebro auiem
referat libomm foliunf In

concamei-atio, seu ventnculorum testudo constat fibris
o
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Fish, in which likewise a parcel of fibres is observed running

in an opposite direction towards the cortex, so as to form with

the fibres below, already described, a sort of riding or decus-

salion. All these are probably continuous with the anterior

beginning of the spinal marrow. In the more perfect animals,

the progress is the same towards the sides in the superior ven-

tricles ; and of these and other fibres derived from the posterior

part of the brain, the structure of the corpus callosum * is com-

posed; in which, as one may somewhat indistinctly see, the

extremities of the fibres issuing from it, constitute certain va-

ricose bodies not unlike intestines; which are overlaid with

cortex. Of those, also, which issue from the forepart of the

brain, the septum lucidum is composed."

No language can be more precise than that m

which ViEussENS delivers his opinions respecting

the structure of the white substance.

..r,),. later. & m fomicem e^struc*. ut inKsdum icon. np.

paret in quibus etiam obscrvatur fibrarum poitio, quie supra v entncu-

i ,ift ex erumpLtibus fibrarum finibus fiunt varicosa corpora non

dissimilia intestinis, quibus coaffunditur cortex . ex

. antcriori Cerebri parte erumpentibus fit septum lucidui .

. MAtPin... uses the terms corpus callosm and mMla

rehri synonimously.

\
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The white substance of the brain,” says he, which I

shall in general denominate the medullary substance, and

sometimes simply medulla, is composed of innumerable fibrils

connected together and arranged into various fasciculi. This

becomes very obvious when it is boiled in oil ; for then the in-

numerable fibrils, of which I have said it is composed, are

easily separable from each other. These fibrils, however, in

their natural situation, and where no cineritious matter is in-

terposed between them, are so closely compacted together, that

they leave not the smallest intervening space, but constitute

one continuous mass : Just like the internal fibrils of a rod of

wood which, although they are in fact separable from each

other, compose a continuous body

• » Alba cerebri substantia, quam passim substantiam meduUarem, imo
& aliquando meduUam nominabimus, innumeris 6 fibriUis simul connexis,
ac veluti plures in fascicules distinctis conflatur, quod apertfe patet dum
haec in oleo excoquitur; ilia n^que tunc temporis innumeras in fibril-
las, ^ quibus simul connexis ipsam conflatam esse modd diximus, facile di-
vidi potest. Hujusmodi autem fibriUarum aliae aliis, dum situm natu-
lalem servant, adeo proximojuxta ponuntur, ubi scUicet glandulosse nulke
particulae ipsis interseruntur, ut sensUe nullum inter ipsas relinquatur
spatiolum, & continuum constituant corpus

: quemadmodum inteiiores
bacuU fibriUae, fic^t ipsarum alim ab aliis separabiles sint, continuum al-
terum corpus, baculum nempe componunt.” Lib. I. cap. X.

Leeuwenhoeck examined with the microscope thin slices
of the brain of a hog and of mice, which had been previously
ar ened

; and found that they appeared to consist of exceed-
ing y minute fibrils, which he conjectured were surrounded,
each of them, with a delicate membrane too fine to be percep-
tible. But the parts of the brain from which the slices were
taken are not mentioned. Epist. Physiol, xxxiv. March 1718
and xxxvi. May 1717.

•'

3
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Haller expresses himself with his usual bre-

vity and good sense on this subject.

" This, however," says he, “ we find everywhere, that the

medulla is disposed to be compacted and arranged into straight

lines and fasciculi, known under various names, such as are very

obvious in the crura of the brain, the pons Varolii, and the

corpus callosum. Hence thei'e is produced in the medulla a

sort of resemblance to fibres

Mayer, the author of a valuable System of

Anatomy, published in German, at Berlin, in

1 794f, describes the medulla in the following terms.

“ The medulla exhibits a fibrous structure; and this is par-

ticularly distinct in those parts which serve to connect the op-

posite halves of the brain, or in those which lie near the ori-

gins of the nerves. The fibrous structure may be rendered

still more obvious, by immersing the medullary parts of the

brain in strong spirit of wine, or concentrated vinegar, or by

boiling them in oil. Freezing shews the layers of the fibres

less distinctly. In a brain which is much loaded with water, or

in one which is very dry or hard, the fibrous layers of the me-

dulla are likewise visible t.”

* “ Id tamen nUque reperimus, amai-e meduUam in Imeas rectas la-

certulosque comprimi et figuraxi, quos variis cum nominibus repetemus,

in cruribus cerebri et ponte Varolii et coi-pore calloso adpnme conj-

cuos. unde in medulla nulior aliqua fibrarum sumbtudo nascitur

Elem. Physiol, iv. p. 31. , ...

t » Das Mark zeigt einen faserigten Bau, und besonders deutbch sieht

man diesen Bau in denjenigen TheUcn, welche zur verbmdung beyder

Iialften des Hims dieucn ; oder m denen, ivelche dem rsprunge
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Tlie author then goes on to describe the differ-

ences of direction, which are perceptible in the

medullary fibres, in different parts of the brain.

Professor Reil, in a paper on the structure of

the Brain and Nerves, already referred to, in

Gren’s Journal for 1795, enters much more mi-

nutely into the subject than had been done by any

preceding anatomists. He details the whole fibrous

structure of the cerebellum
; traces with great

minuteness the bands of fibres from the corpora

pyramidalia through the annular protuberance to

the peduncles of the brain proper, and thence

through the corpora striata to the convolutions

;

follows carefully and precisely the fibres of the cor-

pus callosum, and of the anterior commissure, to

their destination in the hemispheres
; describes the

structure of the convolutions with singular accu-

racy; and alludes briefly to other parts. In con-

clusion, he observes, that if one were to fix upon
a point in the nervous system, such as the medulla

Neiren n^ier lie^en. Diesen fasrigen Bau kann man durchs einlegen
*iger irntheile iii starken Weingeist, oder in concentrirten Essiirund durchs Ivochen in oel, noch deutlicher macheii. Das gefrieren zei«-t

die Lagen der Fasem des Maikcs weniger bcstimmt In einem Hirn
Avelches mit vieicm Wasser uberladen ist. oder in einem sehr auso-e-'
dorreten oder erhartaten. sieht man ebenfalls die faserlagen des mark^es.
Beschreib. des ganzen IMenschlichen Korjiers. B. vi, p. 91.
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oblongata, this system might be regarded as I'a-

diating from this point, to the extremities of the

nerv’^es on the one hand, and to the extremities of

the fibres in the cerebrum and cerebellum on the

other ; or reversing the matter, all these nerves

and fibres might be considered as converging from

their extremities towards the medulla oblongata.

Cuvier, in describing the structure of the brain

in general, in red-blooded and vertebral animals,-

remarks.

The medullary substance is white, opaque, and firmer

than the cortical ; and it appears to the eye to be composed of

very fine fibres, of which the directions vary *.

And Portal, in his description of the hurhan

brain, expresses himself thus ;

“ The medullary or white substance, is much more dense than

the vertical ; it appears everywhere to be formed of fibres laid

closely along each other. We distinguish them easily in the

corpus callosum, the corpora striata, and the pons Varolii. —
It is in brains especially, which have been macerated and

preserved in spirit of wine, that this structure is seen I.

• “ La substance medullaire est blanche, plus firme que la corticale

;

elle paroit a I’oeil coniposee de fibres tr6s-fines, dont les directions varienU

Le9ons d’Anatomie Comparee, tom. ii. p. 100. Paris, 1800.

•}• “ La substance medullaire ou blanche est beaucoup plus dense que

la corticale ; die poioit par-tout fonnee de divers filets adosscs Ics uns a
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These remarks, will, I trust, sufficiently enable

my readers to judge of the extent and importance

of the discoveries made by Drs. Gali. and Spurz-

HEiM in this department of the anatomy of the

brain.

In the first place it is obvious, that the fibrous

structure of the white substance is not a fact first

demonstrated by them ; but is merely an opi-

nion which they entertain in common with many

other anatomists for nearly 150 years back ; and

when they affirm, that merely by scraping the

recent brain, they can display the fibres of the

white matter distinctly to the naked eye, it is

plain that they substitute an hypothesis for a

fact. The operation of sci'aping, which is mere-

ly a mode of laceration, discloses only a fibrous ap-

pearance, from which the actual fibrous structure

is inferred; and whether the inference be cor-

rect or not, it is for future investigation to deter-

mine.

Secondly, this very operation of scraping was
not invented by them ; but was the method prac-

cdte des autres. On les distingue fedlement dans le corps calleux, dans
les corps canneles, et dans le pont de Varole.” Anal. Medic, iv. p. »5,
Paris, 1804k
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tised by ViEussENS, the first anatomist who di-

rected his attention in particular to this subject,

as is expressly stated in many pages of his trea-

tise. By Drs. Ga-LL and §purzheim the scraps

mg is performed, in general, with the handle or

the blade of a scalpel ; but sometimes rudely

enough with the points of the fingers ;
as all those

who have seen their dissections must have remark-

ed. And for my own part, I must confess, that if

any doubts had remained on my mind as to the

total inadequacy of the method they employ, to

the accurate unfolding of the minute stmcture

of the brain, they would have been wholly remo-

ved by the public demonstrations which I have

lately had an opportunity of witnessing in this

place. They have little experience, indeed, in

the actual dissection of the brain, who imagine,

that the arrangement of its apparent fibres can

be satisfactorily developed, merely by scraping

its white substance in the recent state. There are

many portions of this substance which are arran-

ged into such narrow bands, and such thin la-

minae, and in which the disposition of the fibres

is so complicated, that it is not without the

greatest difficulty that their structure can be un-
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folded even after coagulation. On such parts the

operation of scmping is entirely impracticable,

even in the freshest state of the organ. The

method so steadily pursued by Reil is the only

one which is applicable to every part, and ensures

certain results ; and they alone can form a just

estimate of the merit of his investigations, who

have devoted some considerable portion of their

time to the faithful repetition of them.

Thirdly, the statement made by Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim, that no one had extended the

hypothesis of a fibrous structure^ or ascribed a

fibrous appearance, to the white substance of the

brain everywhere, until this important discoveiy

was made by them, is wholly incorrect. In proof

of this, I refer the reader to the extracts which

I have already given, from the works of the most

distinguished anatomists, from the time of Mal-

pighi downwards.

In conclusion, I have now to mention a circum-

stance, which, I presume, after the preceding de-

tail, will be read with some surprize. When Dr.

Spurzheim, in the course of his second demonstra-

tion of the brain in this place, was called upon
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to display, by means of scraping, the fibrous struc-

ture of those bands of white substance which pass

through the corpus striatum, and the edges ofwhich

he had just exposed, he denied that he had ever af-

firmed that the white substance of itself, unmixed

with the possessed any such structure. This

placed me under the necessity of reading to his

audience two paragraphs fromp. 20 and 21 of his

Physiognomical book, (the only work of his, un-

luckily, then accessible) which are almost a literal

translation of paragraphs 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the es-

say in the Appendix. Singular, however, as this

circumstance may seem, it is only one of a se-

ries of similar denials made by Dr. Spurzheim

in the course of the same demonstration ;
each

of which will be taken notice of, in its proper

place.

The Grey Substance.—The term grey, or cine-

ritious, which is generally applied to this sub-

stance, is calculated to convey an inaccurate idea

of its colour to those who have not seen it. Brown

is every where its piedominating hue ;
and in

most parts it is of that species of Brown, which
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is called by Werner in his Nomenclature of Co-

lours, Wood-Brown*.

This substance is described by Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim in the 5th paragraph of the Appen-

dix ; and the reader will not fail to remark the

following peculiarities in their opinions with re-

spect to it.

In the first place, it is pronounced to be with-

out any apparent organization. I am correct, how-

ever, I believe, in stating, that, at the present day,

tlie term organized is universally applied by phy-

siologists to any part which is simply ascertained

to possess vascularity ;
how little soever may be

known with regard to its structure in other re-

spects
;
in which case, it is obvious, that organi-

zation cannot be denied to the grey substance.

But if Drs. Gall and Spurzheim mean by this

term, any arrangement of the particles of a tex-

ture into laminae or fibres, then there is the same

proof that the grey substance is organized as the

white. For if any one of the convolutions of the

brain proper, or of the laminae of the cerebel-

• See Werner’s Nomenclature of Colours, with additions,

&c. by Patrick Syme, Edin. 1814.
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Jum, be torn vertically, after coagulation, or even

in the recent state, the fibrous appearance will be

exhibited as distinctly by the one kind of matter as

by the other. Reil * has described and represent-

ed this effect of laceration on the grey coating of

the convolutions
;
and Soemmerrtng takes notice

of the fibrousness of the gre^ substance in general,

after immersion in a coagulating liquor f.

Secondly, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim are of

opinion, that the use or function of the grey sub-

stance^ everywhere, is to form the white ;—an hy-

pothesis, for which it seems to me, in the present

state of our physiological knowledge, there is no

proper epithet but absurd. If any thing be cer-

tain in science, it is, that every vascular part is

formed by its own vessels
;
and there is just as

little reason or philosophy in imagining, that the

whitefibres of the brain, or of the nervous system

in general, are produced by the grey matter^ as

there would be in supposing that the skin forms

the cellular substance which it covers, or the cel-

lular substance the muscles, or the muscles the

bones. Why not conceive that the grey substance

* Archiv. B. 8. and Gren’s Journal, p, 105.

+ Dc G»rp. Hum. Fab. IV, p. 50.
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is intended to absorb the white ? The one hypo-

thesis is in every respect as physiological as the

other,

Drs. GalL and Spurzheim affirm that there is

not a single filament of white substance anywhere,

which does not take its origin from a proportion-

al mass o^grey 'matter. But this is a mere averment,

without the shadow of a proof. For aught that

has yet been demonstrated to the contrary, there

may be millions of fibres in every part of the ce-

rebral mass which have no connection of any kind

with this substance. It is to be remembered, that

when we tear a piece of white substance, we see

merely a fibrous appearance ;—that the actual ex-

istence oijibhs in the mass is only an hypothesis

founded on that appearance
; and that of the length

or breadth of the ultimate fibrils we know nothing

whatever. The luhite matter, therefore, over the

whole brain, may either consist of continuous

fibrils, such as are represented in fig. 8, connect-

ed by one or both extremities to grey substance,

or it may be composed of a series of comparative-

ly short and insulated filaments, as infg. 0, pla-

ced close together and parallel to each other, and
of which only a very inconsiderable number, such
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as those touching the lines a b, and c d, are in

union with the grey matter. We may conjecture^

but we cannot demonstrate, which of these is the

structure which really obtains ;
in the meanwhile,

therefore, we must content ourselves, like Profes-

sor Reil, with endeavouring to trace the general

direction of the supposed fibres.

The hypothesis I have now considered would

have been unworthy of much notice, had it not

been so essentially connected by Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim with the actual description of the

brain.

II. OF THE FIBRES OF THE BRAIN.

After delivering their opinions on the struc-

ture of the luhite and grey substance in general,

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim proceed to unfold their

new views respecting the brain in particular.

In this organ they profess to have discovered

two distinct orders or systems of fibres. The

one system is called diverging, or the apparatus

offormation, the other, converging, or the appara-
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tus of union ; and in this last are included the

parts which have been long known under the

name of commissures. (See Appendix, ^12. and

35.)

These two systems pervade the whole organ
;

and .there are diverging and converging fibres in

the cerebellum as well as in the brain-proper.

The systems of these two parts may be consider-

ed separately.

I. OF THE FIBRES OF THE CEREBELLUM.

The two orders of fibres, diverging and con-

verging, which • according to Drs. Gall and
Spurzheim constitute this part of the cerebral
mass, are described in the paragraphs from 17 to
22, and from 38 to 40 of the essay in the Appen-
dix.

The following are my sentiments with respect
to that description.

In
the divergingfibres ot the ce-

um are said to take their origin from the
grey meuter lodged in the interior of the medulla
oblongata

(f. 17 .) ; and to form on each side a
bundle or fasciculus usually knotvn under the

D
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name of corpus restiforme ;
which running up^

wards, and increasing as it ascends, penetrates in-

to the corresponding hemisphere of the cerebel-

lum, and enters the substance of the mass situated

there, called corpus dentatum. Accordingly, in

the engravings accompanying their large w-ork,

particularly in their representation of a section of

the cerebellum, which I have copied in j^g-

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have distinctly deli-

neated this fasciculus of fibres, as extending them-r

selves into the cerebellum, until the anterioi ex-

tremity of the corpus dentatum intercepts them.

To this I reply, that the origin of all, or even

any of the fibres here described, from the grey

substance of the medulla oblongata, is a mere as-

sumption ;
it has not been proved, and was not

even attempted to be shewn by Dr. Spurzheim

in his demonstrations. The actual dimensions,

too, of the bundles which they are said to form,

has been left wholly undefined ;
and Dr. Sprurz-

heim seemed little disposed in his public dissec-

tions to fix their limits more precisely, et un-

til this is done, it is unreasonable to expect, that

we should listen to any account of alleged dis-

coveries wdth respect to their futuie destination,
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To call them corpora restvformia, is to apply to

them a vague appellation, which, hitherto, hasbeen

employed only by some anatomists, as the name

of a superficial eminence
; and which is not cal-

culated to convey any idea of the extent of the

medulla oblongata which the fasciculi occupy.

These bundles, moreover, are said to increase as

they ascend
; and in conformity with Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim’s views with respect to the func-

tions of the grey substance, we ought to find some

portions of this matter attached to the fasciculi or

intermixed with them, from which the reinfor-

cing filaments can be shewn to take their origin

;

yet no such matrix has been pointed out. Lastly,

I maintain that it is impossible to trace any
fibres, either from the corpus restiforme, or from
any other part of the medulla oblongata, into the

corpus dentatum, in the manner described by Drs.
Gall and Spurzheim

; or to exhibit, in any hu-

man brain, such an appearance of fibrous con-

nexion between these parts, as they have repre-

sented in their engravings. A cautious examina-
tion, according to tlie method of Reil,^ of those
filaments which seem to extend from the region
of the corpus restiforme, into the corresponding
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hemisphere of the cerebellum, will shew, that they-

pass, not into the corpus dentatum, but external

to it, and afterwards over it. Dr. Spurzheim

did not, in his public demonstrations, trace these

fibres to the termination he has assigned -them ;

he merely scraped off (en se servant du nianche du

scalpel), the root of the auditory nerve, and its

ganglion, as he calls it, from the upper part of the

corpus restiforme ;
produced a fibrous appearance

on the surface underneath ; and then, without

following the fibres into the corpus dentatum, pro-

ceeded to speak of the situation and structuie of

that body.

In the second place, the corpus dentatum itself,

is described by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, as

being an accumulation of grey matter (un amas de

substance grise,
§

17.) Accordingly, this matter

is represented in their engravings as pervading its

whole substance ;
and as existing in it, in such

quantity, thatwhen the body is divided, (see^g. 1.)

it exhibits as dark a colour throughout, as the coat-

ing of brown substance on the outer surface of the

convolutions of the brain-proper, or the laminae

of the cerebellum. They acknowledge (§ 17.) that

they cannot follow the fibres of the coipus lesU.

f
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forttie through this grey mass
;
yet they affirm

{'§ 18.) that these fibres not only penetrate it, but

receive a reinforcement of filaments from the grey

matter in their progress ; and that at last, the

whole emerging at different points, form a variety

ef strata, which are distributed to all parts of the

cerebellum. The corpus dentatumi, therefore, ac-

cording to /their views, is a true ganglion for each

hemisphere, (son veritable ganglion,
^ 18.) and is

a preparatory apparatus, or point of origin and

reinforcement for a great part of the nervous mass

of the cerebellum. Accordingly, wherever a prin-

cipal branch or stratum of nervous fibres leaves

the ganglioUj there is at that part a greater quan-

tity of grey substance, forming an eminence or pro-

jection
; and hence it is, they affirm, that the

ganglion is irregular on its surface, and that the

number of its teeth or eminences, corresponds to

the number of the principal nervous bundles which

I
leave it.

({ I8i)

I

This description is inaccurate to a degree that

i

it is not easy to account for, and of which no one
can have any idea who has not compared it with
nature.

>
P-.

I
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The corpus dentatum is not a mass of grey sub-

stance, but consists of a small quantity of white

nervous matter, surrounded at all points, except to-

Avards the anterior and inferior part, with a thin

capsule of brown. Its lohite matter has no con-

nexion whatever with the corpus restiforme ;
but

is continuous, where the capsule is deficient, Avitli

the corresponding pillar of the Vieussenian valve ,

many fibres of which can be distinctly traced in-

to it, accompanied with pretty large blood-vessels.

It is impossible to demonstrate a single filament

either entering or leaving it, at any other point f.

Its surface is very irregular, so that in whatever

direction it is divided, its section appears deeply

serrated; but the projections do not consist of

grey matter, as Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have

affirmed ;
they are composed of white substance,

with a coating of broiun, like the rest of the mass ;

* The Pillars of the Vieussenian Valve are the Processus

ad Testes of the older anatomists, and the Anterior Crura o

tlie Cerebellum of Reil, and others.

+ This is precisely the opinion, also, of the Commissionei

„f ihc Frcncli Institute. ' The corpus fimbrlatum," soy *ey.

is enveloped, and, us it were, immersed in the

matter, instead of giving a passage to it ,
an wo

serve that it supplies it with any filament. >
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nor is there the slightest foundation for the asser-

tion which they have also made, that there is a

correspondence, in point of size, between these

projections, and the strata or laminae of the cere-

bellum.

In Jig. 2. and 3. tw'o views are exhibited of the

corpus dentatum, taken from the cerebellum of

an adult male, only 24 hours after death *. The

original drawings were executed with the most

scrupulous exactness by my friend Mr. Syme,

whose talents for depicting such objects are well

known. I have to request that my readers will

contrast this representation with that which has

been given by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim in

That the fibres of the corpus restiforme, then,

enter the corpus dentatum, as these anatomists

have affirmed ;—that they pass through it and re-

ceive a great reinforcement from the grey matter

* In a cei'ebellum which has been steeped in spirits, the

natviral appearance of the corpus dentatum is destroyed. The
blood seems diffused from the blood-vessels with which it

abounds through the white mailer, and gives it a brownish

tinge I while at same time the brown capsule becomes paler.

The anatomist, therefore, ought to be on his guard against
this deception.
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with which it is filled ;—and that the strata whidi

they form on emerging from it, correspond in mag-

nitude to the projections on its surface ; are things

which Drs. Gale and Spurzheim may have ima-

gined, but which they cannot have seen : And it

is for them to explain how these appearances were

produced, which the artist has delineated as natu-

ral to these parts, in the engravings accompanying

their large work ;
particularly in the XII. Plate,

of which I have copied the part representing the

cerebellum, in Jig. 1.

Knowing how inaccurate all this description

was, and having no reason to doubt that Dr.

Spurzheim was acquainted with that which I

had myself given of the corpus dentatum, in the

First Volume of my System of Anatomy, I natu-

rally felt considerable curiosity to see, in what

manner that anatomist would endeavour to recon-

cile his dissections of this body, with the account

and delineations of it in his book. In his first de-

monstration, however, the subject was passed

over altogether. But in the second, the reader

may judge of my surprise, when Dr. Spurzheim,

just before exhibiting a section of the substance

in question, affirmed, that it had been denied that
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it contained any gi'ey or hrown matter at all
; and

in pioof of this, immediately proceeded to read

tlie following sentence from the description I have
given of it in the work already mentioned ; “ I

have invariably found the nucleus of this body
composed of pure orange-white matter, not dif-

fering in colour in the slightest degree from that

of the central mass in general It was in vain

* System of Human Anatomy, Vol. I. p. 144. The whole
^scnption IS as follows It consists of a nucleus ofOrange-
White Matter, contained in a capsule of Wood-Brown Matter,
not more than a fiftieth part of an inch in thickness. It varies
in Its dimensions a little; but in general it measures, from
e ore backwards, from three quarters of an inch to an inch •

from side to side, about half an inch or three quarters; and
in heighth or thickness, from an eighth to a sixth of an inch
in the middle, gradually tapering towards the edges. Its ouNme IS sometimes quadrangular, sometimes elliptical; audit
sends off a number of processes from its surface, so that in
whatever d.reet.on it is divided, the outline of the section ap.pears jagged or serrated, and hence has arisen the name of

al Part of the Central Mass; its margin upon the inside

capsule seem
*e lower part of its«ps dejemswan„ng altogether; so that at this point theWlnte Matter forming its nucleus, is connected dire^tlv with*0 VVh,.e Matter belonging to the Pillar of the vTcut:"!^

00 on t le same side. I inmruU,/fo,md the nucleu!
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that I repeatedly called on Dr. Spubzheim to

read the whole of the paragraph of which this

sentence forms a part ;
he persisted in confining

himself to this extract. It was easy to foresee

what the effect of this partial quotation would be

on his audience. Being kept in ignorance of the

distinction I had made between thenadmof the

corpus dentatum, which I affirm to be pure*fe,

and its capsule, which I have expressly described

as consisting of broum matter, they would natural-

ly imagine, when a section of the body came to

be exhibited, and they saw a quantity of brown

substance of which no mention had been made in

the sentence read to them, that an inaccuracy ha

been detected in my description. According y,

have been assured by several persons who were

firing colour., t. d

Mass ... general. Its „ ;
r.ni

nicated to it uy ii

i • i \f,A some Anatomists

sudation of Blood from them winch
^

.0 describe the nucleus as hen.g intcrnn.ed with Br

ter. The capsule appears to diffe. ,
m P

Wood-Brow.r Matter found m Other parts of the nr

that it is rather firmer in its consistence.
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present, and who did not profess to be familiar

with these parts, that this was actually the im-

pression which was produced on them at the time.

The particular section, too, which Dr. Spurzheim

chose on the occasion, was calculated to aid this

effect. It was a vertical division of the corpus

dentatum, so close to its inner margin, that scarce-

ly a particle of its white nucleus was exposed

;

and its serrae, or teeth, being shorn off at their

roots, portions of their brown coating appeared at

various points of the divided surface. I objected

immediately and repeatedly to this section, as one

not adapted for unfolding 'the true structure of

the body, because not carried through its nucleus ;

but my remonstrances were not listened to ; and
Dr. Spurzheim went through among his specta-

tors (most of whom had never seen the corpus

dentatum before, and not one of whom had ren-

dered himself familiar with its appearance by dis-

section) exhibiting this preparation as a fair spe-

cimen of the structure of this veritable ganglion
of the cerebellum.

From the whole of this proceeding, which I

am given to understand has not been confined to
this demonstration, but has been repeated by Dr.
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SpurzHeim elsewhere. Heave my readers to draw

their own conclusions. I trust only, that if it

shall hereafter be practised before any of those

into whose hands these pages may fall, it will fail

to produce its former effect.

Thus, however, did Dr. Spurzheim occupy the

attention of his audience, instead of attempting

to demonstrate to them that the corpus dentatum
.

was a mass of grey substance (un amas de substance

grise) an inch long and half an inch thick, such

as he and Dr. Gall have represented it to be

(see^g. 1.) 5 with fibres of the corpus restiforme

entering into it, passing through it, receiving

reinforcement in it, and then radiating or ramify-

ing from it, in all directions. These statements

were left without proof or corroboration ;
and it

requires only to examine the hemispheres of the

cerebellum once, to be assured that they must

ever remain so.

In the third place, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim

describe those fibres which they affirm, (and we

have seen with what accuracy) can be traced

through the corpus dentatum, as arranging them-

selves, on their egress, into various strata of

branches, which subdivide into smaller laminae
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18.). One of the principal of these is said to

proceed towards the median line, and to contri-

bute, with the corresponding branch of the oppor

site hemisphere, to form the processus vermiform

mis, which commonly subdivides into seven

blanches. The other strata incline backwards,

upwards, downwards, and outwards, and expand
into very thin layers horizontally laid ; those in

the middle being the longest, and the rest always

the shorter, the nearer they are to the point where
the original fasciculus or corpus restiforme enters

the ganglion 20.). The fibres of the whole di-

visions and subdivisions are at last covered at

their terminations or peripheral extremities with
grey substance. 21 .)

To this my reply is very short. It is impossi.
ble to demonstrate a single such stratum, or branch,
or lamina of fibres as have here been described.
Bundies of fibres so distinct as these are alleged
to be, and which the description would lead us to
conclude, constitute at least one half of every
stratum or lamina of the cerebellum, we should
expect to find as easy of being displayed, by scrap,
^ng (en raclant), as many others which they have
^presented in the brain-proper. Why, therefore,
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have they not been delineated by Drs. Gaf-l and

Spurzheim, in any one of the seven engravings of

the cerebellum which accompany their large work?

Dr. Spurzheim, in his public dissections, did not

attempt to demonstrate any part of this struc-

ture.

The sum of all these remarks is, that there is

no such system of divergingJihres in the cerebel-

lum, as Drs. Gall andSpurzheim have described.

This leads me, in the fourth place, to consider

the system of converging fibres which these ana^

tomists profess to have discovered in this organ.

These they describe as taking their origin in

each hemisphere, just where the diverging fibres

terminate ; that is, from the grey substance on the

surface of the cerebellum (§ 381. From this they

proceed in different directions, betweai the diverg-

ingfilaments, towards the outer and anterior border

of the cerebellum, where they form a broad and

thick stratum (the lateral crus or peduncle of the

cerebellum). They then enter the annular protu-

berance or pons Vavolii ; the posterior and mid-

dle filaments passing transversely over the diverg-

ingfibres of the brain-proper, which run througli

this protuberance; and the anterior filaments
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forming on the fore part of all these, a fibrous

layer. In the middle of the protuberance they

unite with the corresponding fibres from the op-

posite hemisphere
; and, therefore, Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim prefer applying the term commissure

of the cerebellum to this body, instead of pons Var

rolii. It would appear, however, that the primi-^

live part (as they call it) of the cerebellum, which

IS the portion comprehending the vermiform pro^

cesses, has a commissure also
; and this, they say,

is constituted by “ those soft and tender laminae

of filaments which have improperly been deno-

minated valvules. * 40.) Such are the conver-r

gingfibres of the cerebellum.

Now, on this subject, I would observe, that

the fibrous appearance of the peduncles of the ce-

rebellum has been long known
; that it is long

since the opinion was entertained that they con-

sisted of a collection of fibrils intended for the

hemispheres of the cerebellum, or derived from
them

; and that the continuation of some of their

fibres across the pons Varolii, in the form of strata

alternating with, and intersecting, the fasciculi

proceeding from the medulla oblongata, has been
long observed, and even endeavoured to be deli-
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iieated* Professor ReiL, however, was the first

anatomist who had the merit of ascertaining the

precise connexions ofthese cnira. He has described

their anatomy very minutely in his essay in Gren s

Journal, as early as 1 795 ; but his subsequent in-

vestigations enabled him to give a more accurate

account and delineation of them in his Archives

of Physiology for 1807, 1808, and 1809 f-

I have repeated his dissections, and have found

them perfectly correct. By far the greater num.

her of the strata and laminae of the cerebellum,

are entirely formed of fibres which are connected

• See ViEUSSENS Neur. Univ. Lib. I. Cap. xii. & xiii.

Tab. xiv. XV. and xvi.

Haller, Elem. Phys. tom. iv. p. 73. " Cura ea crura me-

dullaria anterius se cruribus cerebri subjiciant, fit mde quasi

arcus, duobus fluviis coelescentibus impositus, quern ideO

poniem dicunt et Varolio tribuunt, alii protuberantia,n annu.

larem vocant. Alia tamen a ponte fabrica esL Neque emm

tota cerebelli medulla totis cruribus cerebri imponitur : sed

intricatio fit, difficilis solutu, hactenus tamen manifesta, quod

medulla cerebelli maxime interior inferior sit, transversis

fibris conspicua, huic succedent cerebri^ fibrae longitudinem

capitis sequentes : his alim a cerebello fibne transverse, mul-

ta cum natura corticea mistae ;
iisque novum et posteriori

superiori loco positum stratum fibrarum, a cerebro descent

dentium, et medulle longitudinem sequentium.”

t Vols. 8th and 9tl>'
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'with these peduncles. It is a matter of perfect

indifference, whether we say that the fibres pro-

ceed from these bodies to supply the strata, or are

collected from the various strata to constitute

these bodies ; the fact is equally well expressed

by either phraseology. The fibres are not con-

fined to the lateral parts of the hemispheres, but

extend into the vermiform processes, and form,

perhaps, the greater part of their laminae. Some

of the laminae on the upper and posterior surface

of each hemisphere are formed of fibres derived

from the corpora restiformia, or posterior crura of

the cerebellum, and from the pillars of the Vieus-

senian valve or the anterior crura; the expansions

of the former being situated above those of the

latter. In some of the strata, particularly to-

wards the upper vermiform process, there seems'

a slight intermixture of filaments derived from

these sources, with others from the peduncles
; and

it is into the same process that the longitudinal

fibres run, of which the Vieussenian valve, or anteri-

or medullary velum * of Reil, is entirely composed.

The thin stratum of white substance which covers

* Das viirdere Marksegel.

E

4

i
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the superior surface of the head of the inferior ver-

miform process, and which Reil has denominated

the middU part of the posterior medullary velum\

seems to be composed of longitudinal fibres also,

which meet at the posterior angle of the fourth

ventricle with those of the anterior velum. Whe-

ther those singularly delicate prolongations call-

ed by Rf.il the lateral parts of the posterior me-

dullary velum, and which had been imperfectly

described before by Taein, under the name of

valvulce semkirculares f,
consist of fibres or not,

I have not been able to ascertain. They are so

tender that it is difficult to prepare them for exa-

mination. Reil is silent with respect to their

internal structure.

The arrangement which the fibres appear to as-

sume after coagulation, in the various strata of

the cerebellum at their points of ramification, and

their mode of distribution in the ultimate laminae,

where they are covered with grey substance, have

• Das hintere Marksegel.
Anato-

+ I have described Ihcsc, minutely, '"“S'
j.

n,y. Vel. I. p. 116, under the denommat.on of the A *
^the

Inferior Vermiform Process. Reils description

very ,ood. and his engravings
•'•-;-t“pan.phU^^

of the left one is represented \nfig- 2 - ot t P P
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I

f

[j
been treated of in the most interesting manner

d by Re IL in his second essay and to the same

j indefatigable anatomist we are indebted, for the

y first precise description of those bands of fibres,

i which pass from the peduncles or lateral crura of

the ceiebellum, across the substance of the pons

I
Varolii and over its surface j-.

^
The distribution of fibres in the cerebellum,

I which has just been described, is one which can-

u not be unfolded, even after induration, without
fc much pains and delicate management. Drs.
£ Gall and Spurzheim, however, we have seen,

i< profess to be able to trace, by scraping (en ra-

i clant), even in the recent state, fibres coming from
d the grey matter of all parts of the cerebellum, ex-
£ cept the vermiform processes, and terminating in

the peduncles; and this, notwithstanding the
fibres decussate (as they must do at every point)

* Archiv. &c. 1807-8, p. 91.

risi h A ‘J™
“ '795, and*0 m , 3 Arah,v. fa. tor .809, p. 500. His account, Low-

g greatly superior to any that has since
appeared, seems to me still imperfect. ,t is"a piece of strue!

^ ‘he plan of those I have given' in

ff.V
’ details relative0 this point, see System of Human Anatomy, I. p, 140.

1
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the system of divergingJUdments, which they have

described as proceeding from the corpora restifor-

mia, to terminate in the very same grey matter in

all parts of the organ. To this I reply, that there

is no such system of fibres in the cerebellum ,
and

that if there were, it would be wholly impracti-

cable to demonstrate them in the recent state, ei-

ther by scrapings or any similar process. The on-

ly fibres in this organ, are those which I have al-

ready stated as having been first clearly traced

by Reil ;
and in repeating his dissections it will

be found, that the strata and laminae of the ver-

miform processes, are chiefly composed of fila-

ments, which are connected with the peduncles

of the cerebellum on each side.

According to Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, Iiotv

ever, the primitive part of the cerebellum, or in

other words, the vermiform processes, are provi-

ded with a commissure as well as the other paits.

Now it will of itself, I imagine, strike most per-

sons as somewhat extraordinary, that a portion of

the cerebellum, situated as this primitive portion

is, on the median plane, and which is of course

single, should have any commissure ascribed to it

at all ;
for it is understood to be the office of a
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commissure, to unite, on the median plane, two

portions of the brain exactly similar, which are

situated on the opposite sides of that plane. But

the parts which are regarded as constituting this

anomalous commissure, are no less remarkable. In

paragraph 40 of the Appendix, Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim say, that “ it is formed of those soft

and thin laminae of fibres belonging to the upper

and lower portions of the primitive part, which

have improperly been denominated valvules

and from the passage of their large work which I

have subjoined in the note, it would appear, that

by the valvules they mean those parts, to which

Reil has applied the less exceptionable appella-

tions of anterior and postei'ior medullary vela. Now
the anterior of these vela, or the Vieussenian

valve, we have already seen, is entirely compos-

ed of longitudinal fibres placed parallel to the

P
median line, and running from the superior ver-

jH miform process towards the corpora quadragemi-
na

; while the posterior velum has a middle part

^

(see p. 50.) also consisting of longitudinal fibres,

^ and two delicate lateral parts, of which the mi-

I nute structure has not been ascertained; but
* which stretch outward, untU they unite witli
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the subpeduncular lobules*, and are attached

for nearly an inch, by their posterior margins,

to the central white mass of each hemisphere.

How far these parts can, with consistency, be re-

garded as a commissure for the middle portion

of the cerebellum, I leave my readers to judge.

It seems to me, however, abundantly evident from

the note to § 40, already referred to, that Drs.

Gall and Spurzheim, in fixing on the medullary

vela for this commissure, had not the slightest

conception of the parts which Reil has so weU

described under that name. How else is it pos-

sible to account for the gross en'or they have

committed, in representing that anatomist as

meaning by these appellations, the processus cere-

helli ad testes, and the processus cerebelli ad me-

dullam oblongatam f The former are the anterior

crura of the cerebellum of Reil and various other

authors, and the anterior medullary velum lies be-

tween them ;
the latter are the posterior cn'ura of

the cerebellum, or the corpora restiformia. With

respect to the posterior medullary velum, in parti-

cular, there is satisfactory proof from the engra-

• The Flockcn of Reil.
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viiigs accompanying their large work, tliat they

are ignorant even ofthe very place where it exists

;

for although these contain six representations of

the cerebellum, in which either the middle or the

lateral parts of this velum ought to have been

distinctly exhibited, there is not in any of them a

fragment of it to be seen. In Plate XVII, a part

is represented at /b, under the name of this velum,

which does not in the least degree resemble it,

either in place or structure ; and which, in truth,

has no existence at all in the cerebellum.

Lastly, the description which Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim have given of the fibrous strata, which

extend from the peduncles, across and over the

annular protuberance, is vague and superficial;

less precise and minute even than Haller’s ; and

very far inferior to that given by Reil, in the es-

says already referred to.

The conclusion from all these observations is,

that a system of convergingJibres, such as has been

described by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, is not

to be found in the cerebellum.

It is a circumstance of too much importance in

this examination not to be mentioned, that when
Dr. Spurzheim, in the course of his second de-
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monstration in this place, was called upon to shew

the continuation of the diverging fibres into the

grey substance of the cerebellum, and the origin of

the converf^ing fibres from the same substance, he

denied that he had ever affirmed this to be piac-

ticable. But when those passages of his English

book (p, 35 and 40.) were read to his audience,

in which the origin and termination of both these

systems are distinctly specified, and he was again

called upon to confirm that statement by an ac-

tual display of the parts, he excused himself fiom

the task, on the ground, that the cerebellum had

already been too much destroyed, by the previous

stages of the dissection ;
and promised on another

occasion, and on another cerebellum, to demon-

strate all that his description contained.

Professions so contradictory as these, require no

comment. But I must take the liberty of remark-

ing, that as I am confident, after some inquiry, that

Dr. Spurzheim has not attempted to demonstrate

the fibres in question to any anatomist in this

country, so it is quite certain that neither he nor

Dr. Gall endeavoured to display them to the

Committee of the French Institute. “ It is a

great deal more difficult,” say the Commissioners
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I

ill tbeir Report, “ to demonstrate these orders of

fibres in the cerebellum, than in the brain ; and

it is by analogy rather than by actual knowledge,

that Das. Gall and Spurzhrim admit their ex-

istence there To which these gentlemen reply,

that they did not demonstrate the cerebellum to

the Committee, because they had only time suf-

ficient for the demonstration of the brain It

is natural, however, here to ask, (I leave it to

others to answer the question) Why did Dns.

5 Gall and Spurziieim limit themselves as to time

^
in establishing a point of so much importance ?

I
Why, supposing such limitation unavoidable, al-

!

ways demonstrate the brain in preference to the

cerebellum ? Why when it is certain that the time

was not limited, uniformly shew so little solici-

tude about the preservation of the cerebellum,

that in the course of the dissection, it became to-

tally unfit for the display of those curiously inter-

woven systems ot fibres, which every anatomist
must feel so anxious to see ?

reppelleions que dnns les conferences que nous
avons cues avec M. M. les Comtnissaires, nous n' avons pu faire
la demonstration do corvelet, „• „,ant e„ quo le temps suffisant
pour celle du cerveau.” Recherches, &c. p. lO’l.
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It is not enough to scrape the surface of the

corpora restiforinia {en se servant du maiwhe du

scalpel) and produce the fibrous appearance there,

nor to perform the same operation on the pedun-

cles of the cerebellum ; this is only shewing what

every anatomist knows, viz. that the corpora resti-

formia and the peduncles, are parts distinct from

each other, and have their apparent fibres running

in different directions. Drs. Ga.ll and Spurz-

heim must demonstrate the whole course of the

corpora restiformia through the cerebellum, such

as they have affirmed it to be, tracing each fibre

or stratum of fibres to the precise destination

which they have fixed for it ; and they must

display, no less distinctly, the origin of each

fibre or laminae of fibres constituting the converge

ing system, following each to the termination as-

cribed to it in the peduncles, or the parts “ impro-

perly called Valvules otherwise the conclusion is

unavoidable, that their description of the two or-

ders of fibres in the cerebellum, is taken not from

nature, but from their own imaginations. I know,

however, that any such demonstration is imprac-

ticable ;
that their professed discovery, therefore,

is entirely conjecture ;
and that this conjectuie is
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wholly at vaiiance with the real structure of the

paits, as unfolded to us by means more certain,

and by investigations conducted on principles

much more philosophical.

The investigations to which I here allude are

those of Reil
; to which Drs. Gall and Spurz-

HEiM, I observe, have referred in their large work

(p. 264.) in such a manner, as cannot fail to im-

press those who are not familiar with the whole

of Reil’s inquiries, with the idea, that they serve

to corroborate, rather than to contradict their

statements. They quote a passage from Reil’s

description of the appearances which present

themselves, when the indurated cerebellum is

torn from before backwards, into two halves,

in which Reil, speaking of certain decussating

cords which are necessarily exposed in such a
preparation towards the annular protuberance,

says, that

“ They correspond more or less to the organization of the
crura of the cerebellum, which unite together at this part from
before, from behind, and from the sides*.”

I

Tirffc
Old ilire Kreutains in *rT gcgen dic Btucke m, euupridit mohr odar wenigej OrJii-
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And this individual sentence, in which the cru-

ra of the cerebellum are only casually mentioned,

is adduced by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim as a

confirmation on the part of Reil, of the existence

of the two orders of fibres which they have des-

cribed
;
while not one single allusion is made, ii>

the whole of the rest of their work, to those other

essays by the same ingenious author, in the same

volume of his « Archives,” and in the volume im-

mediately succeeding for 1809, in which he traces

with so much minuteness' the course of flie fibres

composing these very crura, and shews that their

arrangement is wholly different from that assign-

ed to them in the speculations of Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim. It deserves to be remarked too, that

these authors make no mention in the essay which

I have added in the Appendix, and which was

published in Paris in 1813, either of the papers

by Reil just referred to, or to his additional oh-

yation der Schenkel des kleinen Gehirns, die an diesem Ort von voni

und hinten, und von beiden Seiten zusainmenstossen.” Arclnv. &c.

1807-8, p. 82.

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, in their translation of this pas-

sage, have left out the words “ in der Tiefe gegen dte BruQks

zuJ'

V

'v
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servations on the same subject, which are to be

found in his “ Archives” for 181 2.

So much for the inquiries of Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim into the stmcture of the cerebellum;

of which it is enough to observe in conclusion,

that instead of disclosing new facts, they consist

entirely of vague, inaccurate, and conjectural de-

scriptions.

Let us now see how far the science has been

benefited by their investigations into the anatomy

of the brain-proper.

II. OF THE fibres OF THE BRAIN-PROPER.

1. Of the Diverging Fibres.

By consulting § 23. of the Appendix, it will

be seen that Drs. Gall and Spurzheim derive

the whole of the diverging fibres of the Brain-

Proper, like those of the Cerebellum, from the

grey matter in the medulla oblongata. Here they
foim certain original ox primitive bundles or fas-

ciculi, which comprehend the anterior and poste-
lior corpora pyramidalia, the corpora olivaria, and
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some other fibres situated at the sides of these

last bodies. These fasciculi, however, after their

developement, contribute to form parts of the

brain-proper, quite distinct from each other ,
and

with reference, therefore, to their future destina-

tion, they may be divided into two sets or orders.

Thejirst set, it would appear, are destined, af-

ter their complete developement, to form the

lower, anterior, and external convolutions of the

anterior and middle lobes ;
and their whole course

and distribution are described in the paragraphs

from 24) to 29 of the Appendix. The second set

are finally distributed on the convolutions of the

posterior lobe, and on those which are situated

along the whole upper margin of each hemisphere

towards the median plane ;
and their description

occupies the paragraphs of the Appendix from

80 to 33.

Each of these sets will require a separate exa-

mination.

The original or primitive fasciculi of the^r^^

set, according to Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, are

the anterior corpora pyramidalia.-
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Now by the terms corpora pyramidalia anterio-

!

ra, or simply corpora pyramidalia, anatomists

usually understand, two superficial eminences^

which are situated, one on each side of the me-

dian fissure, on the anterior surface of the medulla

li oblongata (Jig. 4. a). But it is obvious, that, in

I this new system, they are meant to include a good

I deal more ; and yet the authors of it, have nowhere

I
in their writings or engravings, endeavoured to

ty convey to us the least idea of the depth or breadth

% of the medulla oblongata, which, according to

^
their views, these pyramidal bodies occupy.

^

Desirous of having this deficiency supplied,

i without which it were in vain 'to attempt tracing

d these fasciculi precisely to their destination, I

9 requested of Dr. Spurzheim, in his second de-

II monstration, to define exactly the boundaries of
'I the corpora pyramidalia, so that they might be
3 readily distinguished from the other primary bun-

dles in their vicinity, intended both for the cere-
t bellum and the brain-proper. After a degree of

hesitation and evasion, from which only one con-
V elusion could be drawn, he was prevailed on to
i attempt this demarcation, on a preparation of the

medulla oblongata with which I supplied him.
1 :
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and which I still preserve. On the surface of the

section which had separated this preparation from

the annular protuberance, he drew the line a h.

Jig. 7, extending quite through from the fore-part

of the medulla to the fourth ventricle, and mark-

ing off the space c for the pyramidal body of that

side. How far this division, by which the corpo-

ra pyramidalia are made to occupy a section of

the medulla oblongata extending from its ante-

rior to its posterior surface, is capable of being re-

conciled with the descriptions in the sequel, we

shall afterwards, see.

The pyramidal bodies, however, are described

by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim as crossing each

other immediately after their origin, (§ 24.); so

that the whole fibres of the right corpus pyrami-

dale are originally derived from the grey matter m

the left side of the medulla oblongata, and the

whole fibres of the left one from the right side

:

.

And they claim it as a discovery made by them,

that this crossing is confined entirely to the pyra-

midal bodies, and does not extend to any of the

other fasciculi in the medulla oblongata.

Upon examination, however, it appears, that

this complete crossing of the corpora pyramidalia.
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is merely an opinion which they have been led to

i

adopt from an examination of the decussating

ridges in the anterior fissure of the medulla oblon-

gata, discovered by Mistichelli in 1709*, and

^

by Petit in ITIOj". Drs. Gall and Spurzheim

I

have neither demonstrated nor delineated any
I other decussation than this. If these superficial

j ridges alone make up the corpora pyramidalia,

.. then their total decussation is a discovery to which

j
these gentlemen have no claim. If the corpora

I

pyramidalia comprehend more than these ridges,

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have yet to demon-
strate their total decussation. If each pyramidal
body possess the dimensions ascribed to it by Dr.
Spurzheim, (see^g. 7.) it is certain that scarcely

i

one half of their fibres decussate each other.

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim aflirm, that although
the decussation in question was described by
Mistichelli, and Petit, and also by Santorini,

i yet there is no precision in their description
; they

*^ot having restricted the crossing to the pyra-

]

*«idal bodies alone, nor excluded the other fasci-

• Trattato dell Apoplessia, Roma, 1709. 4to.
t Lett. d'«n Med. des Hosp. du Roi, Namur! 4to. 1710;
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culi of the medulla oblongata, in which it does

not take place (§ 24 . note.) This statement, how-

ever, is incorrect, and highly unjust towards these

anatomists. I regret that I have, at present, no

access to Mistichelli’s Treatise, so as to be able

to quote his own words ;
but the reader will find,

that the Committee of the French Institute state,

that the decussation is very well described by

this author. Petit’s description is in these terms

:

« Each pyramidal body divides itself at the lower part into

two thick bundles of fibres, often into three, and sometimes in-

to four. Those of the right side pass to the left, and those of

the left to the right, interweaving with one another

There is surely no want of precision here. San-

torini, after describing an appearance of decussa-

tion in the upper and lower margins of the annu-

lar protuberance, and under the fourth ventricle,

proceeds thus

:

* Lettre d’un Medicin des Hospitaux du Hoi, Namur, 4to, 1710.

» Chaque corps pyi-amidal se .divise a sa partie inferieure en deux

OTOsses manipules de fibres, le plus souvent en trois, et quelquefois en

quatre. CeUes du c6t6 droit, passent au c<)te gaudie, et ceUes du cote

gauche passent au cote droit, en s’engageaut les lines entre es au

tree.” p. 12.

tf

1
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* But if the decussation be obvious anywhere, it is most
evidently visible about two lines below the corpora pyramida-.

lia, and of course below the corpora olivaria. Forifthecor-

9
pora pyramidaha be gently drawn asunder at that longitudinal

i line or fissure which separates them from each other, (the thin

t membrane being previously removed, which adheres to them

I
very firmly at this part,) they disclose in the plainest possible

St manner, not slender fibrillae merely, decussating each other, but

I strong bundles of such fibrils running towards the opposite

I
sides. Favourable subjects are not only necessary for perceiv-

j

mg these distinctly, but we must employ a proper and long ma-
rt ceration; for in this way the fibres being veiy much wash-

I
ed, and the intervening cortical or cineritious matter in great
part dissolved, and the filaments of the membranes becoming

I loose, they are each of them more clearly seen

I

The same excellent author also, in his Septen

^

Tabular edited after his death by GtK^Rm,

ti33im,i (luas vix luieas^i^i
conspidtur, profecto qutm eviden-

pynimidalia corpora disceniimtur^M rimula

potbaimjm ]<« .rcUsita heren’te torn'
P"’’* “

decussari
fibrillaa, sod valido

memnge iiudata, non tenues
dere, quj„, apcrtissim; demonTT“*” i» “dvena conten-

deprchondeniu, non
‘

"e
>“->»tius

"ptom diulurmimqoc macemtlonm
"

‘ opus est ; verdm
tet, ei etenim elotte plurimum fii*"

adliiberi opor-

^•ecm eortW, sou P-
Ot*. singula, sc apcrtie, m’cl mem-

Ito, Lug, Bat. 1739. p,
*''uut.”...0Ju.r„.
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describes a very good method of displaying the

decussation of the pyramidal bodies, by opening

up the medulla oblongata from behind ^ ; a mode
|

which has since been recommended by PvEil,

and which I have often practised : And it is m

the Second Table of this work, that Santorini

has delineated the decussation, as it appears when i

the membranes have been removed from the me-

dulla oblongata, and it is viewed from before. It

was this representation (less accurate indeed than

his description of the appearance) that led me,

notwithstanding Vicq d’Azyr’s opinion, nine

years ago, when I first began to teach Anato-
^

my, to examine the decussation closely ;
and I

own it has ever since appeared to me surprising,

that 'any doubts should have been entertained of !

the existence of a piece of structure so distinct, and

so easy of being displayed. The maceration recom-

mended by Santorini for this purpose, is unneces-

sary ;
because after the Pia Mater has been care-

fully removed, a very slight pressure with the han-

dle of a scalpel, is sufficient to separate the cords

from each other, and to unfold them more clearly.

•* Septemdecim Tabul®, p. 29. 4to. Farm*, 1775.
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In general, this separation is accompanied with

the laceration of a small quantity of white sub-

stance which attaches the fasciculi to each other.

Until the parts, however, are drawn asunder,

the decussation appears quite superficial ; and

Santorini’s description of it is the more faithful,

in so far as it states the necessity of this opera-

tion. Dr. Spurzheim, in both his demonstrations,

shewed the decussation only after this artificial

separation had been produced by the handle of

the scalpel ; and it is in this state that it is

represented by him and Dr, Gall in their Vth

Plate.

The French Commissioners observe, that it ap-

pears to them, that Drs. Gall and Spurzheim

have the merit, not of having discovered, but of having

recalled to the attention of physiologists, the deccussation of

the filaments of the pyramidal eminences described by Mis-

TiCHELLT, by Francis Petit, and by Santorini, but with

regard to which some doubt had been entertained.”

I

Even this praise, however, it seems to me, is by

i
no means justly due them. The structure in ques-

I tion has been taken notice of, ever since its dis-

^
covery, in elementary works of the highest repu-
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tation, and such as anatomists still daily consult

;

and it has been particularly mentioned in the best

and most generally known treatises on the brain :

So that there is as little room for maintaining that

it has been overlooked by modern anatomists, as

that the description of the corpora pyramidalia

themselves has been forgotten. Several authors, in-

deed, have doubted, and some have even denied al-

together, the accuracy of Mistichelli’s and Pe-

tit’s description ;
but this of itself is a proof that

they were familiar with the alleged discovery ;
and

their doubts have served to perpetuate the know-

ledge of it, as much almost as direct acquiescence in

it would have done. The “ Observationes Anatomi-

cce” of Santorini are well known ;
and there are

few works with which anatomists are more fami-

liar, or which they more frequently consult with

advantage, than the “ Septemdecim Tabulcd^ of

the same author, in which the decussation has

been distinctly delineated. Winslow’s admira-

ble « Exposition of the Structure of the Human

Body” is in the possession of every one ;
and he

must needs be a careless reader whom the follow-

ing paragraph in that work has escaped.
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When we separate these ridges (corpora pyramidalia)

with the fingers, we observe a crucial intertexture of several

small medullary cords, which go obliquely from the substance

of one lateral portion into the substance of the other. M. Pe-

tit, Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences, and Doctor

of Physic, is the author of this discovery, by which we are

enabled to explain several phenomena, both in Physiology and

Pathology, of which in another place

Lieutaud, in his Essais Anatomiques, (a work

of which Portal has remarked, that perhaps

of all others, it contains, in little volume, the

greatest number of discoveries and good descrip-

tions) confirms the decussationf. Haller, in

his Elementa Physiologice f, refers particularly

to the observations of Petit and the other au-

thors I have just mentioned, although he says,

he has never seen the appearance they describe.

Sabatier, too, in his Traite Complet d"Anatomies

one of the best elementary books which France

has produced, takes notice of Petit’s discovery,

and describes the appearance of crossing filaments.

Anatomical Exposition, &c. translated by G, Douglas,
M. D. 8vo. 6th edit. Edin. I772 . Vol. II. p. 110.

t Essais Anat. 8vo. Paris, 1742. p. SQQ.

t Tom. IV. p. 80.
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without, however, seeming disposed to admit a real

decussation*. Girardi, the editor of Santorini^s

Anatomical Tables, describes the appearance of

the crossing cords very well
;
yet after a very ex-

tensive examination, doubts the reality of the de-

cussationf . Last of all, it is sufficient to observe,

that VicQ d*AzYR, in his celebrated v/ork on the

Brain, after alluding to the observations of Mis-

* Tom. II. p. 43. “En ecartant ces sillons, on y trouve des

filets qui paroissent s’entre-croiser et passer obliquement d’un

cote a Tautre. Fran9ois
Petit, ancien Medicin des Hopitaux

du Roi a Namur, et depuis Membre de I’Academie Royale des

Sciences, a cru que ces filets donnoient naissance aiix nerfs, et

il a conclu de cette observation que ceux de ces organes qui

vont se distribuer u la partie droite du corps, naissent de la

partie gauche du cerveau, et vice versa. La pathologie four-

nit un grand nombre de faits qui montrent que les choses se

passent ainsi, mais le pretendu entre-croisement des fibres de

la moelle alongee n’est nen moins que certain, et ne pent etre

apper^u d*une maniere bien distincte sur le plus grand nombre

de sujets.”

t Pia igitur matre, quae arctissime corporibus pyramida-

libus haeret, secundum rimae, quae inter ea corpora est, longi-

tudinem abscissa, pyramidalia corpora diduxi, Eibr®, de qui-

bus serm oest, diductionis initio observabantur nullae : et pau-

lo infra apparebant sensim : ac quo magis diducebantur, etsi

eo luculentius in conspectum venirent, tamen quomodo in n-

jnae centrum incederent seque haberent, dijudicare adinodiun
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TiCHELLi, Petit, Winslow, Lieutaud, Haller,

and Girardi, on this subject, expresses himself

thus

;

“ S'il m’est permis de parler de mes travaux, apres avoir

1
rendu compte de ceux des anatomistes les plus distingues, je

me contenterai de dire qu’en ecartant les corps pyramidaux,

j

j ai vu entre eux non des fibres qui se croisent, mais de petits

cordons qui se portant d’un cote k I’ autre, les uns transver-

' salement, les autres obliquement, font dans la moelle alongee

I’ofiice de commissures*,’’

This is a piece of history to which Dr. Sprurz^
heim does not always (if he does ever) allude, in

difficile videbatur. Licet enim ex quatuor et triginta cerebris
in uno cum tngmti (in reliquis enim nisi subobscure conspicie-
antur) fibrm, quae e dextra corporum pyramidalium parte

pro sisce antur, oblique sensimdescendere in sinistram,sinistrae
vero m dexteram, mediis potissimum interjectis, dirimentibus-
que poru ,s sese immittere viderentur, idque ipsum singulisanms auditonbus meis publics ostenderim : nihilo tamen mi-

inl Z"!, T-"
ta „Z "

“'P'’''* in opposi-

Zm at
” inquisierim videre u,,„c„

natT Oecusaatio.

audeo'
haud,„a,ua„,

f Traite d’Anatomie, fol. p. nj.
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his public demonstrations ;
and all those who at-

tend on such occasions, without any previous

knowledge on the subject, and without having

looked into his writings, naturally receive the im-

pression, that the decussation of the pyramidal bo-

dies is one of the discoveries made by him or his

colleague. He maintained the most perfect si-’

lence with respect to the descriptions of Misti-

CHELLi, &c. in his first demonstration in this

place ;
and having done so also in his second, I

thought it my duty, in justice to these anatomists,

to make their claims known to his audience.

The decussating ridges, I may now observe,

discovered by Mistichelli and Petit, and so

well described by Santorini, are found by the

method of Reil*, to be a part of a considerable

set of fibres, which actually cross from one side of

the medulla oblongata to the other ;
and the whole

of which may be distinctly unfolded in the coa-

gulated brain, but in no other way.

It is far from being the object of these pages to

examine the physiological opinions of Drs. G

and Spurzheim ; I shall, therefore, content my-

* Archiv. &c. B, IX. p. H8. 488.
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self with only one remark on the hypothesis which

they have connected with this decussation of the

corpora pyramidalia (§ 25). It is an observation

which has been made since the earliest times, that

when insensibility or paralysis has been produced

on one side of the body, in consequence of disease

of the brain, the apparent injury has, in a great

majority of cases, been found after death, to be

greatest in the opposite side of that organ. The

decussation of the pyramidal bodies was supposed

by some to afford an explanation of this singular

fact
; but it was obviously a very loose process of

reasoning, and a careless view of the phenomena

which led to this theory *. The modification of

the hypothesis thrown out by Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim is not only liable to the same objecr

tions, but is at variance with their own specu-*

lations respecting the structure of the brain, and
assumes certain points as facts which are merely

conjectures.

The only philosophical view of this subject I have any-
where seen, is by Dn. Yelloly, in a very interesting paper
on a case of Tumour in the Brain, in the Isb^VoI. of the Medi-
co. Chir. Transactions, p. 181 .
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After this decussation, Drs. Gat.l and Spurz-

HEiM describe the corpora pyramidalia as receiv-

ing reinforcements during their ascent on the fore-

part of the medulla oblongata (§ 24).), so that

they are larger above than below. Admitting,

however, this increase of size to be a constant oc-

currence, which I apprehend the examination

of a very few subjects will shew it not to be,

these gentlemen are called upon, according to

their own hypothesis, to point out the grey mat-

ter which affords the reinforcing fibres ;
but this

they have failed to do, both in their writings

and their demonstrations. The column of grey-

ish-brown matter which occupies the centre of the

Spinal Cord, as soon as it reaches the medulla ob-

longata, or Top of the Cord, inclines backwards ;

and reaching the lower point of the fourth ven-

tricle, it splits into two parts, which run up, one

on each side of the median fissure, for between a

quarter and half an inch, and then terminates*.

The upper half, therefore, of the medulla oblon-

* I do not remember that this distribution of the upper ex-

trcmity of the central grey column of the spmal cord has In-

therto been taken notice of. See System of Human Anatomy,

I. p. 183,
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gata contains no central column of grey matter

at all.

The corpora pyramidalia are now said to pene^

trate the annular protuberance, or pons Varolii

26.) ; and no sooner have they entered it, than

they separate into many bundles, which are sur-

rounded with a great quantity of grey substance

y

whence many new fasciculi arise and join them-

selves to the first. Thus receiving continual rein-

forcements in their progress, they extend up-

wards, decussating the transverse fibres from the

cerebellum
; and come out from this true gang-

liouy so increased and enlarged, as to form the

two outer and anterior thirds at least, of the pe-

duncles of the brain-proper, or crura cerebri.

In this short description it is difficult to say

whether inaccuracy or assumption prevails most.

In the first place, the annular protuberance, in-

stead of containing a large quantity oi grey mat-
tery seems scarcely to contain any of this matter at

all. Every particle of the substance which ap-
pears grey when the protuberance is divided ver-

tically, may be shewn to consist of transverse or

horizontal fibres coming from the peduncles of
the cerebellum; which uniformly present this
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dark appearance when they are divided directly

across, although they are as white as the whitest

nervous substance, when cut in a direction paral-

lel to their length. It is only when divided in a

direction exactly parallel to their course, that the

fasciculi continuous with the pyramidal bodies

themselves, appear of a white colour ; if they are

cut across or horizontally, they exhibit a grey

hue. So that the colour of the different sets of

fibres in the annular protuberance depends entire-

ly on the section which is made of them. In a

vertical section of this body, the fibres continuous

with the corpora pyramidalia are white, and those

connected with the peduncles of the cerebellum

grey ; in a horizontal section it is exactly the re-

verse ; the former are grey and the latter white *.

This fact is very well illustrated by the represen-

tations of sections of the annular protuberance in

Jig. 5 and 6, which were drawn with the utmost

accuracy by my friend Mr. Syme, fiom piepara-

tions in my possession. To these and to the ex-

planations accompanying them I refer the readei*

* See System of Human Anatomy, I. p. 140. I am not

aware that this circumstance has been remarked by any other

anatomist.
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The appeai-ance is fully as distinct in an annular

protuberance which has been hardened in alcohol

before its division, as in one in its most recent

state ; and there is this additional advantage in

examining it in an indurated preparation, that

the fibrous appearance of the whole may at same

time be rendered obvious, and the exact corres-

pondence of the colour with the direction of the

fibres clearly demonstrated.

Nothing, therefore, can be more incorrect than

I the statement of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, that

the annular protuberance is a great ganglion of

grey substance', and although the latter gentle-

man could not but have been aware of the real

circumstances respecting its structure, such as I

j

have described them in my System of Anatomy,

I

no allusion was made to that description in his

' public demonstrations.

Secondly, there is no proof that the fasciculi

from the pyramidal bodies receive continual reih-

forcement in their progress through the annular
[ pi’otubeiance

, this is wholly arbitrary assertion.
The fact, I apprehend, will be found to be quite
otherwise

; the united mass of all these fasciculi
being considerably less at the upper part of the
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protuberance, than in its middle, as a comparison

of successive horizontal sections of it will veiy

satisfactorily shew. But granting the regular in-

crease actually to take place, the circumstance

would be directly at variance with Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim’s principles ;
since the protube-

rance contains no 'matter to afford origin to

the reinforcing fibres.

Thirdly, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim do not ap-

pear ever to have traced these fasciculi through

the annular protuberance, with the least degree of

accuracy. There are but two delineations of them

given in their folio engravings (PI. V. and XII.),

both of which are as unlike nature as it is possi-

ble for any such representations to be. One of

these will be found in Jig. 1 ;
and of this, as well

as of the other in their Vth Plate, which I have

not copied, it may be safely aflSrmed, that they

•represent appeai*ances which never were seen in

any human brain *. The drawing by Mr. Syme,

inJig. 5, of some of these fasciculi, during part of

* How are the boundaries ascribed to the corpora pyrami-

daha in/^. 7, to be reconciled with the representation of their

course in Jig . 1 ?
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their course, wilJ, I trust, be found truer to na-

ture.

In Dr. Spurzheim’s demonstrations only a few

of these fasciculi were exposed. An incision was

prolonged upwards from the corpora pyramidalia,

penetrating through the outer stratum of the pro-

tuberance, and then this stratum was scraped

back so as to disclose some of the longitudinal

bundles underneath. The whole dissection was
superficial, and to persons accustomed to the more
careful investigation of such parts, must have ap-

peared exceedingly rude. The fibrous structure

of none of the individual fasciculi was attempt-

ed to be shewn; but the fasciculi themselves

being slender, and appearing whiter than the sur-

rounding parts, in consequence of the method of
disclosing them, it was only necessary to call them
fibres, and those not conversant in the matter,
very readily accepted the name for the demon stra-.

tion.

But lastly, the historical fact is not to be over-
looked, that the connexion subsisting between
the crura, or peduncles of the cerebrum, and the
corpora pyramidalia, by means of longitudinal
fibres of white substance passing thr/.^gJi (lie an-

G
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nular protuberance, has been known since the time

of ViEussENS. Speaking of the crura cerebri,

this able Anatomist observes,

* When they have emerged from the grey substance with

which they are intermingled, they proceed in a somewhat flex-

uous course to the anterior part of the spinal marrow ; so that

they terminate partly in the medulla spinalis, and partly in the

anterior roots of the spinal nerves^

“ These medullary bands, which are seen in the crura cere-
j

bri, in their prolongation towards the spinal marrow, before
^

soins out of the cranium, pass over some medullary fibrils of

the annular protuberance, and under others. The medullary

bands, therefore, of the crura cerebri, and the medullary fibrils

of the annular protuberance, mutually decussate each other and

communicate

And in illustration of these paragraphs, Vieus-

SENS refers to three engravings, which ceitainly

“ Lib. I. cap. xih. “ Ubi h cinerea, cui interseruntur, substantii

emerserunt, nonnihil flexuoso ductu, ad anticam spinaUs medidlae regio-

nem tendunt : ade6 ut partim in meduUam spinaleni, et paitim m anti-

ca spinaUum nervoi-um piincipia abeant,

“ Ubi praedicti tractus medullares, qui in striatis corponbus mediia

c„„„,idu.rtur, spmalem ad meduUm pomgmrtur, priusquam 4 catan.

emetMt, ali.8 processus mnutota ShriUa. medullares sui«inc.ndunt

,

et aliis sese subtidunt. Ita est meduUares tr«tus striatis S con»nbus

modiis eniergentes, et medullares aimularis processus fibnllae cruciatn,

sese invicem interserant, imb et sunul conunimicent.
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do very little credit to the artist, but which can

leave no doubt as to the parts which the author

intended should be represented.

On this description of Vieussens, Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim make the following remark:

" Vieussens had, it is true, discovered the two orders of la-

minae in the annular protuberance by scraping ; but his sketch

embraces nothing beyond the mechanical part ; he derives the

whole medullary substance from his centruvi ovale ; he never

imagined that the formation of the fibres took place from below

upwards, and had no notion of the laws of reinforcement of the

nervous fasciculi by the addition ofnew fibres produced by the

grey substance

It is scarcely necessary, however, I imagine, to

point out the weakness and futility of this at-

tempt to deprive Vieussens of his, just merit.

What is meant by calling his description mecha-

• Anat et Phys. du Syst. Nerv. I. 277.
“ Vieussens avoit, il est vrai, trouv6 en raclant les deux ordres de

couches de la protuberance annulaire ; mais son coup-d’oeil n’embrasse
rein au-^dela de la partie mecanique

; il deriva toute la substance mcdul-
laire de son centrum ovale ; il n’imagina pas que la formation des fibres

avoit lieu de bas en haut, ne soup<;onna rien des lois du renforcement
des faisceaux nerveux par I’additiou de nouvelles fibres nerveuses pr»-
4uit«s par la substance grise.
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iiicaljit is not easy to conceive ; but it is certain that

it would not in any respect have been more cor-

rect, if he had said, that the medullary fibres ex-

tended from the corpora pyramidalia to the crura

cerebri. It is a matter altogether of choice at

what extremity the anatomist commences his de-

scription of such a piece of structure as this ;
no-

thing whatever has been ascertained respecting

the physiology of the parts which determines this

to be origin, or that to be termination', these

are words which here, as well as on most other

occasions, in anatomical description, are altogether

of arbitrary application. Supposing it to be true

(which is far from being proved), that the longitu-

dinal fasciculi in the annular protuberance are

largest towards the upper part, where they are con-

nected with the crura cerebri, it is in no degiee

more accurate to describe them as extending from

the pyramidal bodies, and receiving an increase

of fibres as they proceed, than it would be to say

that they descend from the crura cerebri, and that

pan of them are prolonged to the corpora pyra-

midalia, while part are lost in the protuberance.

As to the formation of new fibres by the grey sub-

stance, it is creditable to Vieuessens that hejeft
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the invention of such an hypothesis to his siicces-

sois
; in so far as it is absurd on every occasion,

and wholJy inapplicable to a part where no grei/

substance exists.

Petit, an author already referred to, also de-

scribes the fibres of the peduncles of the brain, as

extending into the pons Varolii, and after travers-

ing the protuberance, uniting to form the corpora

pyramidalia

Morgagni in his Adversaria Anatomica
f, has

the following remark

:

Nothing indeed is easier in most subjects, than by scraping
gently and gradually the uppermost part of the corpora pyra-
midaha, and the lowest part of the annular protuberance, or
even without abrasion, by carefully pulling the latter from the
former, all other connexions being previously dissolved, to

So™ u".®''”'
P' CHAUS0.M Exposit.

t Adyer. Anat. Sext. Anim. xii. Lug. Bat. 1723.-“ Certfe enim ni-
In milu ui plensque cadaveribus facilius est, quam corporum pjwamida-

palZrTf'"I’
Protubei-antte, aut lenta,

manu haL^^'m etiam abrasione suspensa

hiZuarpJ •
nexibus dissolutis, duos intus

iMrrert

‘asces secundum oblongate mcdulhe longitudinem
^rrectos. atU.uc perstantos ostendere: quos sursum, deorsumque peree-quendo, ex eorum crassitie, loco, positu saepc conqieri, non differre „b iis
q in ea ViEussENii Tabula medii inter litteras II H. et G G. secun.dinii longitudinem feruntui".
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shew two remarkable medullary bundles still remaining with-

in, extending in a line with the medulla oblongata : Which,

by tracing them upwards and downwards, I have often found,

do not differ either in size or situation from those which are

represented as running longitudinally in the middle, between

the letters H H and G G in Vieussens’ Table (xvi.)”

In a passage already quoted, (p. 48.) Haller

describes very precisely the longitudinal fibres of

the annular protuberance ; and afterwards, when

treating of the corpora pyramidalia, he says,

« Into these, the straight fibres we have already spoken of

from the crura cerebri, descend

ViCQ d’Azyr was not only perfectly aware of

the connection subsisting between the corpora py-

ramidalia, and the peduncles, and other parts of

the cerebrum, but has endeavoured to delineate

them in his XXII. and XXIII. Plates.

The general explanation of Plate XXII. is in

these terms f :

diximus, a cruribus cerebri rectre, desccndunt”
• “ In ea, fibwe, quas

iv. p. 80.

t Trait6 d’Anatomie, p. 73.

que I’ou voie la base en-dessus, si Ion
ao«ol’or.n;««<>nr

commen^ant au niveau des corps pyrauudaux, so prolonge dans I epaisseur

Le cerveau etaut renverse de maniere

fait une coupe horizontale qui
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*< The brain being reversed, so that the base looks upwards,

if we make a horizontal incision, which beginning on a level

with the pyramidal bodies, is prolonged into the substance of

the annular protuberance, into the crura of the brain, into the

corpora striata, laterally, before and behind, into the corres-

ponding parts of both hemispheres, we obtain a preparation

such as this. It is not without a great deal of trouble that I

have been able to execute this section with such precision, as

to be properly seized by the artist. The study of the plate

appears to me interesting, in so far as it shews better than all

possible descriptions the connections of the medulla oblongata

and pyramidal bodies with the annular protuberance, and with

their ci'ura and whole medullary substance, in the middle of the

brain.”

And in the particular explanation, the longitu-

dinal bands in the annular protuberance are de-

scribed in this manner

de la protuberance annulaire, dans celle des jambes du cerveau, dans les

corps strics, lateralement, en devant et en arrifere, dans les parties corres-

pondantes des deux hemispheres, on obtient une preparation tcUe que

celle-ci. Ce n’est qu’avec beaucoup de peine que je sais venu a bout de

la faire avec assez de nettete pour etre bien saisie par le dessinateur.

Li’etude de cette planche me paroit interessante, en ce qu’elle montre

I mieux que toutes les descriptions possibles les rapports de la moeUe
I alongee et des corps pyramidaux avec la protuberance annulaire, avec les

I jambes et toute la substance medullaire moyenne du cerveau.

i
* P. Des filets ou tractus longitudinaux, qui coupent les pre-

I miers ^ angle droit, dans lesquels la substance blanche d'^mine, et qui

I s’etendent des corps pyramidaux vers les jambes du cerveaiu Ces filets
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“ Fibres or traetus longitmlinanx, cutting the former at right

angles, in which the white substance predominates, and which

extend from the corpora pyramidalia towards the crura cerebri.

These whitish filaments, intersected at many points with cine-

ritious substance, traverse the whole thickness of the annular

'Protuberance, and expand and separate from each other before

:

Some go to thehniddle of the locus niger crurum cerebri ; others

are seen at 18 (parts external and anterior to the locus niger

others may be perceived even at 51 (parts internal to the lo-

cus niger)
; the greater number are blended with the fibres of

the corpora striata. Whence it results that the medulla oblon-

gata, of which the corpora pyramidalia make a part, communi-

cate directly through these traetus, not only with the annular

protuberance, hut with the crura of the brain and the corpora

striata ; aud we may even add, with the optic thalami.”

In Gren’s Journal for 1795^ Reil has distinct-

ly stated that the fibres of the corpora pyramida-

lia extend through the annular protuberance, to

the crura cerebri
;
and his description of their

blaucliatres, entrecoupcs dans plusieurs points de substance cendrte, tra-

versent toute I’epaisseur de la protuberance annulau-e, s’epanouissent et

s’ecartent en devant : les uns passent au milieu de la tacho noire, locus

niger cruritm cerebri

;

les autres se voient en IB, et quelques uns s apjier-

goivent incnie en 51 , la plupart se confondent avec les filets des corps

stries. D’Oii il resulte que la inoelle alongte, dont les corjjs pyraniidaux

font partie, cominuniciue iinmediateinent par les traetus, soit avec la

protuberance annulaire, soit avec les jambes du cerveau et avec les corps

stri s ; ou peut nienie ajouter avec les couches optiques.
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progress, and of their intersections with the hori-

zontal fibres in that body, is very minute

To none of these descriptions, however, have

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim made any allusion,

except to that of Vicq d’Azyr, and on this they

are pleased to lemark, that

VicQ d’Azyu wished to imitate the anatomical preparation

of Vieussens. But as he was equally devoid of physiological

principles ; as he derived all the medullary mass from above ;

as he did not scrape the fibres, and hoped to make discoveries

in the brain by multiplying sections of it, he cut all the fibres,

and his preparations, such as we see them in Plate XXII. and

XXIII. offer only irregular fragments of the ensemble of the or-

ganization
*”

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, however, have yet

to point out what those physiological principles

are in which Vicq d’Azyr was deficient, and by

• P. 101.

Anat. et Pliys. &c. p. 278. Vicq d’Azyr voulut iniiter la prepara-
tion anatomique de Vieussens. IMais coniine il etoit pareillemcnt de-
pourvu, de pnnci)ies physiologiques

;
qu’il derivoit de haul en bas toute

la masse medullaire
;

qu’il ne racloit pas les fibres, et qu’il esperoit faire
des decouvertes dans le cerveau en inultipliant les coui.es, ilcouiia toutes
les fibres, etses preparations, telles qu’on les voit PI. XXII. et XXIII
n’offtent que des fragniens infonne de I’cnsemble de I’organisation
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which they themselves regulate their inquiries

;

and notwithstanding the confident manner in

which they express themselves on this point, the

reader has only to look back to the extracts which

I have given in the preceding pages from Vicq

d’Azyr’s work, to see that this elegant and phi-

losophical writer has described the prolongation

of the pyramidal bodies through the annular pro-

tuberance in language the most precise. His de-

lineation, too, of these longitudinal bands in Plate

XXII. wiU be found to be an accurate represen-

tation of the appearance they must have assumed

in the particular section he employed ;
whereas

the representation of these fasciculi given by Drs.

Gall and Spurzheim in Plates V. and XIL, are

unlike any view of them which it is possible to

exhibit.

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, therefore, have

added nothing that is not either inaccurate or

wholly conjectural, to the descriptions which have

been long given of the longitudinal fasciculi con-

necting the corpora pyramidalia and the ciura ce-

rebri.

The anterior and external parts of the pedun-

cles or crura cerebri, thus regarded by these ana-
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toiiiists as the continuation of the pyramidal bo-

dies, are next described by them (§ 27.) as con-

taining throughout their whole length a great

quantity of gTcy substance, by which they are con-

tinually reinforced with new fibres. It is at their

upper extremities, however, just where they are

embraced by the optic nerve, in the outer part of

the corpora striata, that they receive the greatest

increase. From this point they separate and pro-

long themselves in the form of filaments of vari-

ous lengths {§ 28.) ; which expanding into lami-

nae, covered at their extremities with grey sub-

stance, form the lower, anterior, and external con-

volutions of the anterior and middle lobes
(§ 29).

This description is objectionable in all its

points
; it is full of error and hypothesis ;

and

when we take into consideration that it relates to

a part of the brain which has long been an object

of particular attention among anatomists, and

which of late years especially, has been most care-

fully and accurately delineated, the apparent want

of knowledge wdiich it betrays is altogether ex-

traordinary.

When the peduncles of the brain-proper are exa-

mined in the recent state, they are found to be
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composed of orange-white matter, with a very

slight intermixture of greyish-brown ; the white

matter being arranged into very fine laminae and

threads, which run upwards and a little outwards,

gently curved towards the median plane. They

are continuous in each hemisphere, with a stra-

tum of orange-white matter, from a fourth to a

fifth of an inch in thickness, which runs upwards

and outwards external to the thalamus opticus,

forming a gentle curve towards the median line

;

and then expands into an arch or vault, which

penetrates through the middle of the corpus stria-

tum from one end of it to the other, and at last

joins the central white mass of the convolutions,

along the whole border of the corpus callosum.

The concavity of this vault looks downwards and

outwards, and as it follows the inclination of the

Corpus striatum, it is also arched from before

backwards. Its two anterior thirds nearly, are

formed into large cords, by the interposition of

strata of greyisli-brown matter, and all the cords

extend outwards in the general direction of the

vault. A number of fine threads, too, of white

matter, may be seen, shooting from a variety of

points on the superior surface of these cords, into
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the greyish-brown substance of the corpus stria-

tum, and there gradually disappearing without

reaching its surface. The posterior third of this

vault, is composed entirely of white nervous mat-

ter ; but from the upper surface of this portion of

it also, short and slender filaments are found ex-

tending, into the brown matter forming the pos-

terior extremity of the corpus striatum *.

The cords or bands of white matter Avhich run

through the corpora striata, were known to Wil^

LIS ; and it was this anatomist who first bestowed

upon these bodies the appellation of striated, from

these white cords.

These bodies,” says he, ‘‘
if they should be dissected along

through the middle, appear marked with medullary streaks, or

as it were rays or beams : Which sort of chamferings or streaks

have a double aspect or tendency, to wit, some descend from

the top of this body, as if they were tracts from the brain into

the Oblong Marrow
; and others ascend from the lower part,

and meet the aforesaid, as if they were paths of the spirits

from the Oblong Marrow into the Brain. And it is worth ob-

servation, that in the whole head besides there is no part found
chamfered or streaked after the like manner +.”

• See Syst of Hum. Anatom}% I. p. 132.

t The Anatomy of the Brain, Chap. XIII. Loncl. fol. 1681. Under
the name of Ohloug Marrow, Willis comprehends » aU that substance
which teaches from the inmost cavity of the Callous Body and conjunc

*

f
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The descriptions and delineations of Vieussens

sufficiently shew how minutely acquainted he was

with the anatomy of these white bands. Speak-

ing of the anterior processes of the medulla oblon-

gata (by which he means the corpora striata *) he

says.

These consist internally of white bands, which are sepa-

rated from each other by inter^^ening cineritious substance ; so

that they appear whitish grey. Their surface being scraped,

the more external and lesser medullary bands of which they

consist are brought into view ;
but when they are scraped

deeper, the more internal and thicker ones are exposed, which

are so arranged, that along with the intervening grey substance

by which they are separated from each other, they resemble,

somewhat, bodies marked with striae. Hence without doubt it

was, that the celebrated Willis called them corpora striala.

ture in the basis of the head, to the hole of the hinder part of the head

;

where the same substance, being yet farther continued, ends in the spi-

nal marrow.” „ . ^ ^ ^

• Lib. I. Cap. XI. Hsec intrinseciis tractibus albis constant, quorum

alii abaliis,’ subs’tantim cinerem inteijectu distmguuntur ;
prohid^queal-

fco-cinerese apparent.

Derasi primi antcriorum medidl* oblongpte pr«e—
.xteriores «c minoM, quibus constant, tractus meduUares in conspec-

turn veniunt. .

Ubi ver6 ipsi profundibs demluntur, interiores ac crassiorcs eor

^
tractus sese produnt, qui ita dispositi sunt, ut uni cum

qua intermedia, ab invicem distinguuntur, corporum striis is

figuram aliquakenbs mmulentur. Ex quo procul dubio factum fmt, u

Clarissimus WiUisius piTedictos medulloe oblongatae processus.
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From their situation, and to distinguish them from the other

striated bodies of the medulla oblongata, we shall denominate

them the upper and anterior corpora striata.

“ All the medullary cords of which they consist are derived

from the upper region of the centrum ovale, and go into the

white or medullary substance which lies between the corporli

striata and the optic thalami ; so that this medullary substance,

which like a semicircle, surrounds the outer border of each

thalamus, may be regarded as a double centre for all the white

bands coming from the upper region of the centrum ovale.”

In his IX. X. XII. and XIII. Tables, views are

g'iven of these bands as seen from above and with-

in
; and in Tab. XIV. XV. and XVI. as seen

fiom below. These last exhibit their connections

with the peduncles of the brain, the annular pro-

tuberance and the pyramidal bodies. .The pedun-
cles, or crura, he calls the middle corpora striata ;

corpora nominaverit, quse nos habita situs ratione striata corpora super-

r A
“ ’•eliquis medufe oblongate stiiatis

corponbus distinguamus.

Medullara« tact™,
oblon™te.™-

pn«dictisproc»«ib.„.

mrf sutotal...
,M.„i opticoLhemcydi comprehemlit, »it veluti geinlnum‘centrum

tetutuu. ,ui i
„=gb„c«i«.
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and he divides the bands exposed in this view

into two parts, an anterior and a posterior, and

denominates the one the anterio?' and lower, and

the other the 'posterior and lower, corpus striatum.

All the views were obtained, as Vieussens states,

by scraping

;

but the representations are so coarse,

that they can only be regarded as diagrams iiir

tended to illustrate the author’s verbal descrip-

tion*.”

ViCQ d’Azyr has represented the progress and

appearance of the white bands of the corpora stria-

ta in a series of sections, which are among the

most correctly executed in his work. To the en-

gravings of the ‘ Traite d’Anatomic,’ in general,

there are many objections, but it is impossible for

any anatomist who is familiar with the structure

of the brain not to admit, thatVicq d’Azyr, in his

representations of the corpora striata in Plates IX.

to Xiy. has copied nature very closely. No one

* ViCQ d’Azvr, in reference to this part of Vieussens’
^

work, observes very correctly ;

“ II est cependant juste de dii'e que Vieussens a coniiu mieux que

tout autre avant lui les rapports desjambes du cerveau avec les couches

optiques, les prolongements de la commissure aiiterieure et ceux d»

atries inferieures et moyemies qui s’etendent jusqu’aux corps pj raou

daux.” Traite, &c. p. 35.
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can acquire a perfect knowledge of the anatomy

of the white bands in these bodies, who does not

practise the sections there represented, in addition

to the procedure of Reil. Vicq d’Azyr’s expla-

nations, independent ofthe engravings themselves,

sufficiently shew, how minutely he had studied this

part of the brain ; and we have already seen (p.

86.), that he was not ignorant of the connection

subsisting between the corpora striata and the pe-

duncles, the annular protuberance, and the pyra-

midal bodies

The additions, however, which Reil was ena-

bled to make to our knowledge of the connections

of the crura cerebri, by a careful application of

his peculiar method, were very important. As
early as 1795, he describes the crura as spreading

out, just after they have been surrounded by the
optic nerves, almost horizontally, like an unfold-
ed fan, under the lateral ventricles, towards the
lower, and lateral parts, and extremities of the

nor the internal structure,

striata.” Anat. & Physiol.&c. I. p. 283.

nor the connexions of the corpora striata.'

II
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brain-proper But the final results of bis inves-

tigations into this singular structure are to be

found in two essays, the first of which is inseited

in the Archives of Physiology for 1809, and the

second in the same work for 1812 ;
each being il-

lustrated Avith engravings, particularly the last,

Avhich are remarkable for their clearness and ac-

curacy. I have compared both these papers with

nature, and am satisfied that Bril has left little

for his successors, either to correct or to discover,

in this department of the anatomy of the brain.

To these valuable dissertations, however, not

the least illusion is made either by Dr. Gall or

his partner, in any of their Avntings. And yet

the essay in Gren’s Journal Avas published thii-

teen years before these gentlemen presented their

Memoir (which is their first composition) to the

French Institute ;
and five years at least, I pre-

sume, before they were even heard of as anato-

mists in Europe t-
Again, Reil’s essay m the

. » Und ieder Schenkel Lreitet sich alsdenn. nachdem ihn der

Sehnerve uJasst hat, wie ein entfalteter Faecher fast waagerecht un-

gegen die Extremitaten des grossen Gehimb aus.

;u tl,e IV.h Volume of hie System of

tomy, published at Fraukfort iu 1800, refers espressly to Uiis

essay ; but without any mention of the name of Gall.
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Archives for 1 809, (to say nothing of the paper in

1812) which contains the most complete descrip-

tion of the brain-proper, was published a year be-

fore the appearance of Drs. Gall and Spurz-

heim’s quarto work in Paris ; four years before

the composition of their essay for the Dictionaire

des Sciences Medicates, which I have given in the

Appendix ; and six years prior to the publication

of Dr. Spurzheim’s separate book on Physiogno-

my. I will not do Reil the injustice to insinuate,

that Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have borrowed

their views without acknowledgement from him

;

had they adopted the descriptions of this accurate

inquirer, the present pamphlet would have been

unnecessary. But it is surely not unreasonable to

have expected, that some reference should have

been made to the writings ofan anatomist, who has

the sole merit ofhaving revived the investigation of

the fibrous structure of the brain in modern times

;

and who, by pursuing steadily the only method by
which that inquiry can be satisfactorily conduct-
ed, has obtained results at variance in every par-
ticular, with those conjectural statements, which
by writing and by travel, these gentlemen have
been labouring for years to establish.

'
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The following is a mere outline of Reil s de-

scription :

The crura cerebri, or peduncles of the brain-

proper, in their course from the annular protube-

rance to the substance of the hemispheres, consist

of numerous very fine laminae of fibres, the edges

of which are turned outwards and inwards, and

of which the filaments run in the direction of the

crura. Immediately after being embraced by the

optic nerves, they penetrate into each hemisphere,

and extend upwards on the outside of the optic

thalami, diverging and spreading out as they as-

cend. Certain laminae of fibres join them from

the thalami in their progress ;
and at last having

arrived at the outer circular margin of these bodies

within the lateral ventricles, they spread out from

the whole of this margin in the form of radiating

fasciculi, or bands of fibres, which run forwards,

upwards, backwards, and downwards, and all of

them at same time more or less outwards, into

the substance of each hemispheie *.

* The circular border from which this radiation takes place,

has been denominated by Reil, Stabkranz. Rather, however,

than adopt the literal translation of this term, I should feel in-

clined to call it the Circle oj Reil.
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The fasciculi which extend forwards are long,

slender, numerous, and lie close together. They

run through the corpus striatum ; covered, inter-

nally, by the inner bulbous part of this body in

the anterior horn of the lateral ventricle, and ex-

ternally, by that portion of the same body which

is inclosed in the capsule and the grey mattei

penetrates between some of the fasciculi. In their

progress forwards and outwards, they form an arch

or vault, concave downwards. The anterior com-

missure of the brain passes through between the

roots of the first or lowest fasciculi. At last, with-

in the substance of the anterior lobe, they unite

at a small angle, with the fibres of the anterior

part of the corpus callosum, internally and above,

and with the anterior radiations of the outer wall
of the capsule, externally and below.

The fasciculi which extend upwards are the
shortest and thickest. Like the former, they pass
through the corpus striatum

; but as the portion
of this body which projects into the lateral ven-
tricle is of a tapering shape, they are covered, on
this surface, only by its narrow posterior part.
After a course outwards and upwards of from a

* See the description of this capsule in the sequel, p. 107.
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quarter to an eighth of an inch, they meet at an

angle with the fibres of the corpus callosum above,

and the upper radiations of the outer wall of the

capsule below ;
and so contribute to form the up-

per and outer portion of the substance of each he-

misphere.

The fasciculi which proceed backwards are the

longest and finest of any. The most internal of

these, or those which lie nearest the cavity of the

ventricle, may be traced to the very extremity of

its posterior horn. At their origin they aie co-

vered merely by the taenia semicircularis and a

little grey matter, continued from the tapering

part of the corpus striatum. A little farther back

they are distinctly intersected at right angles by

fibres extending from the lower surface of the

corpus callosum ;
and all beyond this they are co-

vered by an uninterrupted layer of these fibres,

which must be carefully removed in order to

bring them into view. The fasciculi, on the

other hand, which are more externally situated,

after a shorter course, unite above with the fibres

of the posterior part and upper surface, of the

corpus callosum, and before, with the posterior

radiations of the outer wall of the capsule

;

and
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thus they contribute to form the outer portion of

the substance of the posterior lobe.

Lastly, the fasciculi which radiate downwards

extend into the middle lobe
; the more posterior

ones inclining a little backwards, the middle ones

running directly downwards, and the anterior

turning a little forwards. Towards the cavity

of the inferior horn of the ventricle, they are co-

vered only by a stratum of fibres continued from

the taenia semicircularis, and from the lower sur-

face of the corpus callosum behind. Externally,

they unite with the inferior fibres of the outer

wall of the capsule, and with the radiation of the

anterior commissure; and thus contribute to

form the outer portion of the substance of the

middle lobe.

How much this description differs from the

statements of Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, my
leaders will easily perceive. The crura cerebri,

according to these gentlemen, contain, through-

out their whole length, a great quantity of grey
substance, by which they are continually rein-

forced with new fibres
; whereas tlie quantity of

this substance mingled with tliem, is just percep-
tible, and no more

; and tlie reinforcement of
fibres from it, is a mere averaient, for whicli tliere
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is no foundation. Nor are there better grounds

for the statement that they receive a still greater

increase just where they are embraced by the

optic nerve
;
neither this greatest increase of all

(le plus grand accroissemenU § 27.), nor the means

by which, according to their own principles, it

oiiust be accomplished, are susceptible of demon-

stration.

The last part of this description is as imagin-

ary and erroneous as the rest. The crura cerebri

are said to be spread out, and prolonged into fila-

ments, which terminate in the gre^ matter of the

lower, anterior, and external convolution of the

anterior and middle lobes, and form these convo-

lutions (} 28, 29.) ;—a statement not one article

of which can be made good by demonstration. In

the Jirst place, it is not practicable to trace a sin-

gle fibre of the crura distinctly into the grey sub-

stance of any one of the convolutions here named

;

far less can it be shewn that these convolutions

are wholly foi'med of such fibres. Indeed this

last part of the speculation is quite inconsistent

with the origin they have ascribed to their system

of convergingJihres ; which, as we shall see in the

sequel, they have affirmed to enter as largely in..
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to the composition of all the convolutions as the

divergingJibi'es do.

Secondly^ their description excludes the poste-

rior lobe of the brain-proper, altogether, from any

connection with the crura, which is an error of

unaccountable magnitude
; in so far as the mass

of fibres which radiate from the crura into this

lobe, is fully as great as that extending into the

other parts of the hemispheres, if not greater.

In the third place, those fibres of the crura

which they describe as supplying the middle

j

lobe, have a destination so entirely different, that

the utmost conceivable carelessness will not ex-

plain the inaccuracy of their statements with re-

spect to this part of the brain. We are not left

to collect from the vagueness of verbal descrip-

tion alone, what these fibres are
; they are dis-

tinctly represented in the Vth. andXth. Plates of
jl their large work. In Plate V. a set of filaments

are delineated on the left side, as diverging front
the peduncle, immediately above the outer border

‘ of tho optic nerve {q, t, u), and terminating in the

I

lower convolutions of the middle lobe (», w, w);
and in the same Plate, on the right side (A, /,)’

as well as in Plate X. (A, A, A), the fibres supplying
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the other convolutions of this lobe, are represent-

ed, cut off near to their origin from the peduncle.

Now with respect to the first of these sets of fibres,

I have to observe, that none such exist in the brain

;

and that there is no such connection between the

crura and the inferior convolutions of the middle

lobe as here represented. With regard to the se-

cond, it will be found, that the whole of them

terminate in the external part of the corpus stria-

tmji ;—that they do not even reach the outer wall

of the capsule in which this part of the corpus

striatum is contained ;—and that so far from ex-

tending to the middle lobe, they are separated

from it, not only by this wall and the convolu-

tions which rest upon it, but also by the fossa

Sylvii. Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have taken

no notice, in their writings, of this portion of

the corpus striatum ;
and their engravings could

not have been more defective with respect to it,

even if it had been their avowed intention to

avoid any section of the brain by which it might

be brought into view. This is an omission for

which it is not easy to assign any satisfactory rea-

son. No doubt this part does present an unequi-

vocal instance of fibres running from the crura
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into grey matter, and there vanishing, instead of

originating in the grey matter, and going to rein-

force the crura; but it would be unreasonable to

entertain the supposition that their partiality for

an hypothesis had led them to pass over this ap-

pearance
;

because, however extraordinary the

mistake may be, it is certain that they really be-

lieve these fibres to terminate in the middle lobe,

with which they have not the most remote con-

nection. Nor would it be just to these anato-

mists, professing, as they do, such superior know-

ledge of the structure of the brain, to suppose, that

this portion alone, of all others, had entirely esca-

ped their notice. It is one of the most singular

in the whole organ. Every one who has inspect-

ed ViCQ d’Azyr’s IX. X. XL XIV. XXII. XXIII.
and XXVI. Plates, must be familiar with its si-

i tuation, and know a good deal of its structure

;

I

notwithstanding the imperfections in the colour-

i mg, and even in the drawing of these representa-
5 tions. Reil has described it at great length, and

with his usual accuracy. According to him, this

I

outer portion of the corpus striatum is inclosed in

I

a three-sided capsule. The inner side or wall, is

I

formed by the peduncles in their progress up-
I
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wards, and by their anterior and middle radiations.

The lower wall consists of the lamina cribrosa,

the foundation of the convolutions supporting the

root of the obfactory nerve, and that plate of white

substance which extends outwards from the pe-

duncle, above the optic nerve, to the outer wall

of the inferior horn of the lateral ventricle. The

outer wall is the most remarkable of the three,

and Reil is entitled to the sole merit of having,

discovered its very singular structure. It consists

of a thin stratum of white substance, placed almost

parallel to the median plane, and uniting with

the lower wall below, and with the inner wall,

(that is, with the radiations of the crura) before,

above, and behind. At its lower and anterior

margin it has a deep semilunar notch, coirespond-

ing to the fossa Sylvii. It consists of fibres which

radiate from a point behind and a little above the

semilunar notch, in all directions, until they meet

with the fibres of the crura as already described.

More immediately behind the notch, too, it is per -

forated by the anterior commissure, which imme-

diately after it gets upon its outer surface, ra-

diates along with its fibres backwards and down

wards. The small convolutions at the bottom of
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the fossa Sylvii rest upon the outer surface of this

wall ; but the fibres of the convolutions, and of

the wall, instead of lying in the same direction,

are placed at right angles to each other. Here

are a set of fibres of which Drs. Gall and Spurz-

HEiM have taken no notice ; and which they would

find it a hard task to reconcile with any part of

their system *.

Lastly, these gentlemen have passed over in si-

lence, the numerous delicate filaments of white

substance, which shoot out from the anterior ra-

diations of the crura, into the inner bulbous part

of the corpora striata, and are there entirely lost

;

an omission which is the more remarkable, as these

fibres present another instance of a distribution

quite irreconcileable with their system of conti-

nual reinforcement.

It now only remains for me to take notice of
Dr. Spurzheim’s mode of procedure, when in the

he peculiarities of colour in the portion of the corpus
stnat^m, contained in the capsule, have not yet been well re-
presente

; and Reil does not seem to have attended suffi-
ciently to the grey mailer which is placed in the middle of the
outer wall, although Vicq d’Azyr has not failed to delineate
this substance. See relative to both these points, Syst. ofHum. Anatomy, I. p. 138-9.
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couree of his public dissections, he is led to the

display of those continuations of the crura cere-

• bri, which we have just been considering.

In his first demonstration in this city, he rub-

bed off, partly with the points of his fingers, part-

ly by scraping with the handle and edge of a seal

pel, the whole of the outer part of the corpus

Striatum, together with the outer waU of the

capsuU containing it, and the convolutions rest-

ing on that wali ;
and thus exposed the outer and

lower edges and surfaces of the bands and cords,

which traverse the corpus striatum, contuiuous

with the eras cerebri. He then removed, in a si-

milar manner, the whole inner portion of Uie cor-

pus striatum, which projects into the anterior and

middle part of the lateral ventricle, and thus

brought into view, the upper and inner edges and

surfaces of the same bands. But here ended the

demonstration. No attempt was made to shew

cn radant that these bands consisted of fibres run-

ning in the direction of the bands themselves, and

nortransverse to them, or obliquely ;
far less was

it endeavoured to trace any one of these fibres to

its termination in the grey sulntance of any one

of the convolutions, into which he and ins co

:
I

i

•
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!
league profess to have discovered that they ex-

I
tend. He scraped away, in short, two parts of

j

which the structure is at variance with his de-

scriptions, and wholly irreconcileable with his hy-

pothesis, and exhibited lateral views of bands of

white substance, with which there is no anato-

mist who would not be ashamed to confess that

he is ignorant, and which, in fact, originally pro-

cured to the corpora striata, the appellation by

i
which they have been known for nearly 140

I
years.

i In his second demonstration, the same proce-

I

dure was repeated
; with this only difference, that

I before removing the outer part of the corpus stria-

\
turn, he made a horizontal section, or rather la-

i ceration of it, and exhibited it hastily to his spec-

1 tators, as a substance sending fibres to the middle
! lobe ; although if a moment’s time had been al-

lowed them for its close examination, they would
have seen, that its filaments do not even reach the

' small convolutions in the bottom of the fossa Sy-
Ivii. Being now, however, called upon to shew,
by scraping, that the white bands of the corpus

i striatum were actually composed of longitudinal
‘ fibres, he appeared surprised at the request

; and
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seemed td conceive that no othei demonstration

of their fibrous structure was necessary, than the

appearance which they had already been made to

exhibit, by removing the grey substance covering

them. When after some difficulty, however, he

was made to comprehend, that to display slender

cords, or the sharp edges of laminae of white sub-

stance passing through grey, was not to demon-

strate that these white cords or laminae them-

selves were fibrous, far less that their fibres run

longitudinally, he denied that he had ever af-

firmed that the white substance, considered apart

from the grey, exhibited a fibrous structure. This

extraordinary assertion was easily refuted by a

reference to two paragraphs of his own work, as

I have already had occasion to state (page 28 )

;

and the fibrous structure of the white bands of the

corpus striatum, (than which nothing is more easy

of being displayed in a brain prepared and dis-

sected according to the method of Reil,) proved

unsusceptible of demonstration in the recent or-

gan, even in the hands of Dr. Spurzheim, not-

withstanding the ease, with which he and his col-

league profess to be able to scrape the fibres into

view, in any part of the brain. Dr. Spurzheim,
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it is proper to remark, seems disposed, in his

public dissections, to dwell very particularly on

j

this part of the brain
; a circumstance for which

)
* 1. •

It is not easy to assign any satisfactory reason.

I may mention, however, that I have had occa-

sion to observe, that persons whose acquaintance

with the structure of the brain did not much

I

extend beyond its division into hemispheres and

i
lobes, but who had heard that Drs. Gall and

i Spurzheim had professed to have discovered fibres

(
in this organ, have sometimes left the demonstra-

i tions of the latter gentleman with the impression,

!
that these white hands in the corpora striata were
the fibres which he had discovered.

Dr. Spurzheim was next requested to trace
« any of the fibres of these bands, into the grey
J substance of those precise convolutions to which

he and Dr. Gall profess to be able to follow
them

; and to distinguish them from the fibres of
the converging system, which, as we shall imme-
diately see, they have affirmed to take their ori-

*

pn from the of the same parts. But
lere, as upon every other occasion where he was
called upop to makegood those affirmations which
constitute the leading features of his system, he

I
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endeavoured to excuse himself from the task, by

denying that he had ever maintained any such

structure to be demonstrable. He asserted, very

positively, that he had nowhere professed m his

writings, that he could trace the fibres, either of

the diverging or converging system, farther than

the bottom of the convolutions. How much Dr,

Spurzheim’s memory had failed him in this in

stance, I endeavoured to enable his audience to

judge, by reading to them the only paragraph

relative to the point which he has thought proper

to introduce into his Physiognomifcal Work. It

is this

:

- Finally, at the external margin of the optic nerve, thener.

YOU! bundlea of tire crura cerebri assume a diverging direction,

and form variously unfolded expanstous, rvhich are ca

convolulions of the brain. In this way the pyramidal emm«-

ees, being successively increased, and at last completely de,

veloped,/o™ the inferior, anterior, and exterior convoluuons

of the anterior and middle lobes, (p. 37-)

Such of my readers, however, as have consulted

the paragraphs of the Appendix to which I have

referred in the preceding pages, cannot fail to he

particularly stnick with the nature of the ex.
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cuse ventured upon by Dr. Spurzhrim on this oc-

casion. In
^ 27, 28, and 55, it is not only stated

expressly that the divergingfibres expand to form

certain convolutions, and have their extremities

covered with the grey matter of these convolu-

tions
; but in ^ 56, there is the following obser-

vation :

When we cut one of these prolongations perpendicularly

or across, we see that the white substance is broadest at the

base of the convolutions, and becomes always narrower towards

the top ; which arises from the nervous fibres on each side,

losing themselves successively in the grey substance
; while those

in the middle only, are prolonged to the extremity”

And in
^ 52, there is this unequivocal state-

ment :

" It results then from all we have said, that the diverging

nervous filaments penetrate into the convolutions, and that the
onverging fibres come out of them. It remains only to be as-

certained, whether the diverging fibres are merely increased by
tlie grey matter situated on the external surface of the convo-
lutions, and then turned round to form the converging fibres ;

whether they do not terminate in theg’j-ey matter altogether,
while the converging filaments constitute a distinct system, on-
ginating in that matter. Anatomy has not yet determined
this point,”

2
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I leave my readers to view in what light they

may, this denial on the part of Dr. Spurzheim,

of those professions which he had so confidently

made in his writings. It is sufficient for me to

state, that he made no endeavour to shew the

progress of any of the diverging Jihres^ into the

grey matter of the convolutions.

On the second set of divergingfibres, a very few

remarks will suffice.

These, at their origin on each side of the me-

dulla oblongata, are said to be in part formed by

a fasciculus of fibres derived from the corpus oli-

vare ;
which body is pronounced to be a ganglion

like the corpus dentatum of the cerebellum (§ 31 .

and note). If we cut it through, we are told that

we shall find ihegrey and the white substance dis-

tributed in it exactly as they are in that gang-

lion ; and accordingly, in the XIP'' Plate of their

large work, Drs. Gall and Spurzheim profess to

have given an accurate representation, of the ap-

pearance which it exhibits when divided into two

parts longitudinally. It is a part of this Plate

which 1 have copied iwfig- 1, to which I beg the
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particular attention of my reader. The corpus oli-

vare is marked i.

The description and representation are both

equally inaccurate. There is no such mass of

grey matter in the medulla oblongata, as they have

stated. The substance lying immediately within

the corpus olivare, is indeed precisely similar to

the corpus dentatum lodged in the hemispheres of

the cerebellum; but not to such an imaginary

corpus dentatum as Drs. Gall and Spurzheim

have figured. It consists of a finely indented cap-

sule of brown-matter, containing a nucleus of pure

white substance

;

the capsule being in general de-

ficient towards the inner part. In Jig. 4. c, I have

represented its exact appearance, when divided in-

to two parts by a section passing through it from
above downwards, and from before a little back-
wards

; in other words, by such a section, as re-

moves the whole prominence of the corpus olivare

from the surface of the medulla oblongata, and
leaves a flat surface in its stead. The drawing
was executed by Mr. Syme with his usual accut
racy. It was taken from the medulla oblongata of
a full grown subject, only twenty-four hours after
death

; and it will readily be perceived that it is
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a view of the inner half of the right corpus oli-

vare. I have to request of ray readers that they

will contrast this representation with that given

by Drs, Gall and Spurzheim "mfig. i; which

on examination, it will be found, exhibits an ap-

pearance such as no human brain ever could have

presented, and such as no artist ever could have

seen in that organ. The same general structure

may be observed in the views of the corpus oli-

vare accidentally exhibited in^g. 2./, and in^g.

5. c ;
although in these, the body is only slightly

sketched ;
my chief object in these figures being

to represent other parts.

I subjoin in a note the minute description which

I have given of this substance in my System of

Anatomy *
; and have only to remark, that as Dr.

* The top of the c«rd contains, on each side, between the

median plane, and the oblong and oval eminences {Corpora

Olivaria), a substance exactly similar to the corpus dentatum

in the cerebellum, and to which the same name may be ap-

plied*. It is oval-shaped and flattened. Its long diameter

lies upwards and downwards ;
and its flattened surfaces are

turned, one forwards and inwards, the other backwards and

outwards. It is about five eighths of an inch long, a quarter of

“ Vica d’Azyr mils it “ Le Corps Fcstonne, Dentele, ouRhomboi-

(lal des Eminences Olivaires.” Traite d’^knatomie, p. 98*
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Spurzheim showed, himself (jiiite familiar with

jny Recount of the corpus dentutum in the cere-

helium, and endeavoured by a procedure, of which

I doubt not that my readers have formed a pro-

per opinion, to fix the character of inaccuracy on

that account, it is somewhat surprising that he

should have passed over in the most perfect si-

lence my description of the corpus olivare, and

omitted, or forborn to exhibit, a single view of

that body throughout the w^hole of his demonstra-

tion.

From this ganglion, as they chuse to call it,

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim affirm that a strong

an inch broad, and a sixth of an inch in thickness. Its outer

half occupies the whole length of the oval eminence ; and its

capsule is separated from the surface of this eminence only by

a stratum of orange-white matter about a twentieth of an inch

thick. Its inner border reaches to within a fifteenth part of an

inch of the median plane. Its capsule consists of the same

brown matter as that of the corpus dentatum in the oerebellum

;

but its indentations are finer. This capsule is generally quite

complete along the outer half of the body ; but towards the in-

ner border I have always found several small deficiencies in it.

The nucleus consists of pure orange-white matter ; through

which numerous blood-vessels, chiefly venous, and larger than

commonly occur in the white matter, are distributed. This

greater vascularity will account for its having been often mis-
taken for brown matter, as well as the nucleus of the corpus

dentatum of the cerebellum.
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fasciculus of fibres comes out ;
but at what part

these fibres emerge, or where we are to look for

them, these gentlemen have not chosen to men-

tion. Dr. Spurzheim did not touch on this

ground in his public demonstrations. If it is

meant that the few fibres in Jig. 1. just below the

letter n, should represent this fasciculus, I beg

leave to observe, that no such fibres exist in the

human brain.

This imaginary fasciculus is next said to unite

with certain other fasciculi of the medulla ob-

longata, which they call posterior

,

and which are

represented in Jig.l.k. Nothing, however, is

communicated by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim in

their writings with respect to the origin of these ;

and the latter gentleman does not think it neces-

sary to shew them in his dissections. We are

left, therefore, to trace them to their source by

means of the engravings ; and the result is, that

they all arise from the corpora pyramidalia ! (see

fg. 1. h d.) It is needless to say that no such

fibres are to be found in the medulla oblongata.

These united fasciculi are now affirmed to as-

cend in the direction k, Z, wi, Jig> 1 ]
behind the

posterior boundary n, o, of the annular protuber*
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I

ance/ but yet between the transverse fibres com-

ing from the cerebellum ; and to receive reinforce-

t

ments in their progress. To this I reply, that no

such fasciculi exist. At same time, admitting

their existence, it is not easy to understand how

! they could pass both behind the annular protu-

^ berance, and between those transverse fibres of

which that protuberance is in great measure

! composed. Why does not the engraving (jig. l.J

' represent them as intermingling with these trans-

! verse fibres

Next we aie told that these united fasciculi, af-

ter getting above the annular protuberance, form
I the posterior and inner part of the crura cerebri;

iby which Drs. Gali. and Spurzheim mean, as '

I

will be seen by consulting their engravings, not

^
any portion of those eminences usually called by

j

anatomists the crura cerebri, but a part of the
substance situated behind the stratum of black

I

matter, or locus niger of Vicq d’Azyr
; though

how much of it, they have not chosen to specify.
This, however, like the preceding parts of the de-
scription, is mere assertion, without any proof,
and indeed without any foundation.

i
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The bundles of fasciculi on each side are now

said to enter the optic thalami, which, it seems,

are not bodies sending fibres or giving origin to

the optic nerves, as anatomists have generally un

derstood, but are true ganglia, intended to rein-

force, largely, these fasciculi in their progress.

They consist, it is affirmed, of a large mass of

grey substance, which generates many nervous fila-

ments (§ 31. 32. 33) ;
and when examined inter-

nally, it is said that all their fine white fibres are

seen proceeding upwards towards the superior

border of the ganglion, where they are collected

into fasciculi, and from which they immediately

diverge. The anterior of these bundles are then

described as passing through the corpus striatum,

and receiving a further reinforcement in their

progress, so that they are sufficient to form after

their egress, the convolutions of the posterior

lobe, and all those which are situated along the

upper border of each hemisphere towards the me-

dian plane.

This statement, in point of inaccuracy and in-

consistency, and pure hyiiothesis, exceeds, if possi-

ble, any that I have yet had occasion to examine
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Fasciculi of fibres passing in the manner they

describe, fii'st through the optic thalamus, and

then through the corpus striatum, receiving rein-

forcements during their progress, and finally ter-

minating in the convolutions mentioned, are whol-

ly indemonstrable. Not only do they not exist,

i but there are no fibres like them existing in this

region of the brain. Were it not indeed for the

distinct engraving of them with which Das. Gall
and Spurzheim have favoured us, the description

would almost incline one to suspect, that these gen-

tlemen had turned, to the best account, the bands

of white substance already mentioned as extend-

ing from the crura cerebri through the corpora

I striata
; and had described the inner edges of these

I bands as forming one system of fibres, while the

I outer edges formed another. But in Plate XII,
a view of the fibres in question is exhibited from
their origin to their very termination. They are

1 there represented extending upwards through
i what they are pleased to call the “ pretended op-

tic thalamus*^ with a slight divergence from each
other

, and then radiating in every direction, un-
f til they are distinctly seen to terminate in the

grey substance of the convolutions of the poste-
' nor lobe, and of the upper and inner surfaces of
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the hemisphere. This drawing, however, I do

not hesitate to affirm, has no prototype in nature.

No such appearance ever presented itself natural-

ly in any human brain, and no artifice could have

produced it. Drs. Gall and Spurzheim can best

explain from what original the copy was made.

The structure, let me add, is one, which if it real-

ly exists, is too important to be passed over en-

tirely in any demonstration of this organ ; and

yet Dr. Spurzheim did not attempt to exhibit a

single filament belonging to it, in his dissections

in this place

Independently, however, of these diverging fas-

ciculi, the description which Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim have given of the optic thalami, is not

only superficial, but consists of assertions as incor-

rect as they are arbitrary. There is nothing they

have affirmed with more confidence than that

* It is worthy of remark that Drs. Gall and Spurzheih,

in their Memoir to the French Institute, make no distinction

between the first and second set of diverging fibres, and take

no notice of the distinct convolutions which each are destined

to form. This seems to have been a later discovery. All the

diverging fbres, the peduncles or crura cerebri included, are

described as passing through the optic thalami . See Rcc i

ches, See. p. 134-5.
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these bodies have no connexion by means of fibres

with the optic nerves, but that these nerves are

merely attached to their posterior and lateral sur-

face (§ 32.) ; and that the thalami are in fact on-

ly ganglia for the reinforcement of the diverging

fibres. And yet it will be found, on a careful exa-

mination of the coagulated brain, that the whole

of that layer of white substance which covers the

upper surface of the optic thalami, is composed

of apparent fibres, which lie in a direction from

before backwards, and which towards the poste-

rior part may be traced with the utmost ease into

I the optic nerves. This structure was first describ-

ed by ViEussENS*; and it has been abundantly

confirmed by the observations of Reil f . Dus.

Gall and Spurzheim, besides, have passed over

• Lib. I. cap. xi. “ Ubi verb baec membrana pelliculse non absiniilis

ad posticam meduUae oblongatse crurum regionem sese producit, fibrilk;
illius in se invicem sensim inclinantur, adeb ut utrinque siraul coales-
cant, et uni cum tractibus quibusdam albis, h postica supra meiuoratoruin
medulloe oblongatoe cmrum parte emergentibus, in nervos opticos abeant

:

u^e fit ut meduU® oblongatoe crura, non immeritb nervorum opticorum
tuBlami nominontur.”

t “ Die Sehnerven entspringen theils von dcr diinnen Marlqilattc.
die Oberflache der SelihUgel bedeckt, theils init cinex AVurzel, die unter
dem unteren Rand der Sehhiigel vorkommt, theils endlich von Mark-
faden, die von dem corpore gcniculato entstehen.’Wrc/im, &a 180b ..

517. & 133.
1
*'
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in total silence, the fibrous connexion subsisting

between the optic thalami and the inner corpora

geniculata, the corpora quadrigemina, and the

curious fasciculi, called by Reil the Schleife

;

all

which have been most carefully described, and in

part figured, by that accurate anatomist *. In-

deed of the very existence of these latter bundles,

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim seem to be entirely

ignorant.

2 . Of the Comerging Fibres.

The convergingfibres of the brain-proper are de-

scribed by Drs. Gall and Spurzheim in the pa-

ragraphs from 34) to 37, and from 4)1 to 52 of the

Appendix. The merits of this part of their ana-

tomy may be appreciated in a very few pages.

At the bottom of all the convolutions, they af-

firm, a set of fibres may be demonstrated, which

are soft and delicate, but distinct and obvious, and

which advance between the fibres of the diverging

system and interlace with them (§ 36.) All these

they regard as arising from the grey substance of

the convolutions (§50,51); but whether they

• Archiv. &c. 1809. p. 157, and 485;
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:i^e merely the diverging fibres reflected back, or

II a new system generated by that substance, they

;do not yet pretend to have determined {§ 52.)

! They may be remarked, it is said, within all the

ii convolutions ; but it is only in the posterior convo-

jilutions of the middle lobe, that they can be fol-

i
lowed as distinct and visible fibres (§ 36. note). In

i I their progress, however, from the convolutions,

jl they form fasciculi and laminae, which extend to-

ri wards the inner part of each hemisphere, and unit-

I

ing on the median line with the corresponding

|i layers and bundles of the opposite hemisphere,

jl form vaiious reunions, junctions, or commissures

|i (§ 37.) These commissures, it is admitted, have

jl been long known to anatomists, but they have

I

I never dreamt, it is said, of inquiring with what

jj
particular parts of the brain each commissure is

i

M connected,

' Our researches, however," say Dns. Gall and Spurz-

. HEIM, " have procured us the most precise elucidations of this

|i subject." (§ 41 .)

First, The fibres from all the upper convolu-

11 tions of each hemisphere, form the body of the

( corpus callosum (§ 45.) ; those from the lower eon-
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volutions of each anterior lobe from the anterior ^m
doubling of the corpus callosum (§ 44.) ;

and

those from the lower and internal convolutions of

the posterior lobes form the posterior doubling or

extremity of this body {§ 42.) Secondly, the

fibres coming from the posterior convolutions of

the middle lobes, bending behind the crura cere-

bri, and the optic thalami, form what is usually S
called the fornix (§ 42.) Thirdly, the fibres com- fl

ing* from the anterior convolutions of the middle 9
lobe, and from some convolutions situated in the |H

bottom of the fissure of Sylvius, form the cord

known to anatomists by the name of the anterior

commissure (§ 43.) Such is the system of con- fl

verging fibres in the brain-proper, according to n
Drs. Gall and Spurzheim. 9
Now, as these gentlemen have, with unusual

forbearance, failed to claim the entire discovery • f

of the corpus callosum, and fornix, and anterior ?

commissure, the novelties in the preceding state- 9
ment resolve themselves into these two : first, the

||

affirmation that every convolution in the brain-
||

proper contains fibres which originate in the grey -

substance covering that convolution, and termi-

nate in one or other of the commissures mention-
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ed ;
and secondly, tlie assertion that it is possible

to trace the fibres of each individual convolution,

to one particular commissure or part of a com-

missure. Both these novelties are either purely

fanciful, or demonstrably untrue.

We have already seen that Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim pretend to have discovered, that there

is not a convolution in the brain into which diver-

gingJibres do not enter, to terminate in its grey

i substance. It follows, therefore, that each con-

volution contains both diverging and converging

Jihresy and is made up of these. Drs. Gall and

I Spurzheim, indeed, express themselves quite de-

cidedly on this point when treating of the convo-

lutions in particular. At p. 299 of their large

I work, they remark,

' That the two fibrous layers formed by the divergingfas-
6 ciculi, are accompanied also with fibres which arise from ihe

\
grey substance; so that each convolution is composed, first, of

:
very fine converging nervous filaments

; secondly, of fibres

r from the diverging ascicuh

;

and thirdly, of an external cover-
ing of grey substance.”

The existence, however, of two sets of fibres,

-such as these in each convolution, is, 1 maintain,
a mere chimsera. It is just as impossible to de-

K
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monstrate them in the posterior convolutions of

the middle lobe, in which alone it is said that

they can be followed as distinct and visible Jibres

(§ 36.), as it is in any of the other convolutions,

where Drs. Gall and Spurzheim inform us, with

their accustomed consistency, that they can be

seen, soft andfne, although invisible (§ 36.) Ac-

cordingly, when Dr. Spurzheim was called upon

to shew a single fasciculus of the divergingJibres

going into any one of the convolutions, and to

distinguish these from the convergingflaments in

the same part, he was under the necessity, as was

formerly stated (see p. 113.), of denying that he

had ever affirmed this to be practicable.

With respect, on the other hand, to the connec-

tions which are ascribed to the converging Jibres

of each convolution, I have to observe, in the first

place, that unless Drs. Gall and Spurzheim can

shew, in the most satisfactory manner, that the

corpus callosum is composed of convergingJibres,

derived from the whole upper convolutions ot each

hemisphere, from the lower convolutions of each

anterior lobe, and from the lower and internal

convolutions of each posterior lobe,—and that

these Jibres in each convolution arise from the
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I grey substance covering' it,—and that each of these

: convolutions is made up, not of these fibres alone,

t but in part also of certain divergingfibres former-

‘ ly expressly mentioned, and which are capable of

: being distinguished from the converging set,—they

; claim to themselves the merit of having discover-

t ed a structure which does not exist in the brain,

f In the meanwhile I have no hesitation in affirm-

I
ing, that any such demonstration is impracticable.

' Were it otherwise, it is to be presumed that Dr.

! Spurzheim would, in his public dissections, have

made good, instead of denying, discoveries which

j ' he had so confidently claimed. Those who would

\
acquire a knowledge of the true structure of these

convolutions, and of the connections of the cor-
|]

!|pus callosum, must consult the essays of Rkil.

•j

Secondly, the statement made by Drs. Gall
. and Spurzheim that the fornix is composed of

']
fibres coming from the posterior convo-

Flutions of the middle lobes, has not the slightest

I foundation in nature. It is not possible to trace

any connection betwixt them. On the contrary^
I nothing is more easy than to shew, as Reil first

fhad the merit of doing, that the fornix consistsM fibres which begin at the extremity of the pes
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hippocampi, in each lateral ventricle, and run up

along the inner border of this prominence, form-

ing its tsenia. They then extend forwards under

the corpus callosum, and constitute, successively,

the posterior pillars, the body, and the anterior pil-

lars of the fornix ;
until they reach the corpora al-

bicantia, where they are turned round into the op-

tic thalamus, and there terminate. This descrip-

tion would be equally correct, were one to say, that

the fibres begin in the optic thalamus, and end at

the extremity of the pes hippocampi. Through-

out the whole of this course, the fibres of the op-

posite halves of the fornix remain quite distinct

from each other ; there is no crossing of them from

one side to the other, over the median line. So

that admitting Drs. Gall and Spurzheim s af-

firmations with respect to their origin to be cor-

rect, the fornix cannot possibly be regarded as a

commissure. These gentlemen, however, have

stated, that “ I’ensemble de filets de jonction de

la voute est la partie que les anatomistes appel-

lent le lyre, la harpe ou psalterium'^ (§ 42.), an

expression by which, if it is meant to be asserted

that the fibres from the opposite sides of the for-

nix intermingle at this part, one inaccuracy more
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[ is added to their description of this body. The

pes hippocampi, (a prominence the structure of

which has been exceedingly Avell described by

Reil,) is passed over in total silence by Drs. G all

and Spurzheim
;
—it is a part which could not ea-

i
sily be reconciled with their system. It deserves to

I be remarked, too, that no representation is to be

found in any of their engravings, either of the

i structure of the pes hippocampi, or of the alleged
. . ^

^ origin of the fornix in the convolutions of the

middle lobe. I need hardly add, that Dr. Spurz-

I
HEIM made no attempt to demonstrate either of

these parts in his public dissections.

In the third place, the origin which Drs. Gall
i and Spurzheim ascribe to the fibres of the ante-

I

rior commissure, is as arbitrary and incorrect as the

! rest. Instead of arising from the grey matter of the

I convolutions which they have named
(§ 43.), Reil

1 has ascertained in the most satisfactory manner,
! that the extremity of the commissure on each side

I penetrates the outer wall of the capsule at its low-
! er and fore-part, and immediately radiates back-
wards along with the corresponding fibres of that

wall. So far, however, are even the small convo-
I lutions which rest on that wall from receiving
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fibres from it, or giving fibres to it, that they

stand almost at right angles with respect to each

other. Dr. Spurzheim, in his public demonstra-

tions, merely scrapes away with the handle or blade

of a scalpel the parts surrounding the commissure,

during its progress from, or towards, the median

line, and exhibits an appearance known and fa-

miliar to every anatomist ;
but they who expect to

see him display the origin of its fibres m the grey

substance of -the convolutions he has mentioned,

will be disappointed. Such fibres as are repre-

sented running towards the extremity of the com-

missure, in his Plate, never did exist in

any human brain.

By the preceding remarks, T trust I have made

it plain to my readers, that under the denomina-

tion diverging 2iXiA convergingfibres, Drs.
Gall

and Spurzheim have described, and described

imperfectly or inaccurately, parts of the brain-

proper long known to anatomists;—that they have

represented as demonstrable, and even gone so

far as to delineate in their engravings, parts which

have no existence in this organ ;-and lastly, that

they have maintained connexions to subsist be-

twixt aU these parts, for which there is no foun-
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dation in nature, and which they are under the

I
necessity themselves of denying, when called upon

to display them in their public dissections.

S. Of the Convolutions of the Brain-Pro'per.

The general appearance, externally, of those

I

prominences called convolutions on the surface of

I the brain, and the arrangement, within, of the

,
xohite and grey substance of which they are compo-

i sed, are, I presume, familiar to every one.

Reil was the first who investigated their fib-

! rous structure. In his paper in Gren’s Journal

I for 1795, already so often referred to, when speak-

ing of the white and grey substance of these pro-

minences, he makes the following remarks :

“ The structure of the medulla (or white .subslanoe

)

is lami-

i nated, the laminae are fibrous, and the fibres all radiate towards

I the surface. By a particular manipulation, the medulla may
be separated into laminae, yet not so easily, nor with so much

I regularity, as in the cerebellum
; for in this last, the laminae

I are even and plain, while in the brain-proper, they are all

; curved and bent.

* The cortex (or grey substance) is also fibrous ; its fibres,

I however, do not everywhere join the medulla in straight lines.
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but rest perpendicularly, on the different surfaces, convexities,

and fossae of this substance, and surround it under various

acute and obtuse angles, ‘fast rvie erne Glorie den Kopf einer

Heiligen.’ The fibres of the cortex also lie in laminae, which

unite under very various, acute, and obtuse angles

Afterwards, in his Archives of Physiology for

1807, he introduced (along with a variety of

figures illustrating the fibrous structure of the ce-

rebellum,) an engraving of one of the convolutions

of the brain-proper, after it had been hardened in

alcohol, and torn perpendicularly; and in the ex-

planation accompanying that engraving, there are

the following observations f :

* “ Der Bau des Marks ist bliitmg, die Blatter sind faserig, die Fa-

sern strahlen samintlich gegcn. die Oberflache. Durcl einen besondem

Handgrifflasst sich das Mark in Blatter zerlegen, doch nicht so leicbt

und regelm ssig, wie beym kleinen Gehii'n, well diese eben und plan,

die Blatter im grossen Geliirn aber samintlich krumm und gebogen sind.

“ Auch die Binde is fibros ; allein die Fasern der Binde stossen nicht

allenthalben in gerader Linie mit dem Mark zusainmen, sondem sen-

ken sich auf die verschiedenen Flachen, Biegungen, und Gruben des

Marks senkrecht, so dass sie dasselbe unter verschiedenen spitzen und

stumpfen Winkeln, fhst wie eine Glorie den kopf einer Heiligen um-

geben. Auch die Fasem der Binde liegen in Slattern, die unter sehr

verschiedenen, spitzen, imd stumpfen Winkeln zusammenstossen.”

p. 105. ^ .

f “ Diese darmfdrmigen Windungen sind den Blattchen des klemen

Gehirns gleicli, bestehn aus Markplatten, die Flatten aus Fasem, und

sind am Ende mit Binde bedcckt Nur sind die Windungen weit star-

ker, niiht zerastelt, und in eine Ebene ausgedehnt, sondern liberaU
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These intestine-shaped convolutions are, like the laminae

©f the cerebellum, composed of medullary plates, and the plates

of fibres
;
and they are covered with cortex at their extremi-

ties. They are much stronger, however, and not ramified nor

extended in the same plane, but everywhere crowded together.

Hence their intestine-like shape on the surface, their muscular-

looking and bushy laceration, and the difficulty of separating,

whole and in connection, as may be done in the cerebellum,

the various laminae lying upon one another. The medullary

laminae in the middle of the convolutions cohere the most weak-

ly
;
yet, on account of their curvature, the convolutions do not

admit of being so easily split into two halves, as the layers of

the cerebellum. The laminae have a radiating and fibrous

structure ; and the radiations of the fibres proceed from the

mc/eus towards the circumference in a bushy or pencil-like

manner."

Again, in his ‘ Archives^ for 1809, he describes

a stratum of white fibres lying between the bot-

toms of the convolutions and the central parts of

^fegen sich zusamtnengedrangt. Daher Hire darmfonnige Gestalt an
der Oberfladie, der muschUchte und biischelfonnige Bruch, und die
Schmerigkeit, die auf einander liegendeni Markplatten ganz und im
Zusammenhang abzuzieiien, wie beym kleinen Gehini. Die Markjilat-
ten in der Mitte der Windungen hangen am schwaclisten zusammen,
doch Lassen sie wegen ihrer Krammungsich nicht so leicht, wie die Blatt-
chen des kleinen Gehims, in zwey Haltten zerlegen. Die Platten haben
cine strahligte, fibrose Structur

; die Strahlung der Fasern geht biischd-
luid pinselfonnig vom Kern gegen die Teiipherie.
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the brain, and connecting the convolutions to each

other*; and in the same work for 1812, he gives

a very distinct representation of a part of these

intermediate fibres, as they appear above the out-

er wall of the capsule.

Nothing can be more correct than the descrip-

tion here given by Reil of the laminated struc-

ture and fibrous appearance of the convolutions.

With regard to the intermediate substance, the

dissections which I have hitherto made do not

enable me to speak with confidence ;
though I

have no doubt, from Reil’s general accuracy, both

as to its existence and the correctness of the re-

presentation he has given of it.

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, however, not con-

tent with having found out two sets of fibres in

each convolution which no one else has seen or

can see, claim the merit of having discovered that

the fibres of the convolutions do not unite into one

fasciculus, like the optic or auditory nerves, but

form two distinct layers, which are in contact with

each other along the median line of each convo-

lution, and are slightly agglutinated to each other

» Page 183, and 302.
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by means of a mucous neurilema, or a very Jine

cellular tissue. In paragraph 57 of the Appendix

they state this as a fact ; but in the paragraphs

which follow, it is pretty plain that it becomes

merely an hypothesis
;
for these passages are whol-

ly occupied with a statement of the experiments

from which the hypothesis is deduced. Let us

briefly examine the merits of this hypothetical

fact.

In the first place, the two layers are said to be

demonstrated by this, that if any of the convo-

lutions, in their recent state, be subjected to gen-

tle pressure with the finger, they may be split up

along their middle, and fairly unfolded or spread

out 58, 59, 60.). To which it is quite sufficient

to reply, that this operation would be equally

piacticable, if each convolution consisted of twen-

ty laminae, or twenty thousand
; or if it were com-

posed neither of laminae nor fibres, but of a uni-

form, undivided, soft mass and that the expe-

riment, at all events, does not prove the existence
of that mucous neurilema, or veryfine cellular sub-

stance in the middle of the convolutions, of which
Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have spoken with as
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much confidence as if it were matter of easy de-

monstration.

Secondly, it is said, that if sections of the con-

volutions be hardened in alcohol, or ih nitric acid,

diluted with alcohol, or if they be boiled in oil,

their two layers separate very easily along the me-

dian line, hut only along that line ; and that on the

internal surfaces of the layers, no vestige of torn

fibres can be perceived, although the fibrous expan-

sion can be distinctly seen (§61.). Hence it follows

that each convolution is composed oftwo layers, ag-

glutinated together by means of a mucous neuri-

lema, or very fine cellular tissue. But this state-

ment is very far from being correct. When a con-

volution has been hardened by any of the means

enumerated, it may be split up either along the

median line, or at any distance on either side of

this line, and the separation is as easily effected

laterally as in the middle. It may be separated

into a great many laminae ;
and when the surfaces

of each are examined carefully with the naked

eye, or with the microscope, they will all be found

to exhibit precisely the same fibrous appearance

;

those in the middle not being in the slightest de-

gree smoother than those at the sides. It was
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from convolutions indurated in this manner, that

Reil*s description of their structure already quo-

ted, was drawn up. Nothing is more easy than

to perform this experiment
;
and the result is uni-

foimly as I have stated. Granting it, however,

to be otherwise, and the fact to be, as it has been

represented by Das. Gali, and Spurzheim, it does

not prove that there is either a mucous neurilema

or a very fine cellular tissue, in the middle of the

convolutions.

Thirdly, it is held to be incontestably proved

that each convolution is formed of two layers, by

three experiments, which are detailed in para-

graphs 63, 64, and 65 of the Appendix.

The first experiment consists in blowing with

a tube * on a transverse section of a convolution.

If we blow, it is said, on the median line of the

convolution, it splits from the base to the top ;

but at any other part, we may indeed destroy the

white and grey substance by blowing, but we shall

not succeed in effecting the separation of the
fibies, or of the two substances from each other

{§ 63.). On this experiment, however, I would ob-

* Dr. Spurzheim employed the common blow-pipe used by
anatomists. ^
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serve, in the first place, that by using a blow-pipe

with a small orifice, and blowing with the utmost

strength, we may indeed sometimes, though very

rarely, succeed in splitting a convolution along the

median line ;
but in every such instance, it will be

found equally practicable to produce the same

etfect at various distances betwixt the middle line

and the sides of the convolution. The result of

the experiment, therefore, as stated by Drs.

Gall and Spurzheim, is quite incorrect ;
and I

have further to observe, that in both the demon-

strations by Dr. Spurzheim which I witnessed in

this place, his attempts to produce the exclusive

separation he has described, entirely failed. After

he had blown on a transverse section of a na'irow

convolution for nearly a minute, the stream of air

caused merely a general depression of the surface

©f the white matter, below the level of the grey

substance embracing it; and when he desisted

from the experiment, there was not the slightest

perceptible separation at any part of the median

line. But, in the next place, granting the result

of this experiment to be always as Das. Gall and

Spuhzheim have affirmed it to be, it is not easy

to perceive how this operation of the blow-pipe
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proves the existence of a mucous neurilema or very

Jine cellular tissue, in the middle of each convolu-

tion.

The second experiment consists in projecting a

stream of water from a syringe against a trans-

i

verse section of a convolution. This, it is affirm-

I
ed, has the effect of separating the convolution in

I

the middle, exactly as in the former case, the sur-

faces ofthe two layers remaining perfectly smooth;

whereas, no separation at all takes place at the

sides, M ithout obviously destroying the structure

of the fibres
(§ 64>.). To which 1 have to reply,

that I have repeated this experiment many times,

and have seen it often repeated by others, and

that the result has uniformly been directly the re-^

verse of that stated by Drs. Gall and Spurz-

I

HEIM. The stream of water separates the convo-

lution into laminae with the utmost facility at the

sides, as well as in the middle. It may thus be
divided into layers, more or less numerous, and
more or less thick, according to the pleasure of
the experimenter

; and the surfaces of all the la-

minae will be found equally smooth, and equally

without the appearance of lacerated fibres. This
operation was practised in Dr. Spurzheim’s pre-
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sence, during liis second demonstration, not only

on those very convolutions of the recent brain, in

which he endeavoured to shew by injection that

there were but two layers, but also on convolu-

tions which had hem previously indurated in al-

cohol. I have never experienced more difficulty

in separating the laminae at the sides from each

other by this means, than those situated in the

middle. But supposing the contrary to have been

the case, this would only have tended to shew,

that the laminae in the middle adhered to each

other less firmly than those at the sides, which is

the opinion actually entertained by Rkil, as we

have already seen (p. 137.); but would by no

means have proved that no lateral lamina exist-

ed at all. The smoothness of the layers unfold-

ed by this experiment (a smoothness not to be

perceived when they are simply torn from each

other), is entirely owing to the action of the stream

of water on their surfaces. In order to split up a

single convolution. Dr. Spurzhkim forced in be-

tween its middle laminae, at least 2lbs of water

in a continual stream ;
after which ablution, it

would be somewhat remarkable, if the sides of the

layers were not sufficiently polished. Indeed, if I
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j

mistake not, those who are attentive to this pro-

I
cedure may easily perceive, while it is going on,

i

small fragments of broken-down medulla flowing

out with the current of the returning fluid. Fi-

nally, it may be asked, in what manner the in-

jection of a stream of water into the middle of a

convolution, demonstrates the existence in that

convolution of a mucous neurilema, or a very Jine

cellular tissue ?

The third experiment differs from the former

only in this, that the stream of water, instead of

being directed against the convolution in a plane

corresponding to the median plane of the convo-

lution, is made to strike on that plane perpendi-
cularly, by previously breaking down a portion of
one side of the convolution. The stream, it is

then said, insinuates itself to right and left along
the median plane, but in no other direction, and

j

separates the convolution into two parts as in the

I

second experiment. On this manipulation I have
to remark, that if the stream, instead of being
carried at once to the middle of the convolution,
be made to play on any intervening point between
the middle and the side, a similar separation will be
produced by the extension of the water laterally.
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The experiment, however, is by no means so uni-
|

formly successful as one would be led to imagine
,

from Drs. Gall and Spurzheim’s description.
,

It often fails, even when performed on the middle j

line of the convolutions, to which these gentle-

men confine themselves entirely ;
and according-

,

ly. Dr. Spurzheim’s attempt to repeat it, in his

second demonstration in this place, was attended .

with very unsatisfactory results. When, however,
,

it succeeds to the utmost, it does not prove the

|

existence of a mucous neurilema, or very fine cellu*
\

lar tissue. in the middle of the convolution,

or in any other part of it.

The hypothesis, therefore, of Drs. Gall and

Spurzheim, that the convolutions of the brain-

proper are composed each of two layers of fibres

and no more, joined together in the middle by a

mwcms neurilema, is not only illogically deduced

from experiments and observations imperfectly or

inaccurately made, but is directly at variance w.th

facts which are easy of demonstration.

Untenable, however, as this conjecture is, Drs.

Gall and Sporzheim have brought it to the sup-

port of another which is no less so anhjpot e

sis W'hich there might, perhaps, have been some
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excuse for a physiologist’s entertaining a century

ago, but which we should not readily have ex-

pected to have found supported in our own times

by two persons, professing to excel all others in

their knowledge of the structure of the brain.

The disease denominated Hydrocephalus [con-

sists, as most of my readers know, in an effusion of

a serous liquor into those cavities of the brain call-

ed ventricles, which in natural circumstances seem

to contain little or no fluid of any kind. Tuc quan-

tity of serum effused varies from a few ounces

to several pounds. As the ventricles, however,

even in a full grown subject, cannot in their

healthy state be made to contain more than two

or three ounces of any liquor without laceration,

it is obvious, that when the effusion in Hydroce-

phalus exceeds this quantity, these cavities must
be morbidly enlarged to receive it. i

Now there are two forms of this affection
; one

in which the enlargement of the ventricles is not

accompanied with any enlargement of the exter-

nal dimensions of the brain, and another in which
it is, and in which, of course, the cavity of the

cranium is proportionally increased.

2
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The first of these species generally occurs after
|

the age of three or four years, and soon comes to
j

a fatal termination. On dissection after death,
||

the ventricles are found enlarged, but without the ij

slightest appearance of laceration on any part of

their surface, or rupture of the smallest vessel.

The pia mater which shuts them up along the in-

ner border of their inferior cornua, and the tela

choroidea closing them behind, under the extre-

mity of the corpus callosum, remain as closely at-
]

tached as in health. The substance of the brain
i

lying between the ventricles and the bottom of

all the upper and inner convolutions of each he-

misphere, and of the whole convolutions of the '

middle and posterior lobes, is diminished in thick-

ness. Whether or not the patient ever survives ^

so long as that the convolutions themselves be-'

come less high or deep, I have not been able to i

ascertain ;
but although the cases of this affection i

are not few which have come under my own ob-

servation, I have not yet met with any instance

in which this change had taken place. The fluid

contained in the ventricles is of the consistence

of water, and is always perfectly clear and colour-

less.
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The second species usually occurs before the

age of three or four years. In its first stages it

! resembles the former species
;
the ventricles being

I
enlarged merely, without the slightest perceptible

!

laceration either of the substance of the brain or

its membranes. Gradually, however, the brain

begins to increase in its external dimensions, and

this increase is accompanied with a proportional

enlargement of the cavity of the cranium ; the

^ bones forming the roof and sides of the cavity,

being separated from each other at the place of

the sutures by a thin membrane, such as forms the

1 natural fontanelles. As soon, in general, as this

,1 external enlargement commences, the upper and

inner convolutions of each hemisphere, and the

whole convolutions of the middle and posterior

lobes, are observed to become wider or broader,

I but shallower or less high
; though, when cut across,

' they are found to be as solid as before *
; and the

fossae between them are as narrow as in natu-

Farther,” say the Committee of the Institute in their Keiwrt,
“ we have also examined hydrocephalous jmtients ; and the parietes of
“ the ventricles, though extended, had the same ajjpearance as usual,
“ and the circonvolutions, although thinned and partly elfaced, never-
“ theless preserved their internal solidity.”

3
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i

lal circumstances, without the ieast stretching or

^

rui>ture of any of the delicate vessels of tlie pia
|

mater which dips down into these fossae, and binds

|

the' contiguous convolutions to each other. The
)j

upper and inner convolutions of each hemisphere,

undergo this change soonest and to the greatest

extent. This process goes on, until at last the

convolutions disappear altogether ;
and there re-

mains only as a wall to the enlarged lateial veil

tricles, a stratum of white substance not thicker .

perhaps than the eighth part of an inch, with a!

layer oi brown substance superposed, similar to that*

which covered the convolutions. The external

surface of the hemispheres, consequently, becomes

quite plain, and is covered with pia mater'and the

arachnoid membrane in the usual manner ;
whde

the surface of the enlarged ventricles retains its

usual smooth appearance. In some instances, the

progress of the disease is arrested at this point;

the further effusion of serum, and the enlargement

of the ventricles, of the external surface of the ;

brain, and of the cavity of the cranium ceases

;

the membranous spaces between the edges of the

bones no longer increase, but the bones themselves, ,

extending their ossifications, fiU up these open
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ings, and at last convert the whole into a solid

shell ;
and in this condition the individual may

live for fifty or sixty years. In other instances,

if the patient does not sink before such extensive

changes are accomplished, even the thin remain-

ing layer of white and brown substance forming the

vault and sides of the ventricles gradually disap-

pears, and with this, at last, portions more or less

extensive of the parts of the brain situated to-

wards the basis. Sometimes, it would appear, from

a case which occurred to Reil, that the brain

may be very greatly enlarged in consequence of

efiusion into the ventricles, and yet the convolu-

tions not be at all affected. In this instance,

which Reil himself calls a most remarkable

one, he mentions expressly that the extension

was confined entirely to the ventricles
; and that

all the convolutions were solid, not split up*.

Such cases, however, I believe are rare.

* “ In einem von Wasserin (Jen Hirnhohlen ungeheuer ausgedehntnen
avisserst merkwiirdigen Gehime einer erwachsenen Person, begegneten
aich am ausseren Uande des kolbigten und vorderen Theils der gestreif-

ten korper, eben da, wo die bogenfbrmigen Productiontan liegen, die
Sundel des Balkens und der Hirnschenkel in gerader Linie, und gingeii
unmittelbar, durch Anastomose, in einander iiber. Dk Ansdchnnng -war

ganz allein im Keifi des Gehims, tiemlich in der Hiilile zwisdien Balkcn und
Uinischenkcl-Sijstcm ; hiiigegen waren allc Wbidungen dkht, nicht gespaltcn,
th dutch dk hmere dehnnide Ursachc nkht affidrt.” Archiv. 181?. p. 35.
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The agents by which these singular changes are

accomplished on the cranium and its contents in

this disease, are imperceptible to our senses ;
but

there is but one theory with respect to them which
j

will explain the phenomena. They can be no other
|

tlian the secreting and absorbing vessels of the r J

parts which are affected ;—those very powers, the

balanced and reciprocal actions of which, in the

growth and modelling of the healthy machine,
j

j:

have been so well demonstrated by Mr. Hunter, |

»

and of which the modified operations are more or

|

j.

less disclosed in almost every instance of local dis-
^

j’

ease ;—those agents, for example, which preserve

to the thigh bone its peculiar form and structure

throughout the whole period of its growth, while J
i

they are the very powers by which its growth is

|
accomplished,—which occasion the disappearance i

of the alveolar arch ifi old persons, and make way 1 i

for the rising teeth in young ones,—which throw
J

off a slough from a sore or an exfoliation from a
^

bone,—which cause a lung to waste without hae-
|

,

morrhage,—which enlarge an ovary until it forms ?

a bag as large as the abdomen,—or thin the sub-

stance of a kidney until it is reduced to a meie

membrane.
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The opinion, however, has been very prevalent,

ever since the state of the brain in hydrocephalus

has been an object of attention among anatomists,

that the substance of this organ is reduced to

the state of a membrane in this disease, merely

by the distention to which it is subjected, by the

effusion into the ventricles and consequent en-

largement of these cavities.

The celebrated Vesalius seems to have been
of this opinion

; as may be seen by consulting his

account of a dissection of the brain of a boy of
three years, who had died of hydrocephalus *

*
“^Quanquameanon inter calvariam, et exterius ipsam succineentemniem ranam, aut cutem (ubi aUas aquam reponi, mecUcoi-um Ubri docent)hu.pueli. fuent coUect.: v^um in ipsius cerebri cavitate;

^tc^~ '
aanplitndoque

et in admodum nupr!« •
’

• •

mutuo sunt contemiina,

n.e.nbranea. a^pUtudineque visuntu;

!
tunnn liabebaiit, uti et nervonui’i'*"?"!-"

"“uiidum aa.

, (libus, quain in cerebri ventriculia^i-V™ r
*

^ ri. el puella ad „,„rtem uaaue^e
“1““”' ™i»-

Omnia. I. p. u ’ * Ope-
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Tulpius, who dissected the head of a boy of five

years who had been affected with this disease,

seems to have entertained the same idea*. Petit,

in a short essay on hydrocephalus, in the Memoirs

of the Royal Academy of Sciences for 1718, after

describing with great precision the symptoms of

the affection, states the appearances which he has

discovered on dissection after death, and appears

to embrace the hypothesis that the substance of

the brain is merely distended f- The same.opi-

. Qu. defunctus, »tendit. in c.plte suo detineri, quin,ue

Bine cerebio. At ocu
trlobo^, indmsse formam

„ddia,.„ -de.

,„,dlqu., .rcu.1®, dis»luto,um ossium. cncumfernntne.

Med. 8vo. ITIS. p. 45.
..pmaroue la Dure Mere plus

» APouverture de leurs^ca a^es
, la base du

adherantes aux parties du
’ Vorbite est jettee e»

cr^ane est applatie, et
os a I’autre est occup4 par

dehors amsi que leurs yeu.
, ^ cerveau est femie, les ven-

rexpansion de la membrane qm es j
> substance cendrte et

.ricules sent si considerablement ^tendus, queja subs

blanche, n’ont ®
la Pie-mere qui retient les

oil elles sent separees,

alonl et grossis, et dans la pDl«rt

eaux. De plus les vaisseaux sent
ce

de ces pauvres malheureux, la
,,^^0 maladie. Je

qui poun-oit n’etre pas
‘ phdnomenes, car quelquesob-

n’6ntre point dans I explication
.,aroissent pas suffisantes

serrations que j’aye sur ce sujet, elles nc me l

pour hazardcr lui systenie.”
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nion is very unequivocally expressed by Hunauld

in the Memoirs of the Academy for 1 740 ; where,

after detailing the progress of a case of hydroce-

phalus in a child of 7 or 8 years, which had fallen

under his own obsen’^ation, and in which the ven-

tricles were found to contain more than a chopin

of fluid
; he adds the very clear description of the

state of the brain which I have subjoined in the

note *. Lastly, Morgagni adopts and defends the

same theory, against the opinion of those who had

conceived that the substance of the brain was

sometimes dissolved in the fluid of the ventricles.

“ L efFet que I’eau conteniie dans les ventricules avoit produit sur
la substance du cerveau, ne merite pas moins d’attention. Les parois
des ventncules sent, dans I’etat naturel, appliquees les unes sur les au-
tres, et ne laissent presque pas de cavite sensible. Dans cet hydroce-
pbale les parois s’etoient ecartees pour contenir plus d’une chopine d’eau.

falloit done que la substance du cerveau qui compose ces parois, fut
considerablement allongee; de plus il falloit que la substance corticale
qui etoit placee sur ces ventricules distendus, et qui etoit placee centre
le crane, eut beaucoup plus d’etendue qu’elle n’en devoit avoir; aussi
pour Mquenr cette etendue, elle n’etoit point disposee en forme de dr-
convolutions Au Ueu de se replier en dedans pour former ces circon-

utions, eUe ne faisoit qu’un plan uni, qui avoit apparemment I’eten-
ue que devoient avoir les circonvolutions developpees La substance

medullaire formoit un second plan mince appliquee sous le premier : on
sent le raison de cette disposition. La pie-mere n’ayant point, comme a
1 ordinaire, des arconvolutions du cerveau ^ suivre, formoit aussi eUo-meme un plan sur la substance corticale.”
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« I would have you, therefore,” says he, “ join to the oh-

servation of Vesalius, those of Hildanus also, and Tulpius,

which are mentioned by me in that place, where I shewed,

that by the force of the water, distending the ventricles, their

upper parietes in particular, and their lateral parietes, are some-
-

j;

times so far extenuated, and affixed with the meninges, to the

bones of the cranium, or pericranium, that it ought not to seem

wonderful, if any one, while he supposes, that he cuts only in-

to the cranium itself, should at the same time pierce through

the dura and pia mater, and even the substance of the cere-

brum itself, which adheres to the meninges, and to the bones

and pericranium, in the form of a membrane .

To this very mechanical hypothesis, I content

myself with stating the following (as they appear

to me) insuperable objections.

In the first place, the substance of the brain is

^

not susceptible of the degree of distension, which ,

this theory would oblige us to suppose, without
^

extensive laceration. An elasticity almost ap- =

proaching to that of elastic-gum would scarcely ,

enable it to accommodate itself, without tearing, to
^

the accumulating fluid in the advanced stages of

this disorder. And yet no laceration is percepti-

• On the Seels ami Causes of Diseases, translated by Ataander.
Isitt.

XTI. art. 13"
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ble on the surface of the ventricles or elsewhere

;

I

nor could it indeed occur without being accom-

j

panied with laceration of blood-vessels, and con-

sequently with immediate haemorrhagy, and in all

probability with immediate death. The expan-

sion, too, of the convolutions would necessarily

imply a separation of their contiguous external

surfaces from each other, which could not possi-

bly take place without a rupture of innumerable

delicate vessels of the pia mater, which dips down

into the fossae between these surfaces, and binds
\

them together.

Secondly, the ventricles cannot be distended

mechanically either with or without laceration of

their parietes, unless the external surface of the

brain be enlarged at the same time. And yet the

first species of hydrocephalus which I have men-
tioned, and which is of very frequent occurrence,

is unaccompanied with any such external enlarge-

ment of this organ, however much the ventricles

may be increased in capacity
; .and the same re-

I

maik is applicable to (he earlier stages of the se-

I

cond species. Further, the external dimensions
' of the brain cannot be increased, by any distend-

ing force operating from the ventricles, without
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the convolutions being unfolded ; and yet in the

case mentioned by Reil, we have seen that these

prominences remained unaffected, although the

ventricles and whole brain were much enlarged.

Thirdly, neither the vessels of the head nor the

heart, with which they are connected, can by any

conceivable calculation, be imagined capable of

exciting a power equal to one hundredth p>art of

that which would be necessary to distend the pa-

rietes of the cranium in the slightest degree, far

less to the enormous magnitude which it is some-

times known to assume in the advanced stages of

this disease. Nor, supposing it otherwise, can it

for a moment be imagined by any one familiar

with the pathology of the brain, that an indivi-

dual could survive the operation of such a pres-

sure on this' organ beyond a few minutes.

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim, nevertheless, adopt

this hypothesis, in so far as it ascribes the change

produced on the brain in hydrocephalus, to the

pressure of the fluid in the ventricles;—they

maintain still more explicitly, even than Mor-

gagni, that there is no loss, or destruction of any

part of the substance of this organ in any stage of

the affection ;
but they claim to themselves the
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sole merit of the disc&very (as they are pleased to

call it,) that the enlargement of the ventricles and

of the whole brain is the consequence merely of

the unfolding of the convolutions, or the gradual

separation from each other of the two laminae, of

which they have (found these convolutions to be

composed. '

,

'

I
Their sentiments on this point are thus shortly

^
stated by Dr. Spurzheim :

-'I
.

:

“ At the bottom of the convolutions, the radiating, or diver-

ging, and the converging filaments, cross each other and form

a tissue, from which, however, they are soon afterwards

disengaged. Beyond this tissue, therefore, each duplicature

may be easily separated into two layers ; and as this may be

done in all the convolutions, it follows, that if the tissue be de-

stroyed by a rude kind of manipulation, or, as in hydrocepha-

lus, extended by the gentle action of a gentle, but constant,

and regular force, all the duplicatures will be transformed into

^kind of membranous expansion, externally covered by grey

substance. Our knowledge of a person of fifty-four years of

I age, affected with hydrocephalus, first excited us to examine

i the structure of the brain in general, and of the convolutions

in particular. It is a common opinion, that in hydrocephalic

i

persons the brain is disorganized, or even annihilated. But

this hydrocephalic patient still manifested, in a pretty high

! degree, those faculties which are dependent on the brain ; and

t-

.

(

i

I
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several similar examples are recorded. The conclusion that i

the brain is by no means destroyed in such hydrocephalic per- i

sons is therefore unavoidable. Now, in a large hydrocephalus,
|

the upper convolutions do not appear ; there is discovered only
|

a membrane, of which the fibres are horizontal, while those of '

the convolutions possess, in the natural state, a position which

is vertical from the basis to the top. It unavoidably follows,

that by hydrocephalus, the convolutions are separated into two

parts

To the argument contained in this passage,

(which I take the liberty of observing is a tole-

rably fair specimen of the kind of reasoning which

pervades their whole writings) a very short reply

will suffice.

In the first place, the convolutions are not com-

posed of two laminae that conjecture has al-

ready been shewn to be without foundation. Se-

condly, granting that they were, and that in hy-

drocephalus these layers were merely separated

from each other, there is no force operating from

the ventricles which could effect that sepaiation,

without extensive laceration of the substance

• Physiognomical System, p. 43. Anat. ct Phys., &c. I. P-

300, &c.

\
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everywhere interposed between the surfaces of

tliese cavities and the bottom of the convolutions.

This intervening substance* Drs. Gall and Spurz-

HEiM have passed over in silence
;
yet unless that

substance be torn, the convolutions cannot be

reached, and such laceration is never remarked in

hydrocephalus. It could not occur without rup-

ture of vessels and fatal haemorrhage. Thirdly, if

the convolutions be merely split up along the mid-

dle, we ought to find them in all states of separa-

tion in the different stages of the disease
; where-

as, long after they have begun to become shallow-

er, they are found as solid as in perfect health.

Fourthly, the hypothesis is liable to the second

and third objections already urged to the opinion

of Vesalius, kc. Fifthly, that there is no loss

of substance in a hydrocephalic brain, in any stage

or degree of the disorder, is a position not only

without proof, but demonstrably incorrect. In
the first species of hydrocephalus, and in the ear-

lier stages of the second, the ventricles are enlarg-

ed without enlargement of the brain externally
;

the parietes of the ventricles, therefore, are ne-
cessarily rendered thinner, and they are obvious-
ly thinner to the eye. Now this thinning has not

M
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been accomplished by any ulcerative absorption

on the surface of the ventricles, for they exhibit

no marks of that process ; but can be ascribed to

no other cause than that species of absorption

which has been denominated by Mr. Hunter in-

terstitial That this absorption goes on after the

cranium begins to enlarge^ no one, I appreliend,

can doubt, who has examined with attention a

single case ofhydrocephalus in this advanced state.

It is not enough to affirm that the thin parietes of

the ventricles in this stage, exactly equal m weight

or bulk the mass of the hemispheres in their healthy

state; that point must be demonstrated by ac-

tual experiment ;
which, it is to be presumed,

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim have never done, else

they would not have failed to have mentioned the

circumstance. I have little hesitation in predict-

ing, that when the experiment is tried, the result

will be wholly unfavourable to their conjecture.

As to the argument derived from the circumstance,

that persons affected with hydrocephalus have of-

ten preserved their intellect for many years, the

reply which has been made to that, by the Com-

mittee of the French Institute, is unanswerable.
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The phenomena/' they observe, of hydrocephalic pa-

tients who have preserved their intellectual faculties for a long

time, proves nothing further ; for, as we do not know with

what part of the brain, nor with what circumstance of its or-

ganization these faculties are connected, we can draw no con-

clusion from it relative to the essential structure of the brain.”

From these remarks, I imagine it must appear

to my readers, that the observations of Drs. Gall
and Spurzheim respecting the state of the brain

in hydrocephalus, are not less inaccurate and con-

jectural, than their speculations regarding the

healthy structure of the convolutions.

III. OF Das. GALL AND SPURZHEIM’S ENGRAVINGS
OF THE BRAIN.

In a note to p. 129 of the First Volume of my
System of Human Anatomy, I have introduced
the following remark :

« A work was published a few years ago by Gall and
Spurzheim, entitled Analomie et Physiologic du Systcme Ner-
vmx en General et du Cerveau en ParticMlier, in which they
endeavoured, in a series of plain engravings, to represent the

I
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surfaces and internal arrangement of the substance of the bram.

They have omitted, however, several important parts altoge-

ther ;
others are represented very indistinctly ;

and there is

scarcely a plate in the series, in which there are not consider-

able inaccuracies.

This opinion was not expressed until after re-

peated comparison of the engravings in question

with nature. Every examination to which I have

since had occasion to subject these representa-

tions, has led me to the discovery of new errors m i

them ;
and nothing has contributed more to con- <

firm me in my original judgment, than the dis-

sections of the brain performed by Dr. Spurzheim i

himself in this city. It was the pretension with i

which these engravings were offered to the pub- I

lie, and the importunity with which Drs. Gall

and Spurzheim l>ave solicited a comparison of

them with those of their predecessors, as well as

a strong conviction of the inaccuracy of the whole

system they are intended to illustrate, which ori-

ginally induced me to express a general opinion

respecting their errors and imperfections. Eor the

same reasons, I shall now endeavour to point out

their faults a little more particularly.
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PIcTte IV. is intended as a view of the basis of

the brain in a female.
|

The medulla oblongata points directly back-
|

wards, instead of downwards ;
and the anterior

I

surface of the annular protuberance downwards,

instead of forwards. The fossa between the cor- k

pora olivaria and restiformia is too superficial.
|

The crura cerebri incline greatly too much back
; |

have a convexity before which they never exhi-
I

bit, are too broad, and are mo^e exposed than :

they ever are in natural circumstances. The trac-

tus optici are by far too convex outwards, too

round, too large, and too much exposed. The
*

mammillary eminences, or corpora albicantia, are
i

too round
; not flat enough towards the median

line
; too convex towards the outside, where in na- (

ture they are quite on a level with the infundibu-
i

lum. The space between these eminences and the
(

crura is too large, and not cribriform as it ought

to be
; the furrow, too, in the middle of it, does

not exist. The pyramidal prominence from which
the olfactory nerves spring is not well represent-

ed, nor the space between it and the tractus opti-

ci, which ought to be cribriform. The lamina, * I

or convolutions of the cerebellum, are twice as I

I
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large as they ought to be. The anterior lobes of

the brain-proper are too broad ; the ridge on them

towards the median line not sufficiently marked ;

and the surface external to Ihis neither concave

nor sloping enough. The middle lobes are too

wide and flat ;
not sufficiently pointed before

;

and the form of their convolutions is not natu-

ral.

In Plate V. the whole representation of the an-

nular protuberance is inaccurate. There are no

fibres in that body distributed in the manner of

c, f. The appearance between 33 and 37 is not

natural. There are no fibres in the brain hav-

ing the situation and connections ascribed to

those between u, t, q, and w, iv, w. There never

was a human cerebellum, which by any possi-

ble section of it, could be made to assume the

appearance represented on the right side of this

plate. The corpus dentatum S has not the

slightest resemblance to nature ;
nor is there much

accuracy in the representation of the aiboiescent

strata.

In Plate VI. the corpus callosum is divided ver-

tically along the median plane, and the supeiior

vermiform process and velum Vieussenii of tlie ce-
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rebel]um, in the same direction ;
the parts are then

laid out, and so distorted, that the cerebellum, in-

stead of lying under the posterior lobes of the

brain-proper, is seen resting upon them. The ar-

borescent strata of the cerebellum, particularly on

the right side, are represented exceedingly incor-

rectly, and the corpus dentatum equally so. The

lateral part of the posterior medullary velum is

omitted, which ought to have been seen on the

right side. The longitudinal furrow between the

coi'pora quadrigemina is too wide ; the upper cor-

pora quadrigemina are greatly too large, and the

lower have a double ridge extending from them

laterally, which they do not possess. The optic

thalami are represented of a shape and size, and

in a situation, which they were never known to

have in nature ; and the same may be said of the

corpora striata. A section of the anterior part of

the corpus striatum never exhibits such an appear-

ance as is delineated on the right side at S and at
^

L 1. The connection of the pineal gland with the

optic thalami is not tlie least natural.

The Vlllth, IXth, Xth, Xlth, and Xllth Plates

are said to be intended, principally, to convey an

idea of the natural position of the different parts
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of the brain within the head, and of the nervous

fasciculi. The explanations of them are prefaced

with a statement of their importance, and a mi-

nute criticism of Vicq d’Azyr’s engravings, in-

tended to represent thO same circumstances. And

yet I am well convinced, that there is no anato-

mist who, if he were to examine these five plates,

without being informed of the individuals under

whose superintendence they were executed, would

not at once pronounce, that the representations of

the skull which they exhibit, independently of all

their other errors, are wholly fictitious or imagina-

ry, and never could have been drawn from nature.

Plate VIII. is said to represent the cranium

sawn vertically through the middle of the fore-

head, crown, and occiput, in order to shew the

outer surface of the right side of the brain-proper,

cerebellum, annular protuberance, and medulla

oblongata, in their natural position. As to the

skull, however, in this plate, I would observe, that

none such ever existed. Who ever saw a cranium

having such an outline towards the forepart of the

basis of its cavity, where the anterior lobes rest,

as is here represented ;
or the posterior surface of

the body of the sphenoid bone, on which the aunu-
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;
lar protuberance rests, with such a shape and such

perpendicularity ; or an occipital bone of such a

I
form, and of such dimensions

; or a foramen mag-

num measuring only half an inch in its long dia-

meter ? And with regard to the brain which this

singular skull contains, there is no one who is in

the least degree familiar with this organ, who will

not immediately discover, that the relative posi-

tion of its lobes has not been preserved. The
posterior lobe is represented as projecting as far

downwards as the middle one, and the middle and

anterior lobes seem to slope into each other. The
appearance of the annular protuberance is far from
being natural

; and a cerebellum of such a form,

and with such an arrangement of lobes and lo-

bules was, I am persuaded, never seen in any in-

stance. The size of the convolutions of the brain-
pi oper, also, and of the laminae of the cerebellum,
rendered the information very necessary which

I Drs. Gael and Spurzheim have given us with
respect to them, viz. that they were very much
developed (trh developSes) in the male subject
from which this drawing was taken. This may
have been the case

; but as such an instance of
developement has never in all probability, been

s
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observed but by Dbs. Gall and Spuuzheim,

other anatomists will be disposed to look upon

it as a case of monstrosity not likely to occur soon

again.

Plate IX. is intented to represent a cranium

sawn horizontally above the eyebrows, and through

the middle of the temples, and upper part of the

occipital bone ; so that the membranes being re- |i

moved, the hemispheres of the brain may be shewn
^

from above. No skull, however, was ever seen,
|

which, when divided in this manner, would exhi-
|

bit an appearance such as is here delineated, whe-

ther we regard its general form and dimensions,

or the structure and thickness of individual pails.

There are equal objections to the representation

of the brain. The hemispheres, so exposed,

never could have displayed such a shape in any

human head. The drawing too, independently

of this, is ill executed ;
the highest part of each

hemisphere appears as if it were no higher than

the section of the skull, and is flat, or almost con-

cave, instead of being convex.

Plate X. exhibits another vertical and longitu

'

dinal section of the cranium, but it is to the le t

side; and passes through the middle of the e
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i

hemispJiere of the brain-proper and cerebellum.

The skull here, however, is as remarkable as in

the two former plates. The outline given to those

parts of the fron,t9,l and sphenoid bones on wl^ich

the anterior lobe rests, has pot the slightest resem-

blance to nature
; botlj in point of dimensions and

form it is grossly inaccurate. The view of the

occipital bone is equally incorrect
; and tlie fo-

ramen magnum is only half the size it should be,

€v en in this lateral section of it. How comes it,

too, I may ask, that the artist jivho has not

failed to represent the minute diploe even of

the divided bones, should not have delineated,

either in this or any of the ojther plates, a single

suture ? With respect to the parts of the brain

intended to be unfolded by this plate, I would ob-
seive, in the first place, that there are no such
fibres in this organ as those represented at run-
ning from the corpus restiforme towards the cor-
pus dentatum that the corpus dentatum has
neither the form nor colour here given to it ;

that a section of the lateral part of the posterior
medullary velum has been altogether left out
that tJie peduncles or crura of the cerebellum clii-

I
not by any artifice be made to exliibit such an

I

I

i
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u

appearance as is marked 14* ;—and that the trigi-^

minal nerve never had such an origin as is repre-x I

sented at 12. Secondly, none of the appearances?J
between 34* and 38 are true to nature ; and it

impossible to exhibit in a recent brain those fibres^

which are delineated with such precision beyond^

' 38 ;
especially those in the posterior lobe towardsM

II, III, which have here an extent and direction’*
/I

given them purely fictitious.

Plate XI. professes to be a representation of ?

the cranium, brain-proper, and cerebellum, divid-

ed vertically into two halves along the median i

plane; the view being one of the inner surface of \

the left half. But here again the outline of the

bones upon which the anterior lobe rests is ex-

ceedingly inaccurate. It seems to have been for-

gotten that there is an ethmoid bone in this re-

gion altogether ;
and instead of a sella turcica on

the upper surface of the sphenoid bone, it is ac-

tually represented as forming a large eminence,

higher a good deal than the posterior clinoid pro-

cesses. The shape given to the parts of the sphe-

noid and occipital bones, on which the annular pro-

tuberance and tlie medulla oblongata rest, is altoge-

ther unnatural. The foramen magnum is scarce-
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]y one half the size it ought to lie ; -and the view

of the part of the occipital bone behind and above

this hole, has no resemblance either in point of

form or dimensions to the bone itself. No coro-

nal and no lambdoid suture appears in this section;

and what is still more remarkable, although the

section i9 supposed to pass through the very mid-

dle of the sagittal or parietal suture, there is re-

presented in the site of that suture, instead of the

appearance of divided serrae, (with which every one

is familiar, who has made a single vertical section

of the cranium on the median plane) merely a

layer of diploe inclosed between two tables, such

as would have been disclosed in either parietal bone

by dividing it a little to the side of the median
line. Is it possible that the artist drew this re-

presentation from a skull actually before him ?

The view of the brain is no less inaccurate. The
distance between the anterior commissure G1 and
the commissure of the tractus optici is greatly too
large; and the margin between 68 and 63 ought
to be perpendicular instead of cuiwed. There is

a little triangular cavity immediately above the
commissure of the tractus optici, and communi-
cating with the third ventricle, which has been
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altogether neglected. The commissure of the

tractus optici instead of resting^ as every one

knows it does, on the forepart of the sella turcica,

is represented as being close to the posterior cli-

noid processes, nothing intervening but the infun-

dibulum, which is also entirely out of place. In

such a section, too, a view of the pituitary gland

should have been exhibited, cut exactly through

the middle^ and occupying the sella turcica ;
but

neither sella turcica nor pituitary gland are to be

seen. The aqueduct of Sylvius, or passage from

the third to the fourth ventricle, is ill represent-

ed ; it is too large throughout, and its com-

mencement, in particular, is too wide. The pi-

neal gland is represented as having a medullary

platej 45, connected with it below, distinct from

that marked 44, which is generally caUed the pos-

terior commissure of the brain ;
whereas theie

is but one such plate, and it is that one which,

by being doubled back, forms this commissure.

There is no such substance in this region as is

represented between 9 and n. Such a depth of

matter as is seen between y and 0, never was

observed in any brain. The velum Vieuessenii is

represented greatly too thick. The aibor vitse
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does not correspond with nature, either in the

numbet, or form, or situation of its branches
; the

part marked 62 in particuiar, never was seen so

so large in any case. Tlie middle part of the pos-

terior medullary velum is altog-ether omitted.

The laminse of the cerebellum are represented, ex-

ternally, enormously too large. With all these in-

accuracies in their own engravings, does it be-

come Drs. Gall and Spurzheim to dwell on the

faults of VicQ d’Azyr’s?

Of the representation of the structure of the

brain proposed to be given in Plate XII, I have

already had occasion to speak, both when follow-

ing the pretended diverging and convergingJihres

in the cerebellum and those in the brain proper

(see p. 39, 80, 116, 128
. ) ; and it is part of this

Plate which I have copied in ^g. 1 It is al-

together an inaccurate or imaginary representa-

tion. The corpus olivare is made a solid mass of
grey matter twice the size it ought to be

; and
the corpus dentatum in the cerebellum another

t mass of grey substance, without the least resem-
blance in shape to the natural one, and three or
four times its real dimensions. Fibres are repre-

sented running up to it from the medulla oblon-
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gata, which do not exist. The arborescent strata

|

of the cerebellum are very incorrectly delineated, i

The lateral part of the posterior medullary velum

is entirely omitted. The longitudinal bands pas-

sing through the annular protuberance cannot

have been drawn from nature. The fibres mai Ic-

ed 70, 70, p, p, p, fiave no existence in the

brain;' and those which are represented as di-

verging from the line 37, 37, 37, and extending in

the direction S S S, until they actually terminate

in the grey coating of the convolutions, are equally

fictitious. The skull inclosing these parts is of .

the same character as those in the preceding plates.

It has no ethmoid bone, and no sella turcica m

the sphenoid ;
the surface on which the annular

protuberance rests is almost perpendicular, and ,

exhibits such depressions for this protuberance, I

and for the medulla oblongata, as never have been,4

observed in any other instance before. The sec-

tions of the frontal and parietal bones are obvious-

ly imaginary, and the occipital bone has no re-

semblance to nature. The foramen magnum mea-

suies only five eighths of an inch from before

backwards. Neither coronal, parietal, nor lamb- •

doid sutures, are to be seen.
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In Plate XIII. the annular protuberance is of

most unusual dimensions ; the white plane 65 on

the left side of the cerebellum could not be exhi-

I
bited by such a section as is there represented;

I

and the corpus dentatum is extravagantly mis-

j

placed, and of a form and appearance altogether

different from what it really possesses. The ori-

I

gin and connections of the anterior commissure
1

j

are very different in nature from those ascribed
I

j

to them in this representation. There is no white

I

substance or white band such as S in the whole

corpus striatum. The section of the skull in this

plate seems imaginary.

Plate XIV. represents the brain in a state of

enormous distortion. The long diameter of the

cerebellum is very nearly |ths of an inch longer

than, I believe, it was ever known to be. The
optic thalami and tractus optici, are ill represent-

I ed
; the inner corpus geniculatum is too larce.

and the outer one too small. The corpora qua-

diigemina, too, are not natural
; and tlie whole

brain is too wide.

In Plate XVII. the arbor vitae on the left side

of the cerebellum is a very inaccurate representa-

tion
; all the strata are either misplaced, or unlike

N
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in dimensions and form ; the second branch below,

in particular, having a thickness which it certain- I

ly never possessed in any instance. The part mark-

ed |S, which, with singular inaccuracy ,
is called the

I

inferior medullary velum of Reil, has no exist-

ence in the brain. The fibrous structure of the

: fornix on the left side where it is left entire, has

not been delineated ,
for what reasons Drs. Gall

\ and Spurzheim best can inform us. Nothing can

I
be more unlike than the representation of the sep-

I
turn lucidum. The radiations of the crus cerebri

I
on the right side S S S, are too short before, and

I too long behind. The representation is much less

I
perfect and less accurate than that which had

I
been given by Reil in 1809, and greatly inferior

I to that which this anatomist afterwards introdu-

I ced into his Archwcs for 1812. How Drs. Gall

I and Spurzheim reconcile their representation

this plate, with that which they have given m

il Plate XII., it is not easy to conceive. Yet it will

I be observed, that Plate XVIL is one which they

are very solicitous, in their demonstrations, should

be compared with the results oftheir manipulations

i|: then practised, while very little anxiety is shewn

'I to institute such a comparison with Plate XII.
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These details, which have stretched much be-

yond what I expected, and the general remarks

they have involved, render unnecessary those ob-

servations I once intended to offer upon the intro-

I ductory paragraphs to the essay in the Appendix.
I cannot, however, conclude without expressing

my conviction, that if a similar inquiry had been

instituted into Drs. Gall and Spurzheim’s ahaio-

:

my of the other parts of the Nervous System, the
• result would' not have been differeilt. In thdt de-

1 partment, undoubtedly, as well as in the brain,

there are great pretensions to discovery; but
their statements, so far as they have not been an-
ticipated, are in both instances equally unfound-
ed

; and have escaped the scrutiny of preceding,
as they will remain unknown to future inquirers,
exactly because they have no existence ih nature.

^

With respect to that mode of investigation which
' they have challenged as exclusively their own, any
attention, however superficial, to the quotations
which have been given (perhaps too profusely) from
the writings of earlier authors, will discover it to

- have been known, ever since that organ occupied
^ Its proper place among the objects of the science.
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And in the same manner it must appear, that those

of their observations which are undoubtedly cor-

rect, and which form the basis of truth necessary

for the establishment of every theory, were made,

many of them, at a remote period, and were all i

received as indisputable, long before they were

employed by Dr. Gall or his colleague, in sup-

port of hypotheses on the stmcture of the nervous i

system.

This estimate of their merits would, probably^

have been earlier arrived at and more generally
|

adopted, had it not been that the whole subject has .

been exceedingly perplexed, by confounding the

different modes of investigation which anatomists :

have at different times made use of, according to the

objects proposed in their researches. There seera

to be two points which it is most interesting- to as-

certain in the structure of the brain ;
the first is the :

distribution and arrangement of the differently- co- •

|

loured substances of winch it is composed ;
and the .i

second (which it is evident cannot be successfully,

prosecuted till considerable advances have been,

made in the former) is to develope, if possible, the*

course of its apparent fibres. Sections of the or

- gan in its most recent state, judiciously varied,',

give the only means of successfully piosecuting,
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the first ;
the latter is to be accomplished by de-

licate separation or laceration of its parts, which

inav be done to a certain inconsiderable extent on

the recent brain, but much more satisfactorily on

indurated preparations. Vie ussens applied him-

self to both objects, though with unequal success ;

because he used the brain generally in that state

which alone was proper for the one inquiry, and

but rarely in that which is hest adapted for the

other. VICQ d’Azyr subsequently devoted himself

exclusively to the first object ;
and advanced very

far towards its attainment, by the great variety and

excellent judgment of his sections ; which, though

often suffering in representation from the unskil-

fulness of the artist, will not fail to be fully appre-

ciated by those who peruse the body of his work

with candour and competent information. The

second object, which, for some time, perhaps, had

been too much neglected, was afterwards resum-

ed by Reil; who, soon perceiving with how lit-

tle hope of success it could be prosecuted on the

recent brain, and by coarse lacerations, used the

organ prepared by new and very ingenious che-

mical processes, and investigated it with a delica-

cy and care formerly unknown. His success was
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proportional to his industry and skill. From this

statement, especially if combined with the autho-

rities quoted in the preceding remarks, it must

be apparent, that there has been nothing objec-

tionable in the modes which these anatomists

adopted in investigating the brain ;—that Drs.

Gall and Spurzheim have no claim to invention

in their boasted plan of tracing the course of the

fibres, and the connection subsisting by means of

these? between the different parts of the organ ;

—

and that their pretensions never would have been

listened to, had it not been contrived to represent

ViCQ d’Azvr’s method of investigating one great

object in the anatomy of this part of the nervous

system, as that exclusively employed in examin-

ing the other.

Here it is impossible to omit the mention of

one circumstance, neither uninteresting nor unim-

portant. Reil, after successfully prosecuting his

investigations for several years, sensible of the

great extent and difficulty of the subject, and,

willing by a division of labour to accelerate its

advance, confined his attention to the cerebellum,

in the hope that Dr. Gall, of whose merits he

bad formed no correct estimate, but of whose
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anatomical pursuits he seems to have been aware,

would conduct, upon a similar plan, an inquiry in-

to the structure of the brain-proper*. Reil’s part

was successfully accomplished ;
but his expecta-

tions of assistance from Dr. Gall were altoge-

ther disappointed. So much so, that he seems

not to have considered that person’s investigations

as worthy of attention ; but pronouncing his me-

thod inadequate f, extended his own inquiries to

the department thus fruitlessly assigned to ano-

ther.

The actual progress which has been made in

this branch of the science, is easily overlooked by

those, who have no opportunity or leisure to ex-

tend their observation beyond the schools in which

it is institutionally taught
;
and where, even were

the teachers willing to give a complete view of

what has been accomplished, the task would in

fact be impossible
; since the length and difficul-

ty of this subject, would scarce be rewarded by
the importance of the knowledge conveyed to

a student, whose object it is to study anatomy,
less with a view to refined physiological research,

* See " Archiv,” 8ic. for 1807-8, p. 5.

I
Ibid, for 1809, p. 138.
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than to the practice of physic and surgery. The

advance, however, though unobserved, has not

been the less real, and will in time be universal-

ly acknowledged, though the successful inquirer

may for a season be defrauded of the reputation

he has justly deserved. Such, for the present, has •

been the hard, though not perhaps singular, fate

of Reil ;
whose labours, as unobtrusive as they

have been meritorious, have passed unobserved by

many, amidst the importunity and confidence,
,,

with which the pretensions of others have been

pressed upon the public attention.

I have now finished what I have thought it ne-

cessary to state respecting the claims which it has

been my intention to examine. I am resolved not

to resume this subject ;
which, as I knew it would

^

be a work in some degree of censure, I originally
|

undertook with unfeigned reluctance. All my
^ |

wish now is, that the accuracy of these state-
(

ments and opinions should be tried, by an appeal,

on the one hand, to former anatomists, hose
|

learned labours have met with most undue disre-

gard, and on the other, to the decisive test of ex- 1

periment and observation. ' ^
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BEING THE ARTICLE

I
^ ANATOMIE DU CERVEAU,

\

1

• WRITTEN BY

Dns. GALL AND SPURZHEIM,
FOR THE DICTIONAIRE DES SCIENCES MEDICALES,

VOL. IV. PARIS, 1813.

§ 1. La connaissance anatomique du cerveau a marche ]

plus lentement, quoique depuis longtemps on soit convainc
de sa haute importance. D’un cote, ces parties sont les pit
delicates, et par consequent les plus difficiles a examiner

; d’u
autre cote, on a mis en usage une methode de dissectio
tres-defectueuse; on ne faisait que des coupes horizontale:
verticales ou obliques, par en haut ou par en bas, et on enlt
vait successivement des tranches de cet organe. De cett
mam^re, on commen^ait par detruire les connexions des di:
erens appareils, et on procedait sans egard pour I’ordre dar
equel les parties se suivent naturellement. On manquait er
i^rement de prmcipes physiologiques propres ^ conduire p.

les 4 la connaissance des lois de I'organiL
on da systeme nerveux en general, et du cerveau en parties

ter. On ignora.l que les fibres nerveuses dussent lour ori

L"
‘ ' “b«ance grise, et ron ne savai,

P»r consequent, d'ou procedait le commencement du cct veat

!

(
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Enfin, on avait neglige le mode du perfectionnement graduel

des animaux, et Ton ne pouvait d’apr^s cela se faire aucune

idee de I’ordre dans lequel les conditions matenelles de leurs

qualites avaient ete progressivement surajoutees dans leurs cer-

veaux, ce qui empechait d’en faire la recherche anatomique

dans un ordre conforme au precede de la nature.

§ 2. Toujours guides par des vues physiologiques, nous avons

cree une nouvelle methode de dissequer le cerveau Nous

commen9ons I’examen de chaque partie par sa premiere on-

line, et en raclant nous smvons le cours et la direction des

fibres. De cette man.ere nous connaissons facilement les ren-

forcemens successifs, les additions des nouvelles parties, et

leurs connexions naturelles. Meme pour les anatomistes qm

n'ont qu’un but mecban.que, cette methode a le grand avan-

tage de doaner plus de facilirt pour sulvre la direcnon

Sixes cerebrales, de connaitre leurs formes, leur couleur,

deffre de leur consistance et leurs connexions.

s 3 Teas les anatomistes et physiologistes modernes eons.-
^

direni le cerveau comme forig.ne des nerfs et la source de I.
,

Zne spinmre ; mais les uerls et U moelle epiniire sent auss,

peu des prolongemeus du cerveau qui celui-ci es. une conttnua- •

L de la moelle eplmdre. Toutes ces parties na.ssent et ex.« •

, j ...ots r.pR nreuves sui- •
iion de la moeiie epiijic"'.

«>t indtpendamment les unes des autres. Les preuves sut;

,antes ne laissent aucun doute de cette vente.
,

10 Le cerveau. les nerfs des cinq sens et ceux de la co.

tone vertbbrale ne son. nullemen. en raison d.rerte entre eu^ •

ee qui devra,. 6tre„ sMls toient des prolongemeus 1 un de 1 aut^ .

Le cheval. le boeuf, le eerf on. le cerveau beaucoup plus peu. .(

quo I bomme, tandis quo leurs moelles dpinieres et leurs nerfs ^

surnassent de beaucoup les memes part.es de 1 homme

T.X direction des Bbres de ces parties prouve Iv.dem- ,

ment notre assertion. Voi/ez NEiirs.

30 Ces parties exi-stent separement I’une de l autre da

,es ,m,?aux^de fordre le plus inforieur. 11 y a des nerfs sans ,
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serveaui Dans les monstfes, des animaux parfaits manquenfc

tantot telle, tantot telle autre de ces parties ; il y a des mon-
tres .‘ans tete (Votfcz acsiphale.), et Ton connalt un exemple
d’une tete sans tronc. Transactions, tome lxxx, page 296.

40. Les nerfs augmentant en volume dans leur trajet, poiir-

quoi le seal cerveau irait-il toujours en diminuant jusqu’^
ne plus presenter dans son prolongement que la moeUe epiniere ?

II resulte done que le cerveau, les pretend us nerfs cerebraux
et les systemes nerveux de la colonne vertebrale out leur ex-
istence pour eux-memes, et qu’ils sont seulement mis en com-
munication entreeux.

§ 4. Le cerveau, de meme que les antres systemes nerveux,
consiste essentiellement en deux substances ditferentes : la
substance grise et la substance blanche.

§ 5. La substance grise est pulpeuse, gelatineuse, tantot plus
molle, tantot plus ferrae, plus ou moins blanchatre, rougeatre,
Doiratre, jaunatre, sans organisation apparente. Elle contienfc
une tres-grande quantite de vaisseaux sanguins. Plusieurs
anatomistes la regardent meme comme un tissue de vaisseaux
aangumstr^s-fins; mais Albinus, et, depuis, Soemmering, ont
prouve, par 1 injection, qu’outre less vaisseaux, il y existe en-
core une substance propre, qui probablement est secretee par
ces^ vaisseaux. Plusieurs anatomistes pensent qu’elle est des-

Nous la considerons

n*. u

"’***'*'’^® nournci^i-e de la substance blanclje. Ellen es „u letnen. isolee
; elle est toujours i„s«parable de la sub-““ dans les vers, les insectes, les erus-

veux Qui HP f-

^ jamais un filament ner-

substance • da^^^ T"
proporiionnel de cette

sp hi'

' animaux plus parfaits, elle est tantot ras-

leur'tr^rr
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, 6. Le, opinions snr ,a
“

aussi
St tubulenso ;

quolques-ons ont

tfaut.es out pretendn
tfantrc.

dit <i“’‘''=/“;‘;;: X;et;!^n.entcon.posde; beaneoup2" :!: laubaite. pen ont dit qtfei.o est bbtenset

ndamnoins, c’est 14 fibreuse du cer-

§ 7. La prenve que 1 on oppose a

,ean e’est
''2lTdTtZpam'’fib.euse 4 qnelqu»

anatomistes

;rr«t:e:;oep::uneeons^^^^^^^^^^^^
^

. .,1 f sur une masse un peu conace ,
cl h

du tiraillement operes sm u

„iq„e on tfu«
qu'i, est i.-

toblo strnctore d une masse

„.y reuss.t memo P“ de e
pyramides,

est manifestement « ^ ’ P
.

|
„jande commissure, et

dans la protuberance annulane. dans la grana

... La premiere et la plus ““““

a rapport puremeut "r—
eroieut impartaites, c est ce e

^ trouve. Depms

a substance bl»»*e du ceree.u „e„

Piaussens et Lurwenhocck,
g,,„use. cepe..aant, r.ou.

:econnu que cette subsUuM est
est fibreuse sous

cherches, &c. p- U3*
Cuvier,

reconnoissent la slruc

.. Les auteursqui, a«c Soomme^^. eepon^t

.

turc fibreuse du cerveau d*"® 1’ “
„ A„at. et PlivsloL I. P *

psost dire qu-elle est partout fibreuse.
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dans les regions anterieures et posterieiires des cavites des he-

mispheres

§ 9. Dans i’hydropisie du cerveau, les fibres s’aper9oivent ties*

distinctement. Si en soufHant de I’air, ou en injectant de 1 eau,

on separe les unes des autres les couches formees par ces fibres,

on apei coit ces fibres dans tout leur epanouissement *. On ob-

tient le meme resultat, lorsqu’on fait bouillir dans I’huile le

cerveau entier, ou quelques-unes de ses parties, ou qu’on les

fait macerer dans le I’acide nitrique ou muriatique etendus

d’eau ou d’esprit de vin. Si Ton racle la substance blanche

dans la direction des fibres, on peut les suivre avec I'ceil nu,

jusque dans la substance grise des circonvolutions du cerveau ;

mais si Ton racle en travers ou obliquement, les fibres se de-

rangent de leur direction naturelle et se rompent visiblement.

Si les fibres sont le produit d’une coagulation qui aurait lieu

apres la mort, comment arrive-t-il que des agens aussi oppo-

ses que le sont I’eau dans I’hydropisie du cerveau, I’alcool, le

vinaigre, la liqueur de Monro, les acides mineraux, I’huile

chaude et meme la gelee, agissent tous d’une maniere unifor-

me ? Pourquoi la suiistance blanche se coagule-t-elle dans les

circonvolutions en fibres qui s’y tiennent dans une position

droite et perpendiculaire du fond au sommet ? Pourquoi dans

d’autres parties se coagule-t-elle en fibres horizontales circu-

laires, disposees en eventail, ou entrecroisees ? Pourquoi les

fibres se forment-elles toujours de la meme maniere dans la

meme partie ?

§ 10. La substance grise et la substance blanche varient par

leur forme et par leur arrangement dans le cerveau
; tantut

elles sont, pour ainsi dire, melees I’une avec I’autre j tantot

• “ If in the healthy brain, without any preparation, by means of a

syringe we direct a stream of water on a convolution, and thereby se-

parate its two layers one from another, we may see their fibres throu« h-
out their whole expansion. Phys'w^mnkal System, p. 21.
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elles sont separees ; ici dies ferment des masses epaisses, Id

des couches, oil bien elles affectent des conformations particu-

lidres.

§ 11. On divise la masse du cerveau en deux parties princi-

pales ; I’une superieure et anterieure, composee elle-mfeme de

deux hemisphdes ; I’autre inferieure et posterieure, contigue

au grand renflement de la masse nerveuse d’ou il faut deriver

la plupart des nerfs Cerebraux, Cette partie, dans les ani-

maux plus parfaits, etant en general plus petite que les deux

hemispheres superieurs, on lui a donne le nom de cervelei, et

les deux hemispheres superieurs, pris ensemble, a ete appe-

lee cervelet.

Nous nous en tiendrons ici a un coup-d’ceil general, sans

nftus engager dans une description mmutieuse de chaque par-

tie. Nous renvoyons d notre grand ouvrage, tome I, ceux qui

voudraient lire I’anatomie du cerveau avec plus de detail.

§ 12. Nous distinguons, dans le cervelet et dans le cerveau,

deux ordres de fibres : les fibres divergentes et les fibres ren-

trantes, ou les appareils de formation et les appareils de re-

union.

§ 13. Cervelet. Le cervelet siiivant immediatement les sys-

temes nerveux de I’epine du dos et des sens, et §tant la pre-

miere des parties integrantes de la masse cerfebrale, c’est par lui

que nous commen9ons.

§ 14. Dans les animaux d’un ordre inf6rieure et meme dans

les oiseaux, le cervelet est simple, mais toujours compose de

deux moities. Chefz leS poissons et les reptiles, on ne voit au-

cune des divisions qui, dans la coupe perpendiculair, prfesente

I'arbre de vie. Mais chez les oiseaux, les anneaux et les sil-

lons semi-circulaires sont tr^s-visibles, et par le moyen de la

coupe perpendiculaire de leur cervelet, on aper9oit ime esp^ce

d’arbre de vie.

§ 15. Chez les mammiferes, la nature a encore ajoul6 de nou-

velles parties laterales, de sorte que la premise partie devient
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midiane, denomination qui nous parait cependant moins bonne

que celle de partieJbndamentale, parce qiie dans les cervelets

des poissons, des reptiles et des oiseauXj il n'existe point de

parties laterales.

§ 16. Dans la formation du cervelet, la nature suit toujours

le merae type. C’est pourquoi, dans le cervelet de Thomme,

si compliqiie et si parfait, on retrouve toujours rid6e premiere

et la forme eiementaire de sa composition,

§ 17. C'est de la substance grise placee dans I’interieur du

grand renflement au dessus des nerfs cervicaux, que naissent les

premieres racines visibles du cervelet. Ces racinesforment en

dehors des deux c6tes du renflement, un faisceau fibreux plus

ou moins fort, mais tres-gros chez Thomme. Ce faisceau gros-

sit continuellement en montant. Pres du cervelet, le nerf au«

ditif et la substance grise, ce qii’on appelle le ruban gris, ou
selon nous, son ganglion, sont couches sur ce faisceau. Si

Ion enleve le nerf auditif et son ganglion, en raclant avec pre-

caution ou en se servant du manche du scalpel, et si Ton suit

la direction des fibres, on voit distinctement le faisceau entier

de chaque c6te entrer dans I’interieur de chaque hemisphere
du cervelet. A peine y a-t-il p6n6tre de quelques lignes,

qu il rencontre un amas de -substance grise, avec laquelle il

forme un tissu assez ferme, de sorte qu’il est impossible d’y
poursuivre la direction des filamens nerveaux. Ce tissu ofFrant
un corps dentele et irr^gulier, les anatomistes I’ont appele le
corps dentele, le corps ciliaire, le corps frange, le zigzag, corps
rhomboide. D’autres anatomistes ayant regarde cette partie
comme la reunion de toute la substance blanche du cervelet,
Im ont donnfe le nom de noyau du cervelet.

§ 1 8. Cependant la substance grise qu’il contient est, de m^me
que toutes celles des autres systSmes nerveux. un appareil
preparatoire destine 4 renforcer les filamens nerveux qui y en-
trent par de nouveaux filets qui s’y engendrent. C’est par
consequent un point de naissance et de renforcement d’une
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grande partie de la masse nerveuse du cervelet et soil verita-

ble ganglion. En elFet, plusieurs nouveaux faisceaux nerveux

y prennent naissancej et, continuant leur cours, se ramifient

en branches, en couches et en sous- divisions multipliees.

Dans chaque point d’ou sort une de ces branches principales,

on voit une masse plus abondante de substance grise former

nne eminence. II resulte ainsi un nombre de franges, de dents

ou de preeminences de cette substance, egal a celui des bran-

ches principales nerveuses.

§ 19 . Le faisceau originaire, le ganglion, les divisions et

sous-divisions en branches, en rameaux et en feuilles, sont pour

leurs dimensions en raison directe entre elles. La plupartdes

mammiferes ayant le cervelet beaucoup plus petit que 1 homme,

ont aussi ce ganglion plus petit et moins visible ;
c’est pour-

quoi les anatomistes ont cm que les animaux en etaient tota-

lement depourvus.

§ 20. Dans I’homme une des branches principales qui sortent

du ganglion, se porte vers la ligne mediane et contnbue avec •

sa branche congenere du cote oppose, a former la partie fonda- •

mentale du cervelet (processus vermiformis), laquelle se sous- •

divise ordinairement en sept rameaux principaux. Les autres 1

branches qui sortent du ganglion se dirigent en arnere, en i

haut, en bas et en dehors, et s’epanouissent en couches tres--

minces disposees horizontalement ;
celles du mdieu sont les .

plus longues, et les autres d’autant plus courtes qu’elles se rap-*

prochent plus de I’endroit ou le faisceau originaire entre dans i

le ganglion.

§ 21. Les filets nerveux de toutes les divisions et sous-divi--

sions sont reconverts de substance grise a leur extremite pen- •

pherique.

§ 22. Si I’ou fait passer une coupe verticale par le milieu duv

ganglion, on trouve ordinairement onze branches principales ^

du cervelet, mais Ic nombre des divisions varie selon que la »

eoupe se rapproche de I’interieur du cervelet, on qu elle s
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aoigne. Les couches filamenteuses, 4tant d’abord reunies en

branches assez grosses, et s’epanouissaiit eiisuite en couches

larges et en feuilles, presentent dans les coupes verticales une

figure qui a beaucoup de resemblance avec le femllage du

thuya ou arbre de vie, de la ce nom. Mais une coupe hori-

zontale ou transversale de ces branches, de ces ratneauX et

feuillets n’offre qu’une surface blanche.

§ 23. Appareils deformation du cerveau. Le cerveau con-

sistant en plusieurs divisions dont les fonctions sont totalement

differenteSj il existe plusieurs faisceaux primitifs qui, par leur

developement, contribuent a le produire. Tous les faisceaux

originaires sont composes graduellement de fibres produites

dans la substance grise du grand renflement occipital (moelle

alongee). Nous rangeons parmi ces faisceaux, les pyramides

anterieures et post^rieures, les corps olivaires, et quelques

autres situes a c6te des corps olivaires *.

§ 24. Tous ces faisceaux originaires du cerveau sont mis en

communication et en action reciproques avec les systemes ner-

veux situes au dessous d'eux. Cette communication, par rapport

aux pyramides anterieures, presente une particularite. Les

autres faisceaux naissent, corame le faisceau du cervelet, du

m^me c6te ou ils doivent donner des parties du cerveau. II

en est tout autrement des fibres nerveuses des pyramides ant6-

rieures. Celles qui naissent du c6te droit des le commence-

ment du grand renflement, a peu pr^s d quinze lignes audes-

sous de la protuberance annulaire, se reunissent d’abord en

deux a cinq petits cordons, puis se rendent aU c6te gauche en

suivant une direction oblique. De mSme les petits cordons

• “ D’apres nos connoissances actuelles, nous rangeons parmi ces

fusceaux les pyramides anterieures, et posterieures, les faisceaux qui

sortent immediatement des corps olivaires, les faisceaux nerveux lon«

^tudinaux qui aident a former en partie la quatrieme cavite, et encore

quelques autres qui sont caches dans I’interieure du grand renfieiaent."

.iffnat, et Physiel. &c I. p. 271.
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du c6te gauche se rendent au c6te droit. Un faisceau passe

ordinairement par dissus un autre, et par dessous un troisi-

etne, de sorte qu'il eh resulte un entrelacement serablable a ane

natte de paille. Cet entvecroisement occupe un espace de

trois a quatre lignes *. Ensuite les faisceaux raontent sur k

• “ L’inspection anatomique, et les phenoin^nes paithologiques, ne

permettent pas qu’oii accorde cet entre-croisement a d’autres kisceaux

qu’a ceuX qui coiiiposerit les pyramides. II n’a par consequent, lieu

dans aucune autre partie de la moelle allongee, ni dans aucun endroit

de sa face posterietire.” Recherches, &c. p. 130.

“ Suivant nos recherches anatomiques, les faisceaux des pyramideS

sont les seuls qui s’entre-croisent.” Anat. et Phys. L p. 275.

“ Enfin ce veritable entrecroisement fut decrit d’une maniere si

precise par Mistichelli en 1709, par Petit en 1710, et plus tard

par Lxeutaud, Santorini, et Winslow, que I’on ne pent pas repro-

cher a ces anatomistes de I’avoir confondu avec les simples couches de

fibres nerveuses transverses. IIs disoient cependant, mais probable-

liient par pure supposition, qu’il existoit en plusieuis endroits de pa.

reils entrecroisemens.” Anat. et Phys. I. p. 273.

“ A k verite, Mistichelli, Petit, et Santormi ont decrit I’entre-crolse-

ment, mais sans aucune precision, ne I’ayant point restreint aux seules

pyramides ou il a lieu, et n’en ayant point exclu les autres faisceaux de

k moelle alongee dans lesquels il n’a pas lieu.” Recherches, p. 212.

Pour faire voir distinctement le veritable entrecroisement, il n’est

pas besoin de maceration ou de toute autre preparation, ainsi que le

croyoit Santorini. Il siifflt d’enlever avec precaution la membrane vas-

culaire au commencement du grand renflement, ou immediatement en

has de I’extremite inferieure des pyramides. Pour cek ou fait a cette

membrane une incision si leg6re que les cordons nerveux qui se trou-

vent au-dessous ne soient'pas offensfe. Puis on ecarte tout doucement

les deux bords de la ligne mediane, sans les tirailler ni les dechirer. A

peine les deux bords sont ils on peu eloign^s I’un de I’autrc, que I’en-

tre-croisement frappe les yeux.” Anat. et Physiol. I. p. 273.
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iace anterieure du grand renflement, en se renfor9ant graduel-

Jement dans leur trajet ; consequemment ils sent plus larges

a leur partie superieure, vers la protuberance annulaire, qu’4

leur extremite inferieure, ce qui leur a fait donner le nom de

pyraraides. Quelquefois les fibres primitives, au lieu de for-

mer un entrelacement semblable a une natte de paille, presen-

tent des bandes qui se rendent dans une direction oblique d’un

c6te a I’autre.

§ 25. Cet arrangement organique explique pourquoi des. le-

sions a la tete se transportent souvent sur le c6te oppose du
corps ; et parce qu’il n’y a qu’une partie du cerveau, e’est-^

dire, la continuation des pyramides anterieures, qui communi-
que avec la masse nerveuse du corps par un entrecroisement,

on confoit pourquoi la paralysie du corps produite par les le-

sions du cerveau, se manifeste ordinairement du cote oppose,
et pourquoi il arrive aussi que les derangemens du cerveau af-

fectent le m^me c6te du corps.

§ 26. Immediatement avant que les faisceaux pyramidaux
entrant dans la protuberance annulaire, ils sont un peu etran-
gles ; mais a peine y ont-ils penetre qu’ils se partagent en
plusieurs faisceaux qui sont places dans une grande quantite
de substance grise, d ou il sort beaucoup de nouveaux faisceaux
qui se joignent aux premiers, et les renforcent durantleur tra-
jet dans ce veritable ganglion. Quelques-uns sont disposes
en couches, d’autres s’entrecoupent a angle droit avec des

I faisceaux transversaux qui viennent du cervelet, et dont nous
1

parlerons plus tard. Ils se prolongent en montant, et sortept
I de ce ganglion si renforces et si elargis qu’ils forment en avant

et en dehors au moins les deux tiers des grands faisceaux
tibreux (des cuisses) du cerveau.

§ 27. Ces faisceaux anterieurs et ext^rieurs des pedonculeS
u cerveau sont une continuation et un perfectionnoment succes-

sif des faisceaux primitifs pyi-amiclaux
; ils contiennent int4-

2
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rieurcment dans toute leur longueur une grande quantit6 de

substance grise ; ils acquierent par la un renforcement conti-

nue!, parce qu’il se joint toujours a eux de nouvelles fibres.

C’est a leur extremite sup^rieure qu’ils re9oivent le plus grand

accroissement, dans I'endroit ou le nerf optique se contourne

autour de leur surface exterieure : c'est dans la partie exte-

rieure des corps canneles ou stries.

§ 28. Les filets nerveux et les faisceaux qut en sont fonnw

s’ecartent du grand faisceau au bord ant^rieur du nerf optique,

au point oii ce nerf est attache par une couche molle au grand

faisceau; ils se prolongent en filets de longueur inegale qui

s'epanouissent en couches dont les extremites sont convertes

de substance grise, et forment de cette maniere plusieurs par-

ties parees, connues jusqu’a present sous le nom de circonvo-

lutions.

• § 29 . De cette maniere, les faisceaux pyramidaux etant con- 1

tinuellement renforces, et ayant attaint leur perfectionne-

ment complet, s'epanouissent dans les circonvolutions m-

ferieures, anterieures et exterieures des lobes anteneurs et

moyens.

§ 30. II nous reste k parler de la formation du lobe posterieur

et des circonvolutions situees au bord superieur de chaque he-

misphere, vers la ligne mediane du oerveau.

§ 31. Le faisceau qui sort des corps olivaires et quelques aU-

tres faisceaux posterieurs montent, comme les faisceaux des

pvramides, entre les fibres transversales de la commissure du

cervelet *. Dans ce trajet, ils acquikent un renforcement qui

est bien moins considerable que celuides pyramides, et 1 s or-

• » Les corps oUvaires ne sont qu’un ganglion, de meme que te

corps frange du cervelet. Si on le coupe, ou y voit la sub^ce^
etTa substance blanche distributes de la mtme mamtre.

gangUon un fort faisceau qui monte avec les

grand renflement demtre le gangUon du gras fiusce*H fibre

et Phys. I. p.
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I
ment la partie post^rieure et interieure des grands faisceaux

j
fibreux (des cuisses) du cerveau. Ici ils acquierent leur plus

j

grand accroissement par la masse epaisse de substance grise

qiii s’y trouve, et qui, avec des filets nerveux qu’elle produit,

forme un ganglion assez dur, aplati au milieu et inegal en haut

et posterieurement.

§ 32. Ce ganglion a, jusqu’a present, ete connu sous le nom

de couches optiques ; mais une couche nerveuse dii nerf viseul

est seulement attachee a la surface posterieure externe de ce

ganglion. D abord ce ganglion n’est nullement en raison di-

recte avec le nerf optique, mais ils Test avec les circonvolu-

tions qui sortent de ce ganglion. Ensuite, en examinant I’in-

terieur de ce ganglion, on trouve une grande quantite de filets

nerveux tres-fins qui tous vont en montant, et dans une toute

autre direction que le nerf optique. Ils se reunissent a leur

I

sortie, au bord superieur du ganglion, en faisceaux divergens.

I

Les anterieurs de ces faisceaux traversent un grand amas de

i
substance grise, et prennent un nouvel accroissement de cet

i amas, de sorte qu’ils suffisent pour former les circonvolutions

I posterieures, et tOutes celles qui sont situees au bord supe-

!
rieur de chaque hemisphere, vers la ligne mediane du cerveau *.

§ 33. Les pretendues couches optiques et les corps stries sont

! done de vrais appareils de renforcement, et les circonvolutions

ne sont que I’epanouissement des faisceaux nerveux et le per-

fectionnement de tous les appareils precedens.

§ 34- Avant de parler de la structure particuliere des circon>

volutions, nous allons traiter de la seconde classe d'appareils^

cest-a-dire, des appareils de reunion ou des commissures.

§ 35. Toutes les parties cerebrales sont doubles ou paires,

I mais les systemes nerveux congeneres des deux c6tes sont

Les faisceaux radies, k leur sortie de leur ganglion (couches op-
tkjues) traversent un gros amas de substance grise, dont une nioitie est

I placee dans les cavitw du cerveau, et I’autre a I’exterieur.” Anat. et
! Thys. I. p. 281.

3
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joints ensemble et mis en action reciproque par des fibres ner-

veuses transversdles, ce qui forme les commissures.

§ 36. Nous avons suivi les fibres divergentes depuis leur ori-

gine jusqu’a fond des circonvolutions. Ici, au fond des cir-

convolutions, on pent demontrer une autre sorte de fibres mol-

les et fines, mais distinctes et visibles, qui s’avancent entre

les fibres du systeme sortant et s’entrelacent avec elles

§ 37 . Ces filamens du systeme rentrant se reunissent en filets

plus gros, et a mesure qu’ils se portent vers I’interieur, ils

forment des faisceaux et des couches qui se rapprochent de la

ligne mediane entre les deux hemispheres, sortent par le bord

interne de I’hemisphere en couches nerveuses blanches, se

joignent aux faisceaux et aux couches des syst^mes congeneres

de I’hemisphere oppose, et forment ainsi les differentes re-

unions, jonctions, commissures : ces commissures sent tou-

jours en raison directe avec les parties dont elles forment la

reunion.

§ 38. Commissure du cervelet. II y a un ordre de fibres ner-

veuses qui n’ont pas de connexion immediate avec le faisceau

primitif, ni avec I’appareil de renforcement du cervelet. Les

filets sortent de la substance grise de la surface, se portent

dans diverses directions-entre les filets divergens vers le bord

externe anterieur, et forment une couche fibreuse, large et

epaisse. Consideres dans la station droite de I’homme, les

posterieurs et les medians de ces filamens convergens passent

transversalement par les faisceaux longitudinaux et divergens

du cerveau, et les filamens anterieurs convergens du cervelet
^

se placent en avant de ces faisceaux longitudinaux, commeune

• “ En effet, ou reraarque dans les circonvolutions fonntes de deux

couches nerveuses du systeme sortant, des filets plus inous et plus fins

;

mais on ne peut les suivre comme fibres distinctes et visibles que dans

les circonvolutions posterieures du lobe moyen. On voit ces fibres au

fond de toutes les circonvolutions, s’avancer entre les fibres du systeme

Sortant, et s’entrelacex avec elles.” Anat. et PhysioL I. p. 286.
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<iouche fibreuse, et tous se reunissent dans la ligne mediane

avec les faisceaux congen^res qui sortent de la riieme manieie

de I’autre hemisphere du cervelet. Cet arrangement unit

done les deux hemispheres du cervelet : e’est pourquoi nous

lui donnons le nom de reunion ou de commissure du cervelet,

au lieu du nom impropre et mecanique de pont.

§ 39 . La grandeur de cette commissure etant en raison di-

recte de celle des deux hemispheres du cervelet, il resulte que,

dans les mammiferes qui ont le cervelet plus petit que I’hom-

jne, la commissure est egalement plus petit ; on voit encore

par la pourquoi les anatomistes n’ont pas trouve le pont chez

les poissons, les reptiles et les oiseaux, car ces animaux ri’ayant

point les parties laterales du cervelet, les fibres qui en forment

la commissure manquent necessairemeht chez eux,

§ 40. La partie primitive ou fondamentale du cervelet a sa

commissure dans les couches fibreuses, molles et minces de la^

partie superieure et inferieure de cette partie fondamentale

improprement nommees valvules *.

§ 41. Commissures du cerveau. Les anatomistes donnent de-

puis longtemps le nom de commissures a plusieurs parties du

cerveau. Ils parlent des commissures anterieure, posterieure

et mediane, et de la grande commissure ; mais ils ne son-

g^rent pas a chercher quel etait, avec les parties du cerveau, le

• “ Les faisceaux fibreux qui reunissent la partie superieure des

I

pyramides posterieures avec la partie inferieure de la partie fpndainen-

I tale, et la partie superieure de cette demiere avec la masse nerveuse

I Toisine des tubercules quadri-jumeaux, n’ayant pas ete consideres

I

justju’s present comnie entierement distinpts et separes des fibres de je-

i union ; et toutes ces fibres passant au-dessus de la paitie superieure et

i uiferieure do la quatrieme cavite, ou a tres improprement donne ^ ces

I epanouissemens fibreux le nom de valvules superieure et inferieure, ou
I bien de processus cercbeUi ad medttllam ollongatam, et de processus ccreheUi

ad testes.. Keil les appeUe voiles medullaires, et il se demande a quei

ils peuvent servL Anat. et LhysioL I. p. 260.

1
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Rapport de chacune de ces commissures, ni d ou 1 on devait

faire deriver celles-ci j ils n’examin^rent pas si toutes les par-

ties cerebrales etaient unies les unes aux autres de la meme

maniere, ni pourquoi les jonctions des memes parties differaient

tant entr’elles chez les divers animauxi Enfin ils n avaient

pas etabli que ces jonctions sont soumises a une loi generate.

Nos recherches nous ont procure sur cet objet les eclaircisse-

mens les plus precis. Nous abandonnons les expressions de

commissure anterieure, posterieure, etc. ;
nous nous en tenons

a la notion generale que toutes les parties ont leurs reunions,

et nous cherchons a decouvrir a quelle partie chaque reunion

appartient.

§ 42. Commissures des circonvolulions siluies d la base du

cerveau. Les filets de reunion des circonvolulions inferieures

du lobe posterieur et des circonvolulions posterieures du lobe

moyen se replient derriere les gros faisceaux fibreux (cuisses)

du cerveau, et derriere le grand appareil de renforcement in-

ferieur (coucfie optique), en allant de chaque c6te vers I’inte-

rieur, et se recontrent en direction oblique. Les circonvolu-

tions internes du lobe posterieur donnent prmcipalement les

filets de reunion que Ton appelle reptis du corps calleux ;
les

circonvolulions posterieures du lobe moyen ont leurs filets de

junction dans ce que Ton appelle la voute (famix). L ensem-

ble de filets de jonction de la voute est la partie que les ana-

tomistes appellant la lyre, la harpe ou psalterium.

§ 43. Les filets de reunion des circonvolulions anterieures du

lobe moyen et de quelques circonvolutious situees au fond de

la scissure de Sylvius se dirigent de dehors en dedans, et se

rlunissent vers la partie la plus ant6rieure des circonvolutions

les plus internes du lobe moyen ;
ils forment un cordon ner-

veux qui, chez les adultes, est presque de la grosseur d un

tuyau de plume, traverse en avantet inferieurement la mo.ti6

exterieure du ganglion sup^rieur (corps stri4) sans cependant,

y ctre adherent, et se joint dans la hgne mediane avec e cor-
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don cong^n^re du c6tfe oppose. C’est a cette jonction que les

anatomistes donnent le nom de commissure anterieure.

§ 44. Les circonvolutions inferieures du lobe anterieur ont

leur reunion en avant du grand ganglion superieur (corps

stri6), au point que Ton appelle jusqu’a present le repli ante-

rieur du corps calleux.

§ 45. Commissures des circonvolutions snptrieures du cerveau.

Toutes les circonvolutions sup4rieures des deux hemispheres

•nt leurs filets de jonction dans ce que Ton appelle corps cal-

leux ou grande commissure.

§ 4fi. Comme les deux hemispheres sont separes en arriere et

en avant, les filets de reunion des circonvolutions placees le

plus en arriere et le plus en avant, ne peuvent pas, pour se

joindre, suivre une ligne droite ; mais les circonvolutions in-

ferieures du lobe posterieur se dirigent en avant et interieure-

ment, et les circonvolutions inferieures (anterieures du lobe an-
t^rieur) se dirigent en arriere et intgrieurement, afin de se r^-

unir dans le repli de la grande commissure.

§ 47. C’est par la meme raison que les filets de reunion des
circonvolutions sup6rieures des hemispheres se dirigent par
derriere, en avant et interieurement

; et par devant, en arriere
et interieurement

; ce n’est que dans la region mediane que
les fibres suivent une direction transversale.

§ 48. De cette mani^re, le nombre des faisceaux qui se re-
umssent est plus considerable dans I'extremite anterieure et
posterieure, que dans le milieu de la grande commissure

; c’est
pourquoi elle est plus ^paisse dans ses parties anterieure et
posterieure, et Test encore davantage dans la partie posterieure
que dans la partie anterieure, parce que les lobes posterieurs
sont plus considerables.

§ 49. Les reunions des parties cerebrales etant toiijours en
proportion directe avec les parties auxquelles dies appartien-
nent, et certaines parties du cerveau etant tres-petiteschez les
oiseaux, leurs reunions dpivent mre egalement ; cette peli-
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tesse est la cause que, dans I’anatomie comparce, on n a pas

vu jusqu’a present chez les oiseaux diverses commissures, ni

meme le corps calleux, la route et leurs dependances, et qu’on

regardait ces parties comme les lignes caracterisviques du

cerveau des mammiferes. Mais le type primitif est Ic

meme chez tous les animaux ;
des qu’il existe une partie du

cerveau, elle est double, et chacune est mise en action reci-

proque avec la partie analogue par des filets ou faisceaux de

reunion. Les differences de forme, de grosseur et de direction

des filets de reunion, ne sont que de simples modifications du

meme appareil.
r j' '

§ 50. On pourrait encore demander si nous sommes fondes *

deriver des circonvolutions ces appareils de jonction, et a les

considerer comme rentrans *.

§ 5 1. Les filets nerveux sont partout produits par la substance

grise; la couleur blanche de tous les faisceaux de jonction

nous apprend qu’ils ne contiennent pas de substance gnse,

ou du moins qu’ils n’en contiennent que tres-peu ; les re-

unions sont meme situees hors des hemispheres ou elles par-

courent, pendant un certain intervalle, un espace pour amsi

dire vide :
par consequent, on ne peut pas deriver I’ongine de

cet ordre de fibres du point de leur reunion, mais de lamatiere

grise des circonvolutions.

§ 52. II rtsulte done de tout ce que nous venous de dire, que

les filets nerveux divergens s’enfoncent dans les clrconvolu-

tions, et que les filets de jonction en sortent t- A present, c est

4 savoir si les filets divergens sont seulement angmentes par

la maticre grise sitnee 4 I. surface extSrienre des crrconvolu-

.ions, et se reeourbent pour former les filets de jonetton, on s.

les premiers fin.ssent dans la substance corueale, etqunne

... Mid. sommes nous fondSs a deriver de la sulntance grise du eon-

tour ex^SL” ces .ppar.il. de jonction, et t le. considtrer ernnme r«u

%”rNr.vot.’’X'—
fes flleu nerveuse sortans ou divergens, Ji»ques dan. la sulxu g"
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autre sorte de fibre y commence. C’est ce que I’anatomie n a

pas encore pu demontrer.

§ 53. Cavilis du cerveau. Les deux ordres de fibres du cer-

velet et du cerveau sont separes en divers endroits par des in-

tervalles connus sous le nom de ventricules ou cavites du cer-

veau : on en fait ordinairement grand cas ; les anatomistes

en ont donne des descriptions detailles ; nous les regardons

comme un resultat du mecanisme organique, et nous nous rat-

taahons plus a la structure des parties qu'au vide qu’elles lais-

sent entr’elles.

§ 54. Structure des circonvolulions. Jusqu’a present, on
a’6tait figure que la membrane vasculaire s'enfon9ait en dif-

f§rens points dans la substance medullaire du cerveau, poury
faire penetrer le .sang a une plus grande profondeur, et que de
la provenaient les inegalites, les enfoncemens, ou les anfrac-
tuosit^s et les circonvolulions.

§ 55. Mais la structure du cerveau n’est pas aussi mecanique
. et aussi accidentelle. Les filets divergens, des qu'ils se sont
t entrecrois6s au bord externe des grandes cavites avec les filets
I de reunion, s’ecartent davantage, se prolongent et forment
mmme tous les autres systemes nerveux, une expansion fi-

^

reuse. Les fibres de chaque faisceau n’ont pas toutes la meme
ongueur: un grand nombre, et surtout celles qui sont situees

On tra

sulurtan

" ^
nerveux penetrent dans la

dehors.
rimn eat plus blanche en dedans qu’en

„.av„n, p„ eneore determine, ce qui a. pease rdMmi^^utavec «,flhre.t nousi^omr. .1 eUe. se’,ermiL«

^e„r."Ttqtn p'-

p. 285.
^ connexion intixae.” Anat. et Fbyl 1.
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des deux cotes, se terminent immediatement au-dela des pa-

rois exterieures des cavites ;
les autres continuent a se pro-

lorger, mais a des distances inegales les unes a cote des au-

tres^ celles qui sont situees en dedans, s etendent le plus loin.

Cest ainsi que se forment a I’exterieur les prolongemens de

chaque faisceau, et de deux en trois faisceaux, des iniervalles,

des enfoncemens ou sinuosites ; toutes ces fibres sont recou-

vertes, a leur extremiie peripherique, de substance giise qui

doit affecter la forme de I'expansion nerveuse : la plupart de

ees prolongemens ont une position un peu courbe ou inclinee>

et sont rarement places verticalement sur le fond des ventn-

eules ;
tres-souvent leur bord superieur est depnme, ce qui

leur donne une figure semblable k celle que prend un pi.

d'etofife ou de papier, quand on presse up peu en dedans sa

sommitte exterieure,

§ 56. Lorsque I'on coupe perpendiculairement et en travers

un de ces prolongemens, on voit que la substance blanche est

plus large a la base des circonvolutions, et devient toujeurs

plus etroite en allant vers la partie supencure ; cela vient de

ce que les fibres nerveuses de chaque cote se perdent succes-

sivement dans la substance grise, tandis que celles du m.lieu

se prolongent seules jusqu’4 rextrimile . cette ceupe ne fait

voir a la verite la substance hbjeuse que comme une simp e

masse medullaire homogkne, nulle part I’c^il n’y dkouvre de

ligne de demarcation ; meme apres unc legkre traction, on ne

peut apercevoir des deux cotes aucune separaUon des fibres.

§ 67 Cependant les fibres de chaque prolongemcnt ne se reu-

nissenl pas en un seal faisceau, eontnte les fibres des nerfs op.

tiques et acoustiques ;
mais elles fomtent deux P^'

ttolleres qui se touchent dans la ligne medtane de eh.que

prolongement eu circonvelution, el sent legerement egglutm.^

Vnne centre rautre, par le moyen d’un nfivnleme muqueux

d’un tissu cellulaire tr^s-fin.

. § 58. C’est sur cet arrangement qu’est fondee la possi 1 1 e

sparer i’yne de I’autre les deux couches de fibres sans es
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dommager, 6t d’etendre en une surface, ou de deplisser cha-
que circonvolution. L'entrecroisement des filets diyergens ef?

rentrans a la base des circonvohitions, produit une Jeg^re re-
sisunce qui est cependant assez forte pour emp^cher qu'on ne
puisse pas detacher les unes des autres sans en dechirer le tis-
su. Mais les duplicatures des circonvolutions se sejiarent fa-
cjlement et sans destruction des fibres : toute la face int^rieure
de cette expansion consiste uniquement en fibres nerveuses *

elle est entierement blanche, lisse et intacte ; la surface ex-
terne est recouverte de substance grise.

§ 59. Quand on coupe vei ticalement et en travers une cir-
convolution jusqu'a la base, on pent, par une pression con.
tinue, mais douce, sjparer avec les doigts les deux couches
hbrenses des crconvolulions, et les parols interieures restent

§ 60. Si I'on met dans la main une portion des hemispheres
avec I. ^rtie convexe, et que I’on detruise le tissn dans la^e de, dnpliclures, on pent, par nn I4ger effort, detacher
es deux couches des circonvolutions, parce qu’elles sont le-
gerement collees I'une a |•aut^e. Pendant qu’on les dtocheen passant Mrement le doigt par dessus, on aperpoit ton.

me T ’”“1
“a

‘ s’effectue, un petit sillon, el en«me temps la direction perpendiciilaire des fibres nerveuses« des vaisseaux sanguins. Toutes ces choses ne pourraientpss se preienter de cette mamdre, si les circonvolution

rr"adrP lerentes m reunies par des fibres transversales
.us^Siimp ement attach^es par un tissu cellulaire fin et ISche!

etendu’d'alcwl^lsTrrLh*"V*^^‘^‘“'

‘

fait bouillir dl; de : , L I couches se s^narenttnsmnent et nmquemen, dans la ligne mediane-

fibres nervlsrSiZ! qul>e ro?vorJr'"T'-
fibreux.” Anat et Phys. L p. 29X

I'expan.
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§ 62. Les experiences suivantes prouvent incontestablement

^ue chaque circonyolution est une duplicature de deux coaches

fibreuses, et que ces deux couches ne sent pas adherentes,

mais simplement attachees Tune a I’autre.

§ 63. Si avec un tube on souffle sur une coupe transversale

d'une circonyolution, on peut bien finir par detruire la substance

grise et la substance blanche, mais on n’opere pas la separation

des fibres ni des deux substances. Mais lorsqu’on souffle sur

la ligne mediane, la circonyolution ou la duplicature se fend de

la base au sommet. Si I’on essai la mSme experience sur une

circonyolution un peu deprimee par le sommet, elle sentrou-

vre a la base par une fente simple, et dans la partie superieure

d§primee, la fente se prolongs vers les deux coins : on produit

le meme effet avec Ic pli d’une etoffe, lorsqu’on en depsime un

peu la partie superieure.

§ 64. Quand, au lieu de souffler, on jette avec une seringue de

I’eau sur une coupe transversale d’une circonyolution, la sepa-

ration se fait dans le milieu, de la meme maniere et avec tant

de facilite, que I’injection de quelques filets d’eau la propage

a trois on quatre pouces dans I’interieur des circonvolutions ;

lors meme qu’elles ont des sinuosites ou des subdivisions lat6-

rales, I’eau passe par toutes les courbures, et toujours dans la

ligne mediane*.

§ 65. Mais bien plus, si I’on jette de I’eau sur le c8te exte-

rieur d’une circonyolution, jusqu’4 ce que la substance grise et

la moitie de la substance blanche soient detruites ,
ou bien si

Ton ouvre lateralement une circonyolution jusqu’a la hgne

• » When through a tube we blow on such a slice, or when, with a

syringe, we direct against it a smaU stream of water, the section

tnay be made in the middle very easily ; but at the sides, not at

^
without obviously destroylug tho slruoturo of tto «bi»w

Ultor ctuo, ospocisUy, tho two su*cos which

smooth , nor is them my division of vessels, or «.y OTces of fibres

sing from one side to the other.” Pimiognomicsl System, p.
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mediane, et si Ton injecte I’eau avec la mfime force dans I’ou-

rerture, I’eau arriv^e a la ligne mediane se porte a droite et

k gauche, et s6pare la duplicature dans une etendue d'un a

deux pouces, de meme que dans les experiences precedentes.

§ 66. II resulte de tout ce que nous avons dit jusqu’ici, que
le cervelet et le cerveau sont composes de substance grise plus

ou moins foncee, et de substance blanche
j que la substance”

grise est la matiere nourriciere de la blanche
;
que la blanche

est entierement fibreuse
;
que les parties cerebrales sont sur-

ajoutees I une a I’autre, et que les faisceaux uerveux s’epa-

nouissent a leur extremite peripherique, et sont disposes en
deux couches ou en duplicatures.

§ 67 II suit encore que le cervelet et le cerveau sont mis en
communication avec les systemes nerveux inferieurs, et qu’en
particular les parties cerebrales qui sont un prolongement et
renforcement des faisceaux pyramidaux, sont en communi-
cation, par entrecroisement, avec les systemes nerveux de la
colonne vertebrale.

% 68 . De mSme, il est widentque toutes les parties cerebra-
les sont doubles, et que les parties congen^res des deux c6tes
sont r^unies entr’elles par des appareils de reunion, ou les com-
missures.

§ 69. Enfin il est certain qu'il n’y a pas de point central des
systemes nerveux.
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EXPLANATION

,
OF

THE ENGRAVINGS.

FIG. I.

This is an accurate copy of a part of the Xllth Plate ac-
companying Drs. Gall and Spurzheim’s large work. It i

said to represent the appearances which present themselves
when the cerebellum is divided a little to the left of the me-
dian plane, on the surface which looks towards that plane.
a b. Fibres of the corpus restiforme, which running upwards,

enter the corpus dentatum c. No such fibres, however,
exist.

’

c. The corpus dentatum of the left hemisphere of the cere-
bellum, divided longitudinally

; and here represented as
a mass of grey substance, an inch long, and half an inch
thick; an appearance which it was never known to have,
and which no section of it can make it assume. Its true
structure is such as is delineated in fig. 2. c, and fig. S. a.

d. The commencement of the corpus pyramidale.
e. The entrance of the corpus pyramidale under the pons

Varolii, or annular protuberance.

p
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/, The progress of the bands from the corpus pyramidale

through the annular protuberance. This representation

has no resemblance to nature.

g, The crus cerebri.

h, A section of the stratum of dark-coloured matter called

by Vicq d’Azyr locus niger.
j

i, The corpus olivarc ; here represented as a mass of grey

substance ; its real appearance being such as is represent- j

ed in fig. 4. c.

k, I, m The second or posterior set of diverging fibres of the
j

brain-proper ;
which (however inconsistently with Das. .

Gall and Spuuzheim’s description of them) seem here

to arise from the corpus pyramidale d. No such fibres I

exist in the brain. i

n, 0, The line of separation between this posterior set of di-

verging fibres, and the anterior set^, or those proceeding
|

from the corpus pyramidale.

p, A section of the optic nerve.

The shape of the cerebellum in this figure, and the size, and .

shape, and position, of its strata, which are cut vertically ,
and

exhibit an arborescent appearance, are very inaccurately re-

presented.

FIG. II.

This is a representation of a vertical section of the cerebel--t

lum, made entirely with a view to shew the real appearance rff !

the corpus dentatum when divided longitudinally. The deli--|

neation was executed with the utmost care by Mr. Svme, froraij

the cerebellum of a full grown male, only 24 hours after death.
^

The section begins at the posterior margin of the left hemi--

sphere of the cerebellum, about half an inch to the left of the?

median plane ;
passes perpendicularly forwards and inwards;
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wosses the median plane about the anterior surface of the

fourth ventricle,- and divides the right half of the annular pro-

tuberance and medulla oblongata obliquely.” No other section

of the cerebellum will divide the corpus dentatum from before

backwards in the course of its longest diameter. It will be

readily perceived that it is the left half of the section which is

here represented (see p. 39).

a, b. Is the left pillar of the Vieussenian valve (or anterior

crus cerebelli) divided in the middle ; many of the fibres

of which pass into the corpus dentatum c, (see p. 38).

Is a longitudinal section of the corpus dentatum. The
dark, waving or serpentine line, is the section of its brown
capsule \ which is wanting at the fore part where the fibres

of the anterior crus cerebelli enter it, to form its white

nucleus. The reader is requested to compare this repre-

sentation with that given of the same body, by Drs.
Gall and Spurzheim in the former figure.

d, Is the right half of the annular protuberance cut oblique-

ly ; but rather sketched than minutely represented.

e. Is a section of the left lateral part of the posterior medul-
lary velum

; a part altogether omitted by Drs. Gall and
Spurzheim in their engravings (see p. 5,4).

/} A sketch ol the corpus dentatum in the right corpus oli-

vare, cut obliquely.

g, h, i. The left side of the fourth ventricle ; j, part of the
calamus scriptorius.

K Strata of white substance supplying the spinal lobule cut
obliquely, so that they appear broader than the strata sup-
plying the other parts of the cerebellum.
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FIG. III.

This is a view of the left corpus dentatum of the cerebellum
;

cut directly across. The left hemisphere of the cerebellum is
;

divided into two halves by a vertical incision almost at right
'

angles to the median plane ; and this represents the surface of

the anterior half. The drawing was taken by Mr. Syme from

the cerebellum of a full grown male only 24 hours after death.

a. The corpus dentatum. In its white nucleus the trans-

verse sections of pretty large blood-vessels are generally

seen. Its brown capsule always presents a very indented

outline in this section.

FIG. IV.

This figure exhibits a view of the corpus dentatum in the t

left corpus olivare, divided longitudinally. The view is ob- -

tained merely by cutting off the whole projecting part of the !

corpus olivare from above downwards. The drawing is by Mr.

SymEj from the medulla oblongata of a full grown subject only
[

24 hours after death (see p. 117).
^

a, The left corpus pyramidale,

h, The left corpus restiforme,

c, The corpus dentatum in the left corpus olivare ; consist- :

ing of a white nucleus, and an indented brown capsule,
|

instead of a uniform mass of grey substance, such as it haS

been represented in fig. 1, i.

i, The outline of the annular protuberance.

\
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FIG. V.

This is a view taken by Mr. Syme of a portion of the left

half of the annular protuberance and medulla oblongata, after

preparation in alcohol ; and is intended to represent the va-

riety in the colour of the longitudinal and cross bands of white

substance in the protuberance, according to the directio nin

which they are divided. The darkest parts of the figure are in

the recent state, of a greyish-brown hue, paler than the brown
matter covering the convolutions

; and the less dark parts at

g, are of a reddish brown. The surface b, c, d is parallel to

the median plane, and b, e, / perpendicular to it (see p. 78).
a, Is a longitudinal section of the left corpus pyramidale;

the edges of the white strata continuous with which, are

seen running on towards the line b, e

;

but having arrived

at the surface b, c, f, they are there cut across, and in-

stead of appearing orange-white, are greyish-brown. The
dark strata interposed between them on the surface a, h, c,

consist of the horizontal fibres of white substance in the
protuberance, which appear dark merely because they arc
cut across ; but which, if examined on the surface b,c,f,
will be seen of an orange-white,

c. Is a section of a small part of the left corpus dentatuiii.

FIG. VI.

Is a representation of a horizontal section of the annular pro-
tuberance a little above its middle, after induration in alcohol.
The drawing was taken, like the former, by Mr. Syme from a
preparation in my possession.
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The dark bands within the space o, h, c, are cross sections

of the longitudinal bands of white substance continuous with

tlie corpus pyramidale. In the recent subject, they are of a

gre3ush-brown hue when so divided. The whiter parts, on the

other hand, which are interposed between, and surround, these

strata, consist entirely of the horizontal fibres of the protuber-

ance, which are intimately blended along the median line c, d,

e, e. Are sections of the reddish-brown substance behind the

protuberance, and anterior to the fourth ventricle. The

little triangular hole is a section of the top of the fourth

ventricle.

f, A section of the Vieussenian valve.

g, g, The fibres of the anterior crura cerebelli divided a little

obliquely
; in consequence of which in the indurated pre-

paration, they always assume a paler hue than the sur-

rounding parts, and have a similunar outline.

7i, h, Cross sections of the bands of fibres denominated by

Beil, the Schleife.

This, as well as the former figure, represent form, position,

^ind dimensions, with perfect accuracy. Only a general idea,

however, of the differences in colour is attempted to be given,

as it would be impossible to represent the minute varieties of

hue without a coloured engraving.

FIG. VII.

Is an outline of the upper surface of the medulla oblongata

when separated by a horizontal section from the annular pro-

tuberance. It is taken from a preparation still in my posses-

sion, on which Dr. Spurzheim, after much intreaty, was pre-

vailed on to mark off the boundaries of the corpus pyramidale

on the right side (See p. 64.)
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«, b, Is the line he drew ; extending from between the cor-

pus pyramidale g, and the corpus olivare d, before, to the

median fissure in the fourth ventricle b, behind ; thus al-

loting to the corpus pyramidale the whole space c

;

sepa-

rated from the corpus restiforme e, and all other parts by

the line a b.

FIG. VIII. & IX.

Are diagrams illustrating remarks at p. 31.

FINIS.

I'rinted by James Clarke,

Edinburgh.
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